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Preface

The LONBuILDER™Developer's Workbench is an integrated
hardware and software development environment running on
an IBM PC-compatible host computer. The workbench
includes all of the components required for the rapid
development of LONWORKS™applications.



The LONBUILDER User's Guide is for hardware and
software developers, who are using the LONBUILDER
Developer's Workbench to implement LONWORKS
applications. Readers of this guide should have some
programming knowledge or knowledge of basic digital
hardware.

Purpose
The LONBUILDER User's Guide teaches developers how to
use the LONBUILDERDeveloper's Workbench to develop and
test LONWORKSapplications.

The LONBUILDER User's Guide has thirteen chapters and
four appendices as follows:

• Chapter 1,LONBUILDER Component Overview, presents
a comprehensive overview of the hardware and software
components ofthe LONBUILDERDeveloper's
Workbench.

• Chapter 2, LONWORKS Application Development,
introduces the LONWORKS application development
cycle.

• Chapter 3, Introduction to the LONBUILDER User
Interface, explains how to use the LONBUILDERmenus
and windows.

• Chapter 4, LONBUILDER System and Project
Configuration, explains how to create home and project
directories and set system and project parameters.

• Chapter 5, Editing Files, describes the features of the
LONBUILDEREditor.



• Chapter 6, Defining Application Nodes, describes how to
define the application parameters for LONBUILDER
NEURON Emulator, Single Board Computer (SBC), and
custom nodes.

• Chapter 7, Building Application Nodes, describes how to
use the LONBUILDERtools to compile, link, and load
LONWORKS application programs. The chapter also
describes how to build a custom node and export and
import nodes and applications.

• Chapter 8, Debugging Nodes, describes how to use the
NEURONC Debugger to debug from one to 24 nodes.

• Chapter 9, Defining and Installing Management and
Router Nodes, describes how to define the hardware
parameters of network management nodes and routers
on a development network.

• Chapter 10, Defining Development Networks, describes
how to define the network parameters of application
nodes and routers on a development network.

• Chapter 11, Creating Development Network
Connections, describes how to connect network variables
and message tags and build a development network.

• Chapter 12, Monitoring Development Networks,
describes how to use the LONBUILDERProtocol Analyzer
to monitor and analyze a development network.

• Chapter 13, Testing Development Networks, describes
how to use the LONBUILDERNetwork Manager to test the
nodes on a development network.

• Appendix A, Main Menu Bar, defines the commands in
the pull-down menus on the LONBUILDERmain menu
bar.

• Appendix B, Editor Keyboard Summary, summarizes
the keystrokes that invoke LONBUILDER commands.

• Appendix C, Sample Memory Map, annotates a portion of
a sample detailed memory map.

• Appendix D, Utilities, describes the various utility
programs included with the LONBUILDER software.



The LONBUILDERDeveloper's Workbench uses the
TesSeRact™ Ram-Resident Library and supports the
TesSeRact Standard for Ram-Resident Program
Communication. For information about TesSeRact, contact
the TesSeRact Development Team at:

TesSeRact Development Team
1657 The Fairways
Suite 101
Jenkintown, PA 19046
1-215-884-3373

Compuserve: 70731,20
MCIMAIL: 315-5415

This MCIMAIL Account has been provided to the TesSeRact
Development Team by Borland International, Inc. The
TesSeRact Development Team is in no way associated with
Borland International, Inc. TesSeRact is a trademark of the
TesSeRact Development Team.
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LON BUILDER Component
Overview

This chapter presents a comprehensive overview of the hardware
and software components of the LONBuILDER Developer's
Workbench.



The LONBUILDER Developer's Workbench is a development
environment providing the tools needed to create LONWORKS
applications. A LONWORKS application consists of intelligent
devices, or nodes, that are connected by one or more
communications media and that communicate with one
another using the LONTALKTMprotocol. The LONBUILDER
system is used to program nodes to send messages to one
another in response to changes in various conditions, and to
take action in response to messages they receive. Each node
contains:

• A NEURONTMCHIP - a programmable device that
implements the LONTALK protocol and performs the node's
intended application function.

• A transceiver to provide the mechanical and electrical
interface between the node's NEURON CHIP and the
communications media.

• Circuitry to connect the NEURON CHIP to I/O devices such as
actuators, display devices, etc.

The LONBUILDER system facilitates the independent
development of individual nodes whose function may be
simple or complex, and integration of these nodes into
LONWORKS applications which might perform complex and
sophisticated tasks.



The LONBUILDER Developer's Workbench consists of integrated
hardware and software that operates with an IBM PC/AT-
compatible PC. During development, a LONWORKSapplication
typically grows from a network of two communicating nodes to a
network of many nodes. The LONBUILDER Developer's
Workbench accommodates expandability with the LONBUILDER
development station, LONBUILDERprocessor boards, and the
LONBUILDER expansion boards. On a single PC, the
LONBUILDER system provides a development environment that
can grow from a pair of emulated application nodes, residing in
the development station, to a distributed system of up to 24
emulated nodes and 256 remote nodes.

The LONBUILDER development station includes:

• An enclosure with power supply and backplane
hardware that supports up to six optional processor
boards.

• A control processor to support communication between
the development station and the processor boards. The
control processor communicates with the PC through the
LONBUILDER Interface Adapter, and includes a network
management node and a protocol analysis node.

Control Processor
I Network M 9t. Node I
IProtocol Anal. Node I

LONSUllDER
Single Board

Computer (SSC)

00 00 000

1 2 3 4 567

00 00 000



A LONBUILDERInterface Adaptor installed in the host PC
provides high speed communications between the PC
software and the processor boards in the development
station. Up to four development stations can be connected to a
single PC, supporting a total of up to 24 processor boards.

LONBulLDER
Interface Adapter

D
PC/AT compatible
(supports up to 4 development stations
and up to 24 emulators)



There are three types of LONBUILDER processor boards:
LONBUILDER NEURON Emulators, LONBUILDER Single
Board Computers (SBC), and LONBUILDER Routers.
Processor boards may accept two types of optional expansion
boards: transceiver and I/O. The optional expansion boards
can be LONBUILDER transceivers, LONBUILDER I/O boards,
custom transceivers, or custom 110 interfaces.

Table I-I lists the components of the LONBUILDER processor
boards.

Accepts Accepts
Optional Optional Supports

Amount Transceiver I/O the
Processor of Expansion Expansion NEURON C

Board Processors Memory Boards Boards Debugger

one NEUROf\I315O 64 KB application yes yes
Emulator CHIP 64 KB control one board one board yes

one NEUROf\I3150 yes yes
SBe CHIP 64 KB application one board one board no

two NEUROf\I315O 32 KB system per yes
Router CHIPS NEUROf\I315O ~p two boards no no



Nodes are initially developed on the LONBUILDER NEURON
Emulator, a processor board that allows source-level
software debugging using the NEURON C Debugger. The
emulator incorporates a NEURON 3150™ CHIP with 64 KB of
RAM. It also includes an additional 64K of memory for use
by the debugger in controlling the application program. The
emulator accepts up to two optional expansion boards for
testing with prototype transceiver and I/O hardware.

The emulator always resides in the development station,
where it provides hardware support for application loading,
source-level breakpoints, single-stepping, resetJstartJstop,
and memory read/write protection. The emulator also
provides a software controlled clock rate which may be set to
10 MHz, 5 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 1.25 MHz, and 625 KHz. The
LONBUILDER software can emulate the NEURON 3120™
CHIP memory map on the emulator's NEURON 3150 CHIP.

LON BUilDER Single Board Computer (SBC)
The LONBUILDER SBC is a single-board computer
incorporating a NEURON 3150 CHIP with 64 KB of
nonvolatile RAM. After debugging application software on
the emulator, it can be moved to an SBC. The SBC can be
installed in the development station or used remotely with
an external power supply. The SBC accepts the same
expansion boards as the emulator, allowing you to test
prototype transceiver and I/O hardware in a remote node.



The LONBUILDER Router is a processor board incorporating
two NEURON3150 CHIPS. Each router supports two optional
transceiver expansion boards to provide routing between two
communications media or channels. Routers may be
installed as follows:

• Learning router, which monitors network traffic to
learn the network topology. The router uses the extracted
network topology information to selectively route
packets between channels.

• Configured router, which uses routing tables based on the
network configuration of the nodes to route packets
between channels. The LONBUILDER Network
Manager automatically configures the routing tables.

• Bridge, which forwards all packets between the two
connected channels on the domains in which the bridge
is installed.

• Repeater, which forwards all packets between the two
connected channels, regardless of the domain in which
the repeater is installed.

A LONBUILDERRouter may be installed in the development
station or used remotely with an external power supply.

Processor boards require a transceiver expansion board to
provide the physical interface to a communications
channel. LONBUILDER transceivers are available for
twisted pair and radio frequency networks. Custom
transceivers may also be developed.

All processor boards include a backplane transceiver that
can be used to install the board on the backplane network
within a development station. Configurable bit rates are 4.8
Kbps, 9.8 Kbps, 19.5 Kbps, 39.1 Kbps, 78.1 Kbps, 156.3 Kbps,
312.5 Kbps, 625 Kbps, and 1.25 Mbps. Collision detection
requires a LONBUILDER Twisted Pair Transceiver and is
not provided on the backplane network.



The backplane network is limited to the boards contained
within a given development station: a maximum of 6
processor boards. When you exceed the capacity of the
backplane network or when you're ready to test your nodes
on target media, you can add or change transceiver
expansion boards to change the network media, usually
without affecting the application source code.

The LONBUILDER Twisted Pair Transceiver provides the
physical interface to a LONWORKS TP/XF-78 or TPIXF-1250
twisted pair network. This transceiver includes circuitry
supporting interfaces for two bit rates: 78 Kbps and 1.25
Mbps. You can use this transceiver to extend development
networks on the twisted pair medium to the number of nodes
and distances shown in table 1-2.

Max Number of
Data Rates Nodes Per Channel Stub Length Bus Length

78 Kbps 64 Node Equivalents 1 3 meters (10 feet) 2QCX)meters
(6560 feet)

1.25 Mbps 64 Node Equivalents 1 0.3 meters (1 foot) SOOmeters
(1640 feet)

Each node that uses a LONBUILDER Twisted Pair Transceiver counts as two nodes. If all LoNBUILDER
Twisted Pair Transceivers are used, the maximum number of nodes per twisted pair channel is 32.

Note that the number of nodes supported in the LONBUILDER
development environment with the twisted pair transceiver
is somewhat less than the full capability of the LONWORKS
twisted pair interface specifications.



To ensure the flexibility of snap-on transceivers in the
development environment, each LONBUILDER twisted pair
transceiver places two loads on the network. Consequently,
when all LON BUILDER Twisted Pair Transceivers are used,
the maximum number of nodes is 32. The LON BUILDER
Twisted Pair Transceiver is explained more fully in the
LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide and the
Implementing Twisted Pair Transceivers with NEURON
CHIPS engineering bulletin.

The LON BUILDER TP-RS485 Transceiver provides the
physical interface to a LONWORKS TP-RS485 twisted pair
network based on the EIA RS-485 standard. The TP-RS485
transceiver supports standard LONWORKS bit rates: 4.8
Kbps, 9.8 Kbps, 19.5Kbps, 39.1Kbps, 78.1Kbps, 156.3Kbps,
312.5 Kbps, 625 Kbps, and 1.25Mbps. The recommended bit
rate is 39.1 Mbps. See the LONBUILDER Startup and
Hardware Guide and the Implementing RS-485
Transceivers engineering bulletin for more information.
The bus length supported by the TP-RS485 transceiver is as
specified in the EIA RS-485 standard. At 39.1 Kbps, the bus
length is 1200m (3935 feet).

The LON BUILDER RF Transceiver provides the physical
interface to a radio frequency network. This transceiver
provides a 4822 bps bit rate using a 49 MHz carrier. The RF
transceiver is licensed under FCC part 15 for use in North
America. Certain restrictions apply. See the LONBUILDER
Startup and Hardware Guide for details.



The LONBUILDERprocessor boards accept a second
expansion board in addition to a transceiver expansion
board. The second board is used for proto typing I/O
interfaces. There are several options for developing I/O
interface prototypes:

• Build a custom I/O expansion board as described in the
LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide.

• Use the LONBUILDERI/O Evaluation Board to develop
prototype I/O interfaces. The I/O evaluation board
includes buffers for the NEURON CHIP I/O signals and a
large proto typing area for developing prototype
hardware. The LONBUILDER Extender Card simplifies
access to hardware implemented on an I/O evaluation
board.

• Use the LONBUILDERApplication Interface Board to
interface with I/O devices and custom node hardware
external to the development station. The LONBUILDER
Multi-Function I/O Kit includes an application
interface board and a Gizmo 2 multi-function I/O
module providing a collection of I/O devices useful for
prototyping LONWORKSapplications. You can use the
Gizmo 2 for initial software development, then replace it
with your prototype hardware when the hardware
becomes available.



LONBUILDERsoftware tools provide application
programming tools familiar to developers of
microcontroller-based applications, as well as network
management tools that meet the unique needs of
LONWORKS application development.

Application Programming Tools
The LONBUILDER application programming tools include
the project manager, editor, compiler, and source-level
debugger. All of these tools are linked through an Integrated
Development Environment (IDE), as shown in the following
diagram.

NEURON C Debugger

NEURON C Compiler

Program Editor

Protocol Analyzer

Network Manager

Project Manager



Integrated Development Environment
The LONBUILDER Integrated Development Environment
(IDE) supports application programming by automating the
development cycle and providing a common framework for
the software tools. The basic IDE includes the following:

• Object database, which stores the values of the user-
definable parameters of application, router, and network
management nodes. These values are shared by all the
LONBUILDERsoftware tools.

• Navigator, which simplifies viewing and changing the
object database. A large project may consist of hundreds
of objects. The definitions of these objects are easily
managed using the navigator.

• Project manager, which manages the configuration of
nodes defined within the object database and enables you
to build an application based on the object database
values. The project manager invokes the optional
NEURON C Compiler, to compile application programs,
and the network management tools to build the network
configuration information, load the application, and
start execution.

• Integrated editor for creating application programs and
invoking the project manager. The editor is integrated
with the NEURONC Compiler, so that errors identified by
the compiler are easily found and corrected.

• Additional tools, which may be added to the basic IDE,
including the components of the NEURON C Developer's
Kit.



~ ~ rJ-
NEURON C Developer's Kit / i LCJf'/bv( LO~\..

The optional NEURON C Developer's Kit includes the J 1. ,1... .
NEURON C Compiler and NEURON C Debugger.

The NEURON C Compiler is a cross compiler, taking as
input NEURONC source code stored on the PC, and
generating code that is stored in the object database for
subsequent loading to one or more target nodes. The
NEURONC Compiler generates code for both the NEURON
3120 CHIPand the NEURON3150 CHIP.

NEURON C Debugger
The NEURON C Debugger is a cross debugger running on a
PC host while debugging NEURON C applications running
on one to 24 NEURONemulators. The NEURONC Debugger
provides a full-screen source-level view of application
programs executing on NEURON emulators. You use the
source-level views to set breakpoints, start and stop program
execution, and single-step through the programs. You can
also evaluate and modify program variables using
NEURON C symbolic names. The NEURON C Debugger
provides visibility into the program's call stack by
providing commands to display the call stack and change
the current context to any function within the stack.



LON BUILDER Microprocessor Interface
Developer's Kit

The optional LONBUILDER Microprocessor Interface
Developer's Kit enables you to turn the NEURONCHIP into a
communications chip that can be used with any other
processor. The kit includes the Microprocessor Interface
Program (MIP), a NEURONCHIP application that exports the
top layers ofthe LONTALKprotocol from the NEURONCHIP
to the external host processor. For faster development, the
Serial LONTALKAdapter provides a ready to use serial
interface to a LONWORKSnetwork.

The LONBUILDERnetwork management tools include the
LONBUILDERNetwork Manager and the LONBUILDER
Protocol Analyzer. These tools are used to define, configure,
load, monitor, and control multiple nodes in a development
network.

Network Manager
The LONBUILDERNetwork Manager provides the tools to
define, configure, load, and control LONWORKS nodes and
networks. The network manager uses the network interface
included in the development station control processor to send
network management commands to other nodes within the
network.



The network manager is used to accomplish the following:

• Define the physical configuration of nodes by
associating target hardware with an application source
program. This defines the application image.

• Define network connections, generate node addressing
information (called the network image), and load
application and network images on target hardware.

• Put nodes on-line, take nodes off-line, reset nodes, read
node memory, write node memory, wink, and test
nodes.

• Monitor the status of all nodes on the network.
• Examine and change network variables on any node in

the network.
• Retrieve self-identification and self-documentation

data describing the network variables in any node.

The LONBUILDER Protocol Analyzer selectively monitors,
collects, and displays network traffic and network
performance statistics. The protocol analyzer uses the
packet monitor node included in the control processor to
monitor network traffic.

The protocol analyzer is used to accomplish the following:

• View network traffic.
• Save all network traffic to a log file for later display.
• Save specific network traffic to a log file by specifying

packet filters based on source node, destination node,
packet type, network variable, and message tag.

• Summarize network performance, packet counts by
packet type, and error counts.





2
LONWORKS Application
Development

This chapter presents an overview of the LONWORKS application
development cycle.



LONWORKS Application Development Cycle
Your LONWORKSapplication might consist of a single
node, incorporate several nodes embedded within it, or be a
collection of nodes installed in the field in a custom
LONWORKSnetwork. Regardless of the overall complexity,
the development cycle of a LONWORKSapplication typically
includes these steps:

• Step 1: Define the problem
• Step 2: Identify nodes and assign their functions
• Step 3: Define the external interface for each node
• Step 4: Write the application program for each node
• Step 5: Debug and test individual nodes
• Step 6: Install nodes in a development network and

test

LONWORKSapplications are initially developed using
prototype nodes installed on a development network. The
development network serves as a prototype of the networks
that will ultimately be created with the new application. The
LONBUILDERDeveloper's Workbench provides a number of
special tools that simplify the definition and management of
the development network. Although different tools may be
used to install LONWORKSapplication nodes in the field,
the installation steps are generally the same as the steps for
installing application nodes on a development network.

A node's memory consists of three images: (1) system
image, (2) application image, and (3) network image. A
node's system image includes its NEURON CHIP firmware.
The system image is fixed for all NEURONCHIPs of a given
type.



The application image and network image are the user-
definable portions of the node's memory. A node's
application image includes its application program and its
hardware, I/O, and transceiver configuration information.
Many nodes in a LONWORKSnetwork might have the same
application image. For example, in a factory automation
system, all conveyor belt motor nodes could contain the
same application image: they could have the same
application program and the same hardware, I/O, and
transceiver configuration information.

A node's network image defines its relationship to other
nodes in the network. The network image, stored in the
EEPROM of the NEURONCHIP, gives a node its unique
behavior in the network. The network image allows one
conveyor belt motor node to behave differently from the next
when installed in a network.

During development, you use the LONBUILDER Developer's
Workbench to create a node's application image in steps 2
through 5 of the development cycle and to create its network
image in step 6 of the development cycle. During production,
a node is typically manufactured with its system and
application image. The network image may also be
installed during production, or may be installed in the field.
When installed in the field, a network management tool
may be used to create and load a network image on the node.
In addition, an application image can be loaded when the
node is installed in the field. See the Installing
LONWORKS Installation Overview engineering bulletin
and the NEURON CHIP-based Installation of LONWORKS
engineering bulletin for more information on LONWORKS
installation.

Figure 2-1 charts the LONWORKSapplication development
cycle. The remainder of this chapter describes the tasks for
each step in the cycle.





During the problem definition step of the development cycle,
you define the desired functionality of the product. This step
is described in the NEURON C Programmer's Guide.

Step 2: Identify Nodes and Assign Their Functions
During the node identification and function assignment
step of the development cycle, you partition the application
into one or more nodes. Each node is an independent object
that consists of a NEURONCHIP, one or more I/O devices,
and a communications transceiver. This step is described
in the NEURON C Programmer's Guide.

During the node interface definition step of the development
cycle, you define the interfaces of the node that will be visible
to other nodes. These interfaces are defined using
application-level network variables and explicit messages.
The network variables and explicit messages of a node are
the only part of the node that is visible to other nodes.
Defining nodes in terms of their external interfaces allows
them to be developed independently, and minimizes the
impact of network or application changes. This step is
described in the NEURON C Programmer's Guide.

Step 4: Write the Application Program for Each Node
During the programming step of the development cycle, you
write application programs to implement the desired
functionality for each node.

Application programs may be written in NEURON C, using
the NEURONCHIP as both the applications processor and the
communications processor.



Application programs may also be created for other host
processors using the LONBUILDERMicroprocessor Interface
Program (MIP). The MIP moves the applications
processing from the NEURONCHIP to an external host
processor.

For NEURONC applications, this step is described in the
NEURON C Programmer's Guide. For the development of
host-based applications, see the LONWORKS Host
Application Programmer's Guide.

During the debugging step of the development cycle, you use
the LONBUILDERDeveloper's Workbench to perform these
tasks for each application node:

1 Install and configure a LONBUILDERNEURON
Emulator in a development station.

2 Compile and link application code for the node, and load
the application program onto the installed and
configured emulator.

3 Debug the node's application program running on the
emulator using the NEURON C Debugger.

Repeat these tasks for each of the application's nodes. At your
option, you can choose to:

• Use the same emulator to debug the application code for
each node.

• Attach a LONBUILDERtransceiver or custom
transceiver to the emulator to test the node on target
media.

• Add a LONBUILDERI/O board or custom I/O interface to
the emulator to test prototype I/O devices.



Optionally, following debugging on an emulator, you may
test application code on an SBC. The tasks let you:

4 Install and configure a remote LONBUILDERSBC on the
target media using a LONBUILDERor custom
transceiver. (SBCs must be initially installed within the
development station prior to remote use.)

5 Load the node's application program onto the installed
and configured SBC.

6 Test the node's application program running on the SBC.
The LONBUILDERNetwork Manager is used to install,
load and control remote SBCs. The NEURON C Debugger
cannot be used with SBCs.

These tasks may be repeated for each of the application's
nodes.

Also at your option, following debugging on an emulator
and testing on an SBC, you can test the node's application
program on your own custom hardware. The tasks let you:

7 Install and configure your custom node on the target
medium. Custom nodes may be based on either
LONWORKSControl Modules, or on custom designs.

8 Load the node's application program onto the installed
and configured custom node.

9 Test the node's application program running on the
custom node. The LONBUILDERNetwork Manager is
used to load the writable portion of the application image
and test custom nodes. The NEURONC Debugger cannot
be used with custom nodes.

These tasks may be repeated for each of the application's
nodes.

The tasks to accomplish this step are described in Part 2 of
this guide.



During the network installation step of the development
cycle, use the LONBUILDER Network Manager to install two
or more emulator, SBC, or custom nodes in a development
network. The installation tasks include:

1 Application definition: to define the functionality of the
nodes in the development network. The functionality
can change as you add more nodes to the network.

2 Development network design: to determine the number
and type of nodes, how the nodes will be logically
connected to each other, and where the nodes will be
physically installed.

3 Physical placement and attachment: to locate nodes in
their proper places and to make any necessary
attachment to application hardware and to network
media.

4 Node customization: to load nodes with information that
establishes the desired logical connections to other
nodes.

5 Network test: to monitor and test communication among
the nodes on the development network.

The development network integration step is cyclic. Repeat
the tasks as you add nodes to the network.

The tasks to accomplish this step are described in Part 3 of
this guide.



3
Introduction to
LONBulLDER User

the
Interface

This chapter introduces the LONBuILDER user interface. It
describes how to:

• Use a mouse, arrow keys, and keyboard to select from
menus and windows.



LONBUILDER Object Database
As you use the LONBUILDER system, you create objects that
define your application. The objects include:

• Application programs
• Node definitions
• Development network configuration information

The node definitions and network configuration
information are stored in an object database. This object
database is shared by all the LON BUILDER development
tools, ensuring each tool the same view of your application.

LONBUILDER Startup Screen
After issuing the command to start the LONBUILDER
software, as described in Chapter 4, the main menu bar, the
Navigator home window, and the status line are displayed.
Figure 3-1 shows the startup screen.



The main menu bar provides pull-down menus from which
you select a command that either opens a new window, opens
a dialog box, or performs a system or editor operation. The
main menu bar and how to use it are described under
LonBuilder Main Menu, later, in this chapter.

The Navigator window is one of six LON BUILDER
application windows, which provide the interface to the
LON BUILDERdevelopment tools. You use the Navigator
window to navigate through the object database creating and
changing your application's objects. You can even open the
other application windows from the Navigator window. The
Navigator and how to use it are described under Using the
Navigator, later, in this chapter.

The status line summarizes information from the protocol
analyzer, including the bandwidth utilization of the
communications medium, the number of packets received,
and the number of packets logged. See Chapter 12,
Monitoring Development Networks, for a description of the
fields in the status line.

The menu bar provides pull-down menus from which you
select commands. Available pull-down menus are
highlighted and change based on the open application
window.



These commands are described
in Appendix A, Main Menu Bar.

Opening a menu and selecting a command from it causes
an action to occur: some commands open application
windows; some open dialog boxes; some perform system or
editor operations.

Autonatic Install
Autonatic Build Ctrl-Fl0
Autoniltic Load
Install All
Build All
Conpile File

Opening a Pull-Down Menu

Accelerator keys are defined in
Appendix A, Main Menu Bar,
and summarized in Appendix B,
Keyboard Summary. Many
accelerator keys require you to
hold down the CONTROL, AL T,
or SHIFT key while you press
another key. The notation for
these accelerator keys is Ctr/-
key, A It-key, Shift-key.

This chapter uses the word
mouse to mean any Microsoft
mouse compatible pointing
device.

To open a pull-down menu, either:

1 Type the accelerator key that selects the menu.
(Accelerator keys are single-key commands that
provide a short cut for entering commands.
Accelerator keys for the pull-down menus are always
ALT combined with the highlighted letter of the menu
command; for example: Alt-F for File, Alt-E for Edit.)

2 If you are not in the editor window, press Enter (the
ENTER key). The menu opens with the first command
highlighted.

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer to the menu title.

2 Click the mouse button. The menu opens with the first
command highlighted.



or
1 Press F10 (the FIO function key) to highlight the most

recently selected pull-down menu.
2 Use the left and right arrow keys to highlight the pull-

down menu you want to open.
3 Press Enter. The menu opens with the first command

highlighted.

1 Press F10 (the FIO function key) to highlight the most
recently selected pull-down menu.

2 Type the highlighted letter ofthe title ofthe pull-down
menu you want to open. The menu opens with the first
command highlighted.

Closing a Pull-Down Menu
Mter you've opened a pull-down menu, you can close it
without selecting a command by pressing Ese (the ESCAPE
key). Press Ese again if a pull-down menu is still
highlighted. Or, click anywhere outside of the pull down
menu to close the currently opened pull-down menu.

Accelerator keys for the
commands on the pull-down
menus are displayed to the right
of the command.

The quickest way to invoke a command on a pull-down
menu is to type its accelerator key. The pull-down menu
does not need to be open for the accelerator key to work.

To select a command from an open pull-down menu, either:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer to the command.
2 Click the mouse button. Clicking the button invokes the

command.



1 Use the down arrow key or up arrow key to highlight the
command.

2 Press Enter. Pressing the ENTER key invokes the
command.

On the pull-down menus, some of the commands that end in
an ellipsis C..) open a submenu. Select from the submenu
just as you would from a pull-down menu. To close an open
submenu without selecting a command, press Ese or click
anywhere outside the submenu.

Dialog Boxes
On the pull-down menus, some of the commands that end in
an ellipsis C..) open a dialog box. A dialog box is a window
that requests information or requires a response. Some
dialog boxes, such as the one pictured below, are very simple.
This dialog box prompts you for a filename. Press Enter
after entering the filename for your response to take effect.
Press Ese to close the dialog box without responding.

P th f file



Some dialog boxes, such as the one in figure 3-2, are more
extensive, with the same properties as LONBUILDER
application windows. These dialog boxes usually have an OK
or SAVE button to save the information you enter and a
CANCEL button to close the box without saving. If there is no
CANCEL button, pressing Ese closes the dialog box. (See
Using Windows and Dialog Boxes, later.)

When a dialog box opens, the main menu bar and any other
open windows are unavailable until you close the dialog box.



LONBUILDER Application Windows
There are six LONBUILDER application windows:
Navigator, Editor, Debugger, Protocol Analyzer, Statistics,
and the Network Variable Browser (NV Browser). These
windows are the interface to the LONBUILDERdevelopment
tools. The Window pull-down menu has a command to open
each ofthese windows. You can also open the Editor,
Debugger, Protocol Analyzer, Statistics, and NY Browser
windows from the Navigator window. But it's quickest to
open these windows with their accelerator keys.

Window Accelerator Key
Navigator F2
Editor F3
Debugger F4
Protocol F5
Statistics F6
NV Browser F7

Any highlighted pull-down menu on the main menu bar is
available to use from an open application window. The
available pull-down menus vary depending on which
application window is open. However, from an open
application window, you can always use an accelerator key
or the Window pull-down menu to open another application
window. This action closes the current window, but saves its
state should you want to return to it.



Using Windows and Dialog Boxes
LONBUILDER windows consist of fields, object lists, buttons,
and scroll bars. The window in figure 3-3 has subwindows
of buttons and a display list.

Pressing the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.



Pressing the Home button
returns you to the previous
object button subwindow.
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sensor_2 SEnsoR SBC_l

The window in figure 3-4 contains fields in which you enter
values, fields from which you choose a list of possible values,
fields that open a menu from which you select a value, and
read-only fields.
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This section presents generic instruction on how to use the
elements of LONBUILDERwindows and dialog boxes. The
individual LONBUILDER windows and dialog boxes and
how to use them to accomplish development tasks are
described in Chapters 5 through 13 ofthis guide.



To select an item from an object list, either:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer to the left ofthe object.

2 Click the mouse button. A check mark (V') appears to the
left of the object to indicate that you have selected it.

1 Press Ese to close any open pull-down menu.
2 Press Ese to move the pointer from the main menu bar

into the window.
3 Use the TAB key to move the pointer to the display

subwindow.
4 Use the arrow keys to highlight the object.
5 Press the SPACE BAR. A check mark (V') appears to the

left of the object to indicate that you have selected it.

To select all items from an object list that supports checking
multiple items:

1 Press accelerator button F8 and all of the items will be
selected. To unselect all, press accelerator button F9.



To select an object button or a command button, either:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer to the button.
2 Click the mouse button. An action specified by the button

occurs.

1 Press Ese to close any open pull-down menu.
2 Press Ese to move the highlight from the main menu bar

into the window.
3 Use the TAB key to move the highlight to the button

subwindow.
4 Use the arrow keys to highlight the button.
5 Press Enter. An action specified by the button occurs.

1 Use the TAB key to move the pointer to the button
subwindow.

2 Type the first letter of the button you want to select.

Some dialog boxes display a
one-line help message about a
field when you select it. The
message is displayed in the
bottom border of the dialog box.

To select a field, either:
Use the arrow keys to highlight the field.

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer to the field.
2 Click the mouse button.



Many dialog boxes display an
error message if you enter
invalid data in a field. The
message is displayed in the
bottom border of the dialog box.

Some fields require you to enter values. To do so, select the
field and type in a value. Use the BACKSPACE key to space
to the left in the field; use the SPACE BAR to space to the
right.

Some fields require you to select from a list of possible
values. These fields are indicated with an up/down arrow.

net ttgt Authenticate: Lli!••

Ikx Free Buffer Wait: fWll_ •

When you see an up/down arrow symbol, the current value
is displayed in the field. To access the other options for this
field, either move the pointer to the field and press the SPACE
BAR, or click the mouse button. Continue cycling through
the options until the desired value is displayed.

Some fields allow you to select from a menu of possible
values, rather than cycling through the available options.
These fields are indicated with a down arrow symbol.

When you see a down arrow symbol, move the highlight to
the arrow and press Enter or click the mouse button to open
the menu. Select a value on the menu just as you would
select a command on a pull-down menu from the main
menu bar.



In some cases you may enter a value which is not listed as
an option. For example, in the Node Spec window's
Application Image Name field you may enter an App Image
name that is not yet known to the system. Another example
is the network variable list where NY arrays are displayed
as one entry with the array size indicated in the array
member index location. A dialog box prompts the user for
the member index.

The last entry in this type of menu will always be
"*BLANK*". Selecting this entry will blank out the field
that is controlled by these menus. To close the menu without
selecting a value, press Ese .

Some windows contain scroll bars, which allow you to move
forward and backward or left and right through the text
contained in a particular window.

y
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To scroll forward one line at
a time, click on the down arrow
at the bottom of the scroll bar.

Scroll forward through the text one line at a time:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer into the scroll bar just
above the down arrow at the bottom of the scroll bar.

2 Click the mouse button.



To scroll backward one line
at a time, click on the up arrow
at the top of the scroll bar.

To scroll right one window at
a time, click on the right arrow
on the scroll bar.

To scroll left one window at a
time, click on the left arrow on
the scroll bar.

Scroll backward through the text one line at a time:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer into the scroll bar
just below the up arrow at the top ofthe scroll bar.

2 Click the mouse button.

Scroll right through the text one window at a time:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer into the scroll bar
just to the left of the right arrow.

2 Click the mouse button.

Scroll left through the text one window at a time:

1 Use the mouse to move the pointer into the scroll bar
just to the right of the left arrow.

2 Click the mouse button.

Each time you click the mouse button new data appears in the
window. Click as many times as you need to. When you
reach the top, bottom, left, or right of the text clicking no
longer has an effect.

You can also move forward and back through the text by
pressing the PgDn and PgUp keys, or by continually pressing
the down and up arrow keys. To move left and right through
text, press the left and right arrow keys. To move to the
beginning of the current line, press the Home key. To move
to the end ofthe current line press the End key.



Using the Navigator
The Navigator home window, shown earlier in figure 3-1, is
the top-level of a tree of windows that allow you to navigate
through the object database. The Navigator windows are the
interface to the LON BUILDERdevelopment tools. The
Application Node window (figure 3-3) is a main branch of the
Navigator tree. This window is a typical Navigator window:

• Object-type buttons. These are buttons used to select types
of objects.

• An object list. This is a list of the selected type of object
from the object database.

• Command buttons. These are buttons used to invoke
operations on objects selected from the object list.

To use the Navigator:

1 Select an object-type button.
2 Select one or more objects from the object list.
3 Select a command button.

This guide provides explicit instructions on selecting
Navigator object-type buttons, objects from the object list, and
command buttons to accomplish LON BUILDER tasks.

To return to the Navigator home window at any time:

1 Press Ese once to close any open dialog box.
2 Press Ese once to close any open menu.
3 Press F2 to open the Navigator home window (or select

the Navigator command from the Window pull-down
menu).



1 Neuron C
2 Include File
3 HIW Properties
4 Target HIW
5 App Image
6 Node Specs

Figure 3-5 maps the windows that branch from the Navigator
home window.

Network :~
Management ':

................................................. :.-)1

7 Domain
8 Subnet
9 Channel

10 Connection
11 Node Specs
12 Packet Log
13 Statistics

14 NV Browser Lists 21 Message Tag
15 Project Manager 22 Protocol Analyzer
16 Editor 23 NV Browser
17 Memory Properties 24 Net Var Connect
18 Debugger 25 Msg Tag Connect
19 Network Manager 26 Net Var Connection Parameters
20 Network Variable 27 Msg Tag Connection Parameters

Figure 3-5. Navigating Through the LON BUILDER Object
Database .



Getting Help
The fields on many of the LONBUILDER application
windows display a help message when you select them.
Additionally, fields that accept new data display an error
message if you enter invalid data in them.

General help on a variety of topics is available on the Help
pull-down menu. To open and select from the Help menu,
follow the instructions under LONBUILDER Main Menu,
earlier.

The following general help topics on the LONBUILDER
Editor are available when the Editor window is open:

a brief description of the help
system and how it works.

help on the Help system itself
and on the About command,
described under System Menu
in Appendix A.

help on the basic cursor
commands.

help on the quick cursor
movement commands.

help on the text insertion and
deletion commands.

help on the commands that
give access to system-level
functions.

help on the File pull-down
menu commands.

help on the Edit pull-down
menu commands.



help on the Search pull-down
menu commands.

help on the View pull-down
menu commands.

help on the Tab commands.

help on the Options pull-down
menu commands.

help on the Project pull-down
menu commands.

help on the Macro pull-down
menu commands.

help on the Window pull-
down menu commands.

a quick reference list,
showing all the commands
assigned to function keys.



4

LON BUILDER System and Project
Configuration



Setting up Directories
A LONBUILDERapplication consists of application program
files and database objects. You can use the same application
programs in different network configurations. Each unique
network configuration requires its own object database.

This section suggests how to create a directory structure for a
LONBUILDERapplication, and for multiple applications that
share program files. If you do not have elementary knowledge
of the basic DOS commands, the DOS directory structure, and
DOS pathnames, please refer to a beginner's guide to DOS
before continuing with this section.

For a single LONBUILDERapplication, the recommended
directory structure consists of a home directory and a project
directory subordinate to the home directory. The figure below
shows a sample directory structure for a single LONBUILDER
application. You can use any valid DOS characters in your
directory names.

For multiple applications, create the recommended directory
structure for each application (you may create a common
source file and include file directory if you have shared files).
The next figure shows a sample directory structure for three
applications.



Do not create home or project
directories under the same
directory you used to install the
LONBUILDER Development Station
software.

Ifmultiple projects need to share common source and include
files, it is possible to specify a search path that the compiler
will use to retrieve these files. (See Chapter 5.)

The home directory is the top-level of an application's
directory structure. You issue the command to start a
LONBUILDERsession, as described later in this chapter, from
an application's home directory. This directory then becomes
the current working directory. For example, if you start a
LONBUILDERsession from the app3home directory, shown
in the sample directory structure earlier, app3home becomes
the current working directory.



When you start a LONBulLDER
session from the home directory,
the home directory becomes the
current working directory.

You can place an application's source and include files in as
many DOS directories as you wish. The home directory is
the directory that is current when you start the
LONBUILDERsoftware. You can place source and include
files in the home directory, in directories subordinate to the
home, in other directories on the same drive, or in directories
on different drives. The home directory should not be in the
LONBUILDERsystem directory.

When you issue the command to compile and link source
code, the LONBUILDERproject manager automatically
searches for source and include files in the current working
directory. It searches additional directories only if you specify
a search path to them. In the sample directory structure
shown earlier, each application using the source and include
files in the common directory must specify a search path to
this directory. Note, however, that the File button in the
Navigator will not search the source or include search paths
to retrieve files. See Configuring LONBUILDER Project
Parameters, later, for instructions.

The project directory is where LONBUILDERplaces:

• Object database files created when you define the
application nodes and their network configuration.

• Internal files generated when you build the application
image and network image of nodes.

The database and internal files in the project directory are
accessed by all LONBUILDERsoftware tools, ensuring them a
consistent view of your application.



The root directory may not be
used as a home or project
directory.

The home directory may not be
used as a project directory.

You can place an application's project directory anywhere
and name it any valid DOS name. In the samples, the project
directories are subordinate to their applications' horne
directories. Each project directory has the same name:
project. Placing the project directory subordinate to the
horne directory simplifies starting a LONBUILDER session as
discussed in the following sections.

Setting the LONPROJ Environment Variable
When you set environment
variables in the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file, the variables do not take
effect until you reboot DOS.

The LONPROJ environment variable specifies the relative or
full pathname of the project directory. You can set the
LONPROJ environment variable in the DOS AUTOEXEC. BAT

file, or you can leave it unset.

In the sample directory structure shown earlier, all project
directories are named project. To set the LONPROJ

environment variable to the project directory of whichever
application's horne directory is current, use a relative
pathname. Open the DOS AUTOEXEC. BAT file and enter

set LONPROJ=project

To set the LONPROJ environment variable to a specific project
directory, use a full pathname. For example, to set LONPROJ

to the app3home project directory on drive C:, open the DOS
AUTOEXEC. BAT file and enter

set LONPROJ=C:\app3home\project

Save the new AUTOEXEC. BAT file and reboot the PC by
pressing Ctrl-Alt-Del to invoke the new AUTOEXEC. BAT file.



Starting a LON BUILDER Session
The LONBUlWER system
directory contains the
LONBUlWER software, including
the lb command. The system
directory was automatically
created during LONBUlWER
software installation. During
software installation, if you did
not add the path to the
LONBulWER system directory to
your AUTOEXEC.BA T file, you
must do so before you issue the
lb command.

To start a LONBUILDERsession, change to the application's
home directory and issue the lb command. The format of the
command is:

lb [proj_dir_name] [/memory_option]

where proLdir _name is the path name of the project
directory, and memory_option is the overlay memory type.

Specifying a project directory with the lb command is
optional:
• If you start the LONBUILDERsoftware with the

command:
lb

the project directory defaults to the directory set by LONPROJ
in the DOS AUTOEXEC.BAT file. (See Setting the LONPROJ
Environment Variable, earlier, for details.)

• If you start the development system with the command:
lb proj_dir_name

the project directory is the directory specified by
proLdir _name.

You must give the project directory name with the lb
command:

- When you haven't set the LONPROJ environment variable,
or

- When you don't want to default to the project directory set
by the LONPROJ environment variable.



The overlay memory type is selected as described under
Configuring LONBUIWER System Parameters, later, in this
chapter. The overlay memory type may also be selected when
invoking LON BUILDER from the DOS command line with the
following options:

/EXT - use extended memory for overlay management

/EXP - use expanded memory for overlay management

/DISK - read overlays directly from disk

After issuing the lb command to start a LONBUILDER
session, you should see the following message:

Echelon, LON, and NE.URON are registered trademarks
of Echelon Corporation. LONTALK, LONBuILDER,

LoNWORKS,3120 and 3150 are trademarks of Echelon
Corporation.

Use of this software is subject to terms and
conditions defined in the LONBuLLDERSoftware
License Agreement, the ~WORKSDevelopment License
Agreement, and the LoNWORKSOEM License Agreement.
The Neuron Chip Firmware described in the license
agreements is contained in files with an SY prefix
and NX extension (SY*.NX).

Configuring LONBUILDER System Parameters

The overlay memory, buffer size,
and I/O port start address
selections made in this window
do not take affect until you exit
and restart the LONBUILDER
software.

The LONBUILDER software has four system options-color
scheme, overlay memory, protocol analyzer buffer size, and
110 port start address-that are user-configurable. To
configure these variables, follow these steps:

1 Open the Options pull-down menu.
2 Select the System command.



The type and amount of overlay Overlay Memory
memory can have a significant
impact on LONBUILDER software
performance. See the LON BUILDER
Startup and Hardware Guide.

selects extended memory, expanded
memory, or disk storage for
LONBUILDERsoftware overlays. The
LONBUILDERsoftware requires
more than the 640 KB maximum
memory available to DOS
applications. To work around the
DOS limit, the LONBUILDER
software uses overlays that may be
stored in extended memory, LIM 4.0
compatible expanded memory, or on
disk.



Protocol
Analyzer Buffer
Size

The selection depends on how much
cache and the type of extended or
expanded memory, if any, is installed
on your PC. An asterisk (*) marks the
current setting. (The LONBUIWER
Startup and Hardware Guide
discusses the cache and overlay
memory requirements for the
LONBUILDERsoftware.)
selects a buffer size from the
available options: 30, 66, 114, or 255.
The protocol analyzer stores
LONTALKpackets in fixed sized
buffers in a fixed sized space. More
buffers are available when a smaller
buffer size is selected, thereby
increasing the performance of the
protocol analyzer when logging is
enabled. If LONTALKpackets
exceed the buffer size, the packet
will be truncated by the protocol
analyzer and all of the data will not
be displayed.
If your application uses explicit
messaging, set the buffer size to
accept all the packets your
application can generate. Otherwise,
leave the size at 66 bytes.
Specifying a larger buffer size will
reduce the number of buffers that
the protocol analyzer has available,
and thus increases the probability of
a packet being missed. For the new
buffer sizes to take effect, you must
exit and then re-enter the
LONBUILDERsoftware. An asterisk
(*) indicates the current setting.



I/O Port Start
Address

selects one ofthree different color
schemes or monochrome for the
LONBUILDERsoftware menus and
windows. The initial default is set to
Color Set 1. To change the default,
select one ofthe other color set
choices. The color change goes into
effect after selecting the dialog box's
OK button. Select the preferred
color, or select Monochrome if you
have a monochrome screen
(greyscale VGA).
Four-level displays, such as those
found on some laptop computers,
may look better if Color Set 1 is
used.

sets the I/O port start address for
accessing the LONBUILDER
Interface Adaptor. The address must
also be selected on the interface
adaptor, as described in the
LONBUILDER Startup and
Hardware Guide. The interface
adaptor occupies eight contiguous
address locations. Start addresses
range from 200 to 3F8 hex. Any
address that does not conflict with
your other I/O devices may be used.
Suggested start addresses that
usually do not cause conflicts are
270,310, and 3AOhex (The default is
set to 310 hex.) Exit, then re-enter
the LONBUILDERsoftware for the
new I/O port value to take effect.



Configuring LON BUILDER Project Parameters
This section describes how to configure project parameters:

• Build (compile, link, and load) options, which allow you to:
Specify when to stop compilations.
Invoke the editor when a compilation or build stops due
to compile errors.
Generate information files about a build.
Stop the build process after compilation.
Load executables after creating network connections.

• Directories where the compiler and linker search for
include files and NEURON C source files

To set build options, follow these steps:

1 Open the Options pull-down menu.
2 Select the Project command to open the Project

Configuration window (see figure 4-2),



An assembly listing is generated
for each NEURONC source file in
an application image. There is a
filename.NL for every NEURONC
file compiled. The file name
corresponds to the source file
name.

There is one detailed link map
generated per application image.
The map name, filename. MAP, is
constructed from the first four
letters of the source file name plus
a unique number to differentiate
MAP files corresponding to
different hardware properties.

This option also provides a
summary of additional memory
available for the compiler,
assembler, and linker.

Select the Build Options to set them on (check mark II)
or off (blank) as desired. The Build Options and their
definitions are:
Output Link Summary. When on, this option
generates a link summary for the NEURON3120 CHIP
and the NEURON3150 CHIP; when off, a link summary is
not generated. The link summary displays in the Build
window (shown in Chapter 7) and is placed in the
BUILD.LOG file in the current working directory. The
default setting for this option is off.
Generate Assembly Listings. When on, this option
generates an assembler listing file, filename.NL, which is
placed in the working directory; when off, an assembler
listing file is not generated. The default setting for this
option is off. Setting this option on results in slower
builds and increased disk space usage.
Generate Link Map. When on, this option generates
a detailed link map, filename.MAP, which is placed in the
working directory; when off, a detailed link map is not
generated. The default setting for this option is off.
Setting this option on results in slower builds and
increased disk space usage. (Link maps are useful for
browsing through node memory, as described in Chapter
13. Portions of a sample detailed link map are annotated
in appendix C.)
Detailed Build Info. When on, this option prints a
recompilation message for every source file in the search
path; when off, recompilation messages are not printed.
A recompilation message states if a file will or will not be
recompiled and why. This option also provides some
useful information which correlates the application
image names with the source file names, and other
information about what is being built, and why. The
detailed build information displays in the Build window
and is placed in the BUILD.LOG file in the current
working directory. The default setting for this option is
off.



These three options (Stop
After Compile, Load
After Build, and Start
After Load) affect the
operation of the Aut omatic
Build and Build All build
commands. See Selecting a
Project Build Command, in
Chapter 7, for details.)

Invoke Editor on Build Stop. When on, this
option invokes the program editor whenever the build
process stops due to a compilation error; when off, the
program editor is not invoked. The default setting for this
option is on. (How you set the Stop Build On option
determines when the build process stops. The Stop
Build On option is also in the Project Configuration
window and is described later in this section.
Stop After Compile. When on, this option stops the
build process after compiling and before connecting;
when off, the build process continues through connecting
(i.e. binding). The default setting for this option is off.
Load After Build. When on, this option loads the
executables after compiling and connecting; when off,
the build process stops without loading. The default
setting for this option is on.
Start After Load. When on, this option starts all
the newly loaded target application nodes. The default
setting for this option is on.

Select one of the Stop Build On options to set one of
them on. The Stop Build On options and their
definitions are:

When on, this option stops compilations
after warning messages. The default
setting for this option is off.
When on, this option stops compilations
after errors. The default setting for this
option is on.
When on, this option continues
compilations regardless of warnings and
errors. The default setting for this optiop
is off.

Add the following Build Option (follows Start After Load)

Use Extended Memory. When on, this option causes extended memory
versions of the compiler. assembler. and linker to be used. The extended
memory versions can handle larger NEURON C programs. but they are slower
than the standard versions. The default setting for this option is off. To use
this option. an extended memory manager must be installed which supports
DPMI. VePI. or LIM 4.0 compatible expanded memory emulation.



You can place your application 5
source and include files in one
or more DOS directories. When
you invoke a LONBUILDER project
build command, as described in
Chapter 7, the system
automatically searches the
current working directory-the
directory from which you started
the LONBUILDER session-for
source and include files. If
source and include files are in
other directories, you must tell
the LONBUILDER IDE where to
search for them. 6

The LONBulLDER system
directory contains the
LONBUILDER software. This
directory was automatically
created during LONBUILDER
software installation.

Select the Application Directories field. Type the
pathnames of the directories to be searched for .NC files.
Separate each pathname with a semicolon (;). You don't
need to specify the current working directory, because
this directory is automatically searched first. You can
use relative pathnames for directories that are relative
to the current working directory; otherwise, use full
pathnames. (Directories are searched in the order in
which you list them. If multiple files ofthe same name
are found in different directories, the first instance of
the file is used.)

Select the Include Directories field. Type the
pathnames ofthe directories to be searched for .H files.
Separate each pathname with a semicolon (;). You don't
need to specify the current working directory, because
this directory is automatically searched first. You can
use relative pathnames for directories that are relative
to your current working directory; otherwise, use full
pathnames. (Directories are searched in the order in
which you list them. If multiple files of the same name
are found in different directories, the first instance of
the file is used.) The NEURONC and Include File
buttons from the Navigator do not search the search
path directories when displaying the list of files.

7 Select one of the following buttons:

Modify Defaults Saves to the LON BUILDERsystem
directory. The project
configuration parameters are
applicable to every project that
does not have its own specific
project configuration.

Saves to the project directory. The
project configuration parameters are
applicable to the current project
only.

Cancels without saving any changes
made since the last save.



Using a DOS Shell
You may execute some simple DOS commands, without
exiting LONBUILDER, by invoking a temporary DOS shell.

To invoke a temporary DOS shell, select DOSShell from the
System pull-down menu, (or type Ctrl-Z to access this same
menu). The screen will clear and you will see the DOS
prompt.

At this point, LONBUILDER is still in memory so you may not
have enough memory to run other large programs. Also, you
must not use any program that starts a TSR (resident)
program, as this may interfere with the LONBUILDER
software or cause the system to crash.

To return to your previous position in the LONBUILDER
software, type Exi t at the command prompt.

Ending a LONBUILDER Session
To end a LONBUILDER session, select Exit from the System
pull-down menu or type Alt-X.





5
Editing Files

This chapter describes how to create and modify NEURON C
source files using the LONBuILDER Editor. For instructions on
programming with NEURON C, see the NEURON C Programmer's
Guide.



Program Files
One of the tasks in the LONBUILDER development cycle is to
define-ereate, modify, copy, and delete-the application's
NEURON C source files and include files. This section
describes how to perform these tasks using the LONBUILDER
Editor.

Creating a Program File
You use the LONBUILDEREditor to create a NEURON C file
or an include file. There are three ways to open the editor to
create a new program file: (1) from DOS, (2) with the editor
accelerator key, (3) from the Navigator window.

To open the editor from DOS, type the following:

The Editor window (see figure 5-3, later) opens with an
UNTITLED file, which you can name later on.

To open the editor from DOS to create one to four files
simultaneously, type the following command line:

The LONBUILDEREditor creates the files named in the
command line and opens the Editor window (see figure 5-1,
later) with a text window for each file.

To open the editor using its accelerator key, press F3 from
any LONBUILDERapplication window. The editor opens with
the most recently edited file displayed in the text window.
Open the File pull-down main menu and select the Open
command, which prompts you for the name of the file you
want to create.



To open the editor from the Navigator window, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the File button to list the file object type selectors-
NEURON C and Include File.

3 Select the NEURON C or Include file button to list the
existing NEURON C or include file names in the object
list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the Editor
window (see figure 5-1, later) for an UNTITLED file,
which you can name later on.

You use the LONBUILDER Editor to modify a NEURON C file
or an include file. There are three ways to open the editor to
modify an existing program file: (1) from DOS, (2) with the
editor accelerator, (3) from the Navigator window.

To open the editor from DOS to edit one to four files
simultaneously, type the following command line:

LBE filel.nc [file2.nc) [file3.nc) [file4.nc)

The LONBUILDER Editor opens the existing files and creates
any new files named in the command line. The Editor window
(see figure 5-1, later) opens with a text window for each file.

On the LBE command line you can specify one to four existing
files or you can specify a file mask to display a list of
filenames from which to choose. For example, if you enter the
following command line:

the editor displays a list of filenames matching the mask
*.NC. You then pick the file to edit from a sorted directory
listing. (Refer to the DOS manual that accompanies your PC
for full details on how to specify DOS file masks. See Directory
Display, later in this chapter, for directions on how to select a
file from a directory listing.)



To open the editor using its accelerator key, press F3 from
any LONBUILDERapplication window. The editor opens with
the most recently edited file displayed in the text window.
Open the File pull-down main menu and select the Open
command, which prompts you for the name of the file you
want to edit.

To open the editor from the Navigator window, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the File button to list the file object type
selectors-NEURON C and Include File.

3 Select the NEURON C or Include file button to list the
existing NEURONC or include file names in the object
list. These lists do not use the application file search
paths specified in the ProjectJOptions screen.

4 Select one ofthe filenames in the object list.
5 Select the Modify command button to open the Editor

window (see figure 5-1, later) with a text window for the
selected file.

To delete a program file, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the File button to list the file object type
selectors-NEURON C and Include File.

3 Select the NEURON C or Include file button to list the
existing NEURONC or include file names in the object
list.

4 Select one or more of the files.
5 Select the Delete command button to delete the selected

files.



The LONBUILDER Editor is a programming editor that is
closely coupled with the LONBUILDER Integrated
Development Environment (IDE). The Editor manages up to
four text windows at once allowing you to:

• Choose multiple views of the same file, four different files,
or mix and match.

• Move or copy text between windows.
• Zoom one window to fill the entire screen.
• Resize windows to get the right perspective.

The editor has a built-in macro system that makes repetitive
editing tasks easy to accomplish. You can even invoke macros
from within search operations. Figure 5-1 shows the Editor
window for a new untitled file. Figure 5-2 shows the Editor
window with two text windows and the top text window
active. Figure 5-3 shows the Editor window with two text
windows and the bottom text window active.
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// Toggle ti.-er task. IJpda.tethe sensor state rtJ and toggle the light.
when(ti.-er _expires (toggle_ti.-er »
{

nu_sensor_state = (nu_8Cnsor_state == ST_Ort>·7 ST_OFF: ST_ON;
io_ouUio_light, (nu_8Cnsor_state == ST_ON)7 LIliiT_ON: L1liiT_OFF);

// Switch input task. Set the IMP brightness based on the l'l.l/IIIberof
// switch presses. Set the IMP to full brightness whenthe switch is
// pressed twice in succession.
when(io_changes( io_switch_in) to 1)
{

// Toggle ti.-er task. IJpda.tethe sensor state rtJ and toggle the light.
when(ti.-er _expires(toggle_ti.-er»
{

nu_sensor_state = (nu_sensor_state == ST_ON)7 ST_OFF: ST_ON;
io_ouUio_light, (nu_sensor_state == ST_ON)7 LIGHT_ON:L1liiT_OFF);

q:IJ--IR1P .rtC---65%-(53, 1>----[lIi.mIIl [lmlmDl---[~l £ill[Dll
when(nu_update_oeeurs(nu_Ill/llP_state» •
{

// Switch input task. Set the IMp brightness based on the IlU/llberof
// switch presses. Set the IMp to full brightness whenthe switch is H
// pressed twice in succession. m
when(io_changes( io_switch_in) to 1)
{



The top border in the LONBUILDEReditor is always a status
line, providing the following controls and information:

Closes the window when you click inside
the brackets. Pressing Ctrl-Minus
performs the same function.

Is the name and extension of the file being
edited. A star symbol is displayed in front
of the name if the file has not been written
since the last change. Press Ctrl-S to write
the file. Although the editor accepts
complete path designations, for example:

C:\DOCS\SAMPLE.DOC

the drive and pathname are not displayed
on the status line.

(RO) Designates a read-only file.

xx% Indicates the position of the cursor
relative to the last character in the file.

(line, column) Shows the line and column containing the
cursor. The line is counted from the start
of the file.

[Insert] Indicates that Insert mode is in effect. If
Insert mode is off, [Replace] is displayed
instead. Click inside the brackets to
change the mode, or press the Ins key.

[Indent] Indicates that Autoindent mode is in
effect. If Autoindent mode is off, [NoInd]
is displayed instead. Click inside the
brackets to change the mode, or press Ctrl-
F5.

>R< Indicates that macro recording is on. Ctrl-
M toggles macro recording on and off; see
Macro Menu in Appendix A for details.



Indicates that printing is in progress. This
is displayed in the same location as the
macro recording symbol.

Zooms [.A.] or unzooms [T] the window
when you click inside the brackets.
Pressing Ctrl-F2 performs the same
function.

Decreases the size of the window when
you click inside the brackets. Pressing
Ctrl-Fl followed by pressing the down
arrow key performs the same function.

Increases the size of the window when you
click inside the brackets. Pressing Ctrl-Fl
followed by pressing the up arrow key
performs the same function.

If the ruler line has been turned on with the Toggle Ruler
Line command (Ctrl-F3J, the second line in the text window
displays the locations ofthe current tab stops.

You can open up to four Editor windows at a time. Each
window can contain text from a different file or text from the
same file. You can divide Editor windows as long as they
contain more than seven screen lines (counting the status and
ruler lines).

You enter text in the editor in much the same way as you
enter text on a typewriter, and most of the keys on the
keyboard behave in the same fashion (press Enter to end each
line, for example). The cursor always indicates where new
text is entered.

The LONBUILDEREditor has menu and non-menu
commands. The menu commands can be invoked by selecting
a command from a pull-down menu on the main menu bar.
The menu commands are described in Appendix A, Main
Menu Bar. The non-menu commands are described in this
section under Basic Movement Commands and Basic Editing
Commands.



The basic movement commands move the cursor without
altering text. In addition to the movement commands
described in this section, movement commands appear under
the View Menu, described in Appendix A The first 2 basic
movement commands use the mouse, the remainder use the
keyboard.

Command

Move cursor within window
SCrollwindow

Mouse

Click mouse at new position
Click mouse within scroll bars

Command

Beginning of Line
Character Left
Character Right
End of Line
Equal Indent Down
Equal Indent Up
Line Down
Line Up
Match Delimiter
Page Down
Page Up
Scroli Window Down
Scroll Window Up
Tab Left
Tab Right
Word Left
Word Right

Keystroke

Home
Left Arrow
Right Arrow
End
Shift-Down
Shift-Up
Down Arrow
Up Arrow
Ctrl-[
PgDn
PgUp
Ctrl-Down
Ctrl-Up
Shift-Tab
Tab
Ctrl-Left
Ctrl-Right



Move cursor within window (Click mouse at new
position)

Clicking the mouse moves the cursor to the location of the
mouse pointer. The mouse pointer must be within the current
window. If the mouse pointer is inside a window that is not
current, the first mouse click makes the window current and
the second click moves the cursor.

Clicking the mouse in a scroll bar scrolls the window based on
which part of the scroll bar is selected. (See Scroll Bars in
Chapter 3 for details.)

Beginning of line
Invoking Beginning of line moves the cursor to column 1 of
the current line.

Invoking Character left moves the cursor one character to the
left. When the cursor reaches column 1, it stops.



Character right (Right arrow)
Invoking Character right moves the cursor one character to
the right. When the cursor reaches the right-hand edge of the
text window, the text starts scrolling horizontally until it
reaches the extreme right edge of the line (column 999), where
it stops.

Invoking End of line moves the cursor to the end of the
current line (the position following the last non-blank
character on the line). Trailing blanks are always removed
from all lines to conserve memory and disk space.

Invoking Equal indent down moves the cursor to the
beginning of the next line with the same indentation level as
the current line. For example, if the first non-blank character
in the current line is at column 20, the cursor is moved down
to the next line that also begins at column 20.

(Shift-Up arrow)
Invoking Equal indent up moves the cursor to the beginning
of the previous line with the same indentation level as the
current line. For example, if the first non-blank character in
the current line is at column 20, the cursor is moved up to the
preceding line that also begins at column 20.



Invoking Line down moves the cursor to the line below. Ifthe
cursor is on the last line ofthe window, the window scrolls up
one line.

Invoking Line up moves the cursor to the line above. If the
cursor is on the top line of the window, the window scrolls
down one line.

Invoking Match delimiter moves the cursor to the delimiter
that matches the delimiter currently under the cursor. If
there is no match for the selected delimiter, the cursor does
not move. You can match the following delimiters:

braces: {and}
angle brackets: < and>
parentheses: (and)
brackets: [ and]
comment markers: /* and */
double quotes: "
single quotes: .

The editor knows which direction to search for the match to a
brace, angle bracket, parenthesis, and bracket. When
searching for the match to a double or single quote, you must
indicate if the cursor currently marks the beginning or ending
quote. Use Ctrl-[ to indicate the beginning quote; use Ctrl-] to
indicate the ending quote. When searching for the match to a
comment, indicate the beginning of the comment by placing
the cursor over the slash; indicate the end of the comment by
placing the cursor over the asterisk.



Page down (PgDn)
Invoking Page down moves the cursor one page down with an
overlap of one line.

Page up
Invoking Page up moves the cursor one page up with an
overlap of one line.

Invoking Scroll window down scrolls down toward the end of
the file, one line at a time (the entire window scrolls up). The
cursor remains on its line until it reaches the top of the
window.

Invoking Scroll window up scrolls up toward the beginning of
the file, one line at a time (the entire window scrolls down).
The cursor remains on its line until it reaches the bottom of
the window.

Invoking Tab left moves the cursor to the previous tab stop, if
table tabs are not in effect. Unlike the Tab right command
described below, this command moves only the cursor. It
never moves text, whether in Insert mode or Replace mode. If
table tabs are in effect, this command does nothing.



Invoking Tab right moves the cursor to the next tab stop. In
Insert mode, any text to the right of the cursor is moved along
with it; in Replace mode, only the cursor is moved.

Invoking Word left moves the cursor to the beginning of the
word to the left, using the NEURON C definition of a word.
This command works across line breaks.

CCtrl-Right arrow)
Invoking Word right moves the cursor to the beginning of the
word to the right, using the NEURON C definition of a word.
This command works across line breaks.

Basic Editing Commands
The basic editing commands alter text. In addition to the
editing commands described in this section, editing commands
appear under the various pull-down menus on the main menu
bar, described in Appendix A. The first four basic editing
commands use the mouse, the remainder use the keyboard.

Command

Select Block
Select Column
Select Line
Select Word

Mouse

Click and drag the mouse
Shift + click and drag the mouse
Click mouse on left border
Double click mouse on a word



Command

Change to Lower Case
Change to Upper Case
Copy
Copy Append
Cut
Cut Append
Delete Character Left
Delete Character Right
Delete Line
Delete to End of Line
Delete Word Left
Delete Word Right
Insert Control Character
Insert New Line
Open New Line
Paste
Select Line
Select Word
Shift Block Left
Shift Block Right

Keystroke

Ctrl-F6
Ctrl-F7
Ctrl-Ins. Ctrl-C
Shift +Ctrl-C
Shift-Del. ctrl-X
Shift + ctrl-X
Backspace
Del
Ctrl-D
Ctrl-K
Ctrl-Backspace
Ctrl-Del
Ctrl-Shift -Ins
Enter
Ctrl-Enter
Shift-Ins. Ctrl-V
Ctrl-L
Ctrl-Shift-Right
Shift-Left
Shift-Right

(Click and drag the mouse)
Clicking and dragging the mouse over text both highlights
and selects a block of text. The character underneath the
mouse pointer is not included in the block.

(Shift plus click and drag the mouse)
Pressing Shift while clicking and dragging the mouse down a
column of text selects the column.



Clicking within the left border of a text window selects the
line to the right of the mouse pointer. Multiple lines may be
selected by dragging the mouse pointer along the left border.

Double-clicking within a text window selects the word under
the mouse pointer.

Change to lowercase
Invoking Change to lowercase changes the characters in the
current block to their lowercase equivalent. If no block is
selected, the character at the cursor is changed.

Change to uppercase
Invoking Change to uppercase changes the characters in the
current block to their uppercase equivalent. If no block is
selected, the character at the cursor is changed.

Copy
Invoking Copy copies the marked and displayed block to the
clipboard. The original block is left unchanged.



Copy append
Invoking Copy append copies the marked and displayed text
and appends it to the text currently in the clipboard.

Invoking Cut cuts the marked and displayed block to the
clipboard and deletes the original.

Invoking Cut append cuts the marked and displayed text and
appends it to the text currently in the clipboard.

Invoking Delete character left moves the cursor one character
to the left and deletes the character positioned there. Any
characters to the right of the cursor are moved one position to
the left. If the cursor is at column 1 at the time the command
is given, the current line and the previous line are joined at
the cursor.

Delete character right
Invoking Delete character right deletes the character at the
cursor and moves any characters to the right of the cursor one
position to the left. If the cursor is at the end of the line, the
current line and the next line are joined at the cursor. If a
block is highlighted, the entire block is deleted.



Invoking Delete line deletes the line containing the cursor and
moves any lines below it up one line. The cursor moves to
column 1 of the next line. .

(Ctrl-Backspace)
Invoking Delete word left deletes the word to the left of the
cursor.

Delete word right
Invoking Delete word right deletes the word to the right ofthe
cursor.

Invoking Delete to end of line deletes all text from the position
of the cursor to the end of the line.

Invoking Insert control character allows a control character to
be entered into the text. For example, pressing Ctrl-Shift-Ins
and then Ctrl-B would insert a Ctrl-B into the text. Control
characters are displayed as highlighted uppercase letters.



In Insert mode, invoking Insert new line inserts a line break
at the cursor's position. If Autoindent mode is in effect, the
cursor moves to the next line and to the same column as the
first non-blank character in the previous line; otherwise, it
moves to column 1 of the new line.

In Replace mode, invoking Insert new line moves the cursor to
column 1 of the next line without inserting a new line,
whether Autoindent mode is in effect or not. A new line is
inserted if you're in Replace mode and the cursor is on the last
line of the file.

Open new line
Invoking Open new line inserts a line break at the cursor's
position. The cursor does not move.

Invoking Paste inserts the clipboard at the current cursor
position. The clipboard is not changed

Invoking Select line selects the entire line at the cursor's
position.



(Ctrl-Shift-Right)
Invoking Select word selects a single word. If the cursor is
positioned within a word, that word is selected. If the cursor is
not within a word, then the word to the right of the cursor is
selected. And ifthere is no word to the right ofthe cursor,
then the word to the left is selected.

Invoking Shift bock left moves all selected lines one column to
the left. The characters in column 1 are deleted. Column 1
must be included in the block.

Shift block right (Shift-Right)
Invoking Shift bock right moves all selected lines one column
to the right. A blank is inserted at column 1. Column 1 must
be included in the block.



Prompt Editor
When it's necessary for you to enter a number, a filename, or
any other information beyond a single keystroke, the
LONBUILDEREditor displays a dialog box: a pop-up window
where you enter your response (the prompt itself is usually
displayed in the border of the dialog box). Generally, a default
answer is displayed, which you can accept by pressing Enter.
You can also cancel the operation by pressing Ese. To enter a
new response, type as your first character either a text
character, Ctrl-Shift-Ins, Ctrl-D, or Ctrl- V.

When you are entering text in a dialog box, you are using the
prompt editor, a special line editor with its own set of
commands. The special command keys are listed in Table 5-5,
below.

Command

Accept Entry
Beginning of Line
Cancel
Character Left
Character Right
Delete Character Left
Delete Character Right
Delete Line
Delete to End of Line
End of Line
Help
Insert Control Character
Paste
Restore Line
Toggle Insert Mode
Word Left

Word Right

Keystroke

Enter
Home
Ese
Left Arrow
Right Arrow
Backspace
Del
Ctrl-D
Ctrl-K

End
Fl
Ctrl-Shift-Ins
Ctrl-V
Ctrl-R
Ins
Ctrl-Left
Ctrl-Right



Most of these commands work the same way as their
equivalents in the main editor, described earlier under Basic
Editing Commands. The exceptions are Accept entry, Cancel,
and Restore line. In the editor proper, these commands either
don't exist (Accept entry and Cancel) or are only available in
the menu bar (Restore line). The Restore Line command
restores the response to its initial contents.

Directory Display
Several commands prompt for a filename. To display the
contents of a directory when prompted for a filename, enter a
file mask at the dialog box; for example: C:\LONAPP\*.NC
shows you all the files in sub-directory LONAPP on drive C: that
have the extension .NC. If a drive or path is not specified, the
default directory is assumed.

Once a mask is entered, all files matching the search criteria
are displayed in sorted order in a dialog box. The first filename
in the window is highlighted with a selection bar. If the window
is too small for all the filenames, use the scroll bar to scroll
through the list, or scroll through the list using the keys:

scrolls the display one window. The
first filename in the window is
highlighted with a selection bar.

scrolls to the first filename in the
list, which is highlighted with a
selection bar.

scrolls to the last filename in the
list, which is highlighted with a
selection bar.

To pick a filename from a directory listing, use the arrow keys
to move the selection bar to the filename and press Enter, or
move the mouse pointer to the filename and double click. You
can also pick a filename by entering one or more characters to
move the selection bar to the first name that starts with the
entered characters; ifnone of the names start with the entered
characters, the selection bar moves to the closest match.



Using the Build Log with the Editor
Ifthe Invoke Editor on Build Stop project parameter is
set on (as described under Configuring LONBUIWER Project
Parameters in Chapter 4), whenever a build procedure stops
during compilation, the LONBUILDERsoftware invokes the
editor as described under Selecting a Project Build Command
in Chapter 7. The Editor window opens with the BUILD.LOG
file displayed in one window and the source file containing the
first compile error in a text window. The first compile error in
the BUILD.LOG file is displayed and highlighted in the
BUILD.LOG window; in the text window, the line of code that
caused the error is highlighted and, for color sets, colored to
indicate the seriousness of the error:

Color (for color sets)

Yellow
Red

Type of Error

warnings
serious or fatal error

Figure 5-4 shows the Editor window with the BUILD. LOG
window and a program file window open.

EII0rw,"M¥isaWAWRM,m,u',M';··l4i-i€ia;·W'!ttii·lfW:9i. __
-rcor41UIl.D.LOG(RO)-7Z%-(13,1)-------------=1~nD1tUJl
Dependency calculations finished. •

Conpiling IntI'.Ne ...
Error: C:~.Ne 53( 22):

,// SWitch Input task. Set the IllJIlpbrightness based on the nu./llber of
,// switch presses. Set the IMp to full brightness when the switch Is
;';' pressed tw Ice In success Ion.
when Cio_changes( lo_swltch_In) to 1)
{

5!m:~l9fi1Me~ljll(ft§!-~"5:5~~~=~~~~=~~~5~~~~~•••••....,"""~'"';"/"'c_-Dou",,"C'''--ble-cilck,set brightness to IllaXIIlIWII
nu_current_leue I = 1llaX_leueI;
current_width = IIlll>ClllJllp;
leuel_step = Initial_step;
double_tllIler = 9;

} else {



You use the commands listed in table 5-6 to move through the
BUILD.LOG window and highlight compile errors. As each
compile error in the BUILD.LOG is highlighted, the line of
code that caused the error is highlighted in the text window.
The editor opens and closes program files as needed when you
invoke either the View or Edit command.

Table 5-6 lists the five command buttons and their
accelerator keys found on the BUILD.LOG Editor window.

Command

View
Edit

Next

Previous

Next Error

Accelerator Key

Space
<CR>
Nor Ctrl-F8

P
E or Ctrl-F9

Ctrl-FB and Ctrl-F9 can be entered in any editor window
when the BUILD. LOG is open. All other accelerator keys
must be entered in the BUILD.LOG window. The Next
Window command (CTRL-N) can be used to return to the
BUILD. LOG window when the View or Edit commands are
used.

Selecting View closes the file currently being edited, and
opens the file associated with the selected warning or error. If
you made changes to the current file, the editor prompts you
to save the changes.



Selecting Edit closes the file currently being edited, opens the
file associated with the selected warning or error, and moves
the cursor to the line that caused the error in the newly
opened file. If you made changes to the current file, the editor
prompts you to save the changes.

Selecting Next finds the next warning or error in the
BUILD. LOG window.

Selecting Previous finds the previous warning or error in the
BUILD. LOG window.

Selecting Next Error finds the next error in the BUILD.LOG
window.
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6
Defining and Installing
Application Nodes

This chapter describes how to define and install application nodes.
Application nodes may be NEURON Emulators, Single Board Computers
(SBCs), or custom nodes based on user-developed target hardware. In
addition, this chapter describes how to view, rename, and import
network variable descriptions.



Application Node Definition
An application node consists of target hardware with a
system image, an application image, and a network image
loaded in its memory. The system image contains the
NEURON CHIP firmware. The system image must be loaded
in ROM for a NEURON3150 CHIP, and is on-chip for the
NEURON 3120 CHIP. The system, application, and network
image may be loaded into an application node's memory
over the LONBUILDER backplane (for backplane resident
emulators and SBCs), or may be pre-loaded into a custom
node. The application and network images may also be
loaded over the network by the network manager for remote
nodes. A node may also update its own network image
using the NEURON CHIP self installation functions (see the
NEURON CHIP-based Installation engineering bulletin.)

A node is defined within the LONBUILDER software with a
node specification stored in the object database. The node
specification identifies the target hardware, application
image, and network parameters for a node.

Node specifications are created from the Navigator using
the App Node object type. To create node specifications,
follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator home window (see
Chapter 3, figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs (see figure 6-1).



The Properties, Target HW,App Image, and Node
Specs buttons are used to create and modify the following
object definitions in the object database:

• Hardware properties, which define the NEURON CHIP
properties of the application node's target hardware. The
LONBUILDERsoftware has default property parameters,
default_hwyrops, defining a NEURON 3150 CHIP with
a 10 MHz input clock rate and a default external
memory map consisting of 32 Kbytes of ROM.



• Target hardware, which defines the application node's
target hardware-emulator, SBC, or custom node-and
its location in either a development station or remote
from a development station. The LONBUILDERsoftware
has two default target hardware objects, emulator_I,
defining an emulator located in slot 2 of development
station 1, and emulator_2, defining an emulator
located in slot 3 of development station 1.

• Application image, which defines the origin of the
application node's application program.

• Node specifications, which define the node's name,
associated application image, and associated target
hardware, as well as its network configuration.
(Network configuration parameters are described in
Chapter 10, Defining Development Networks. The
channel parameters are the only network configuration
parameters applicable to testing nodes individually.)

Every application node is physically configured for a
communications medium or channel, and has channel
parameters that define that configuration. The
LONBUILDERsystem has default channel parameters,
default_channel, which defines a direct connection with a
backplane transceiver to the development station backplane
at a 1.25 Mbps bit rate. These defaults are appropriate for the
initial testing and debugging of most application nodes. If
you want to test nodes on a different medium or at a different
rate from the defaults, go to Defining Channels in Chapter 10
for instructions. Then, return to this chapter.

The default properties and target hardware objects are also
appropriate for the initial testing and debugging of most
application nodes. If they are appropriate for your nodes, go
to Defining Node Specifications, later in this chapter.

If the defaults are not appropriate for your initial testing on
emulators or if you're ready to test on SBCs and custom
nodes, you must define new property and target hardware
objects. To do this, you can copy the default object definitions
and change them as needed. You must define the hardware
properties and channels before the target hardware objects.



t
Hardware Channel Hardware NodeProperties

HW Property Name: •.... Channel Name: 04- AppHW Name: r-- Node Name:
defaulLhwyrops defaulL channel emulatof_l r- nodefau~

I
I App Image Name:... ... ... no defau~
I

Channel: I'-- defaulL channel I ...
I

Hardware Property: I Hardware Name:
defaulLhwYfops T no defau~; use

emulatof_l
Logical Node: f-Jfrom Node Name

Object Database

~



Every application node must have the properties of its target
hardware defined in the object database. Two or more
application nodes can have the same properties definition.
The object database is created with default hardware
properties, default_hwyrops. The defaults in
default_hw_props are listed in this section.

If no other hardware property definitions exist, the default
properties are automatically assigned to any target
hardware that you define. To create a new hardware
property definition for a node, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator home window (see
Chapter 3, figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Properties button to display the existing
hardware property definitions in the object list. Select
the Crea te command button to open the Properties Create
window.

Select default_hwyrops from the object list. Select the
Copy command button to open the Properties Copy
window with the values for defaul t_hwyrops
displayed in the fields (see figure 6-3).



"" Property NaIllC:

NWROrt Chip: ~

Input Clock Rate: ~ tttz

4 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:
HWProperty Name enter a 1- to 16-character unique

name for the hardware property
definition. You can use letters,
numbers, and underscores in the
name. No spaces are allowed.



When running 3120
applications on the emulator
or sac, the clockedge +-
option is not available for
triac output (clockedge +
and clockedge - are
available).

NEURON Chip

Firmware

choose the model number of the
NEURON CHIP: 3150 or 3120.
You can choose 3120 for
application nodes being tested on
an emulator or SBC, even though
the emulator and SBC use a
NEURON 3150 CHIP. This lets
you test an application defined
for a NEURON 3120 CHIP-based
custom node on an emulator or
SBC. When running 3120
applications on an emulator, the
memory protection is set up to
enforce the NEURON 3120 CHIP
memory map. The link map,
described under Configuring
LONBUILDER Project
Parameters in Chapter 4, can be
used to estimate if an application
will fit in a NEURON 3120 CHIP if
3120 is selected. (The default is
3150.)

choose the input clock rate of the
NEURON CHIP. Possible rates are 10
MHz, 5 MHz, 2.5 MHz, 1.25 MHz, .625
MHz. (The default is 10 MHz.)

enter the name of the system
image file. Normally, this field
should be left blank, and a default
system image will automatically be
chosen based on the type of target
hardware and NEURON CHIP.
(The default is blank.)



Firmware Version enter the version number (2 - 255) of
the system image files you wish to
use. If you enter a 0, the system will
choose the default. For additional
information on how this default is
selected, refer to the discussion in
Chapter 7 on Using Multiple
Firmware Versions. (The default
is 0)

5 If you have selected 3150 for the NEURON CHIP model,
define the memory properties as described in the next
section.

6 Select buttons as follows:
creates a new hardware property
definition with the values in the
fields. Mter saving, enter new
values to create another hardware
property definition, or select CANCEL
to return to the Navigator window.
displays the values of the next
hardware properties object
selected.
returns you to the Navigator window
without creating a new definition.



Defining Memory Properties
The Memory Properties screen allows you to configure four
types of off-chip memory: ROM, EEPROM, RAM, and I/O.

The off-chip memory parameters only apply to the NEURON
3150 CHIP. For this NEURON CHIP, memory is allocated as
depicted in figure 6-4. If you have selected 3120 for the
NEURON CHIP model, the memory is allocated as shown in
figure 6-5.

ROM
EEPROM

RAM
or

User I/O

reserved for
expansion

16 K
NEURON CHIP

Firmware

42 K
available for

application code
and ciata

2K
application data

and stack

.5 K
Network Con fig Data

2.5 K
Reserved

1 K

Memory-Mapped
I/O space

3FFF
4000

E7FF
E800

EFFF
FOOO

F1FF
F200 ON CHIP

FBFF
FCoo



FFFF

FCOO

F1FF

FOOO
EFFF

ECOO

27FF

0000

1K memory-mapped
I/O and reserved space

2.5K reserved

0.5K EEPROM

1K RAM

) unavailable )

10K NEURON CHIP
Firmware (ROM)



The 58 Kbytes of available off-chip memory is divided into
256 byte pages. A node's hardware properties contain its off-
chip memory configuration. You can configure off-chip
memory size in contiguous 256-byte pages for off-chip ROM,
EEPROM, RAM, and I/O space. The total size of the ROM,
EEPROM, RAM, and I/O space cannot exceed 58 Kbytes.

If you have selected 3150 for the NEURON CHIP model, follow
these steps.

1 While in the HW Properties screen, if you have chosen
3150 for the NEURON CHIP model, select the More button.

~ Z56 byte pages ROf1start:
ROf1End:

E Z56 byte pages EEPROf1Start:
EEPROf1End:

E Z56 byte pages RAMstart:
RAMEnd:

E Z56 byte pages I/O Start:
I/O End:

IOeOO
a7fff
a~
IOeOO

a~
IOeOO

a~
IOeOO



Note that EEPROM in this
context refers to non-volatile
readlwrite memory. If you wish
to use a non-volatile or battery-
backed RAM, define it as
EEPROM, with a write delay of
o ms in the Memory Properties
window.

2 Enter the values as required in the Memory Properties
window. The address ranges for ROM, EEPROM, and
RAM must increase in this order. The address range
for the I/O space may be placed in any order. None of
these areas may overlap or wrap.

EEPROMWrite Time enter the off-chip memory
EEPROM write time. Valid
values range from 0 to 255 ms.
(The default is 10 ms. The
default is suitable for most
EEPROM chips. If you are using
nonvolatile RAM in place of off-
chip EEPROM, set this field
to 0.)
enter the integer value
representing the size in 256-byte
pages of off-chip ROM. The first
16 Kbytes of ROM is used for the
NEURON CHIP firmware. Valid
values range from 64 to 232 (16
Kbytes to 58 Kbytes). (The default
is 128 (32 Kbytes).) If an
application program is to reside
in on-chip EEPROM memory
only, set this field to 64 (16
Kbytes), and leave EEPROM Size
set at O.
is a read-only field. ROM always
starts at O.
is a read-only field. It changes
automatically as the value for ROM
Si z e changes.
enter the integer value
representing the size in 256-byte
pages of off-chip EEPROM. Valid
values range from 0 to 168 (42
Kbytes). (The default is 0.)



enter the EEPROM start address
or 0, meaning no off-chip
EEPROM. Valid start addresses
range from 4000 hex to E700 hex.
The address you enter must be
greater than the ROM End
address. (The default is 0.)
is a read-only field. It changes
automatically as the values for
EEPROMSize andEEPROM
Start change.
enter the integer value
representing the size in 256-byte
pages of off-chip RAM. Valid
values range from 0 to 168 (42
Kbytes). (The default is 0.)
enter the RAM start address or 0,
meaning no off-chip RAM. Valid
start addresses range from 4000
hex to E700 hex. The address you
enter must be greater than the
EEPROMEnd and ROMEnd
addresses. (The default is 0.)
is a read-only field. It changes
automatically as the values
for RAMSize and RAMStart
change.



If the application running on a
node with memory mapped I/O
will be protected from network
management reads and writes,
and you want the I/O space
similarly protected, start the
I/O area immediately following
the ROM area, before any other
memory areas.

The debugger cannot access
memory-mapped I/O devices.
Using the debugger to access
memory locations in the I/O
space will produce incorrect
results.

enter the integer value
representing the size in 256-byte
pages of memory-mapped I/O
space. This space will be
reserved for application use, and
will not be read or write protected
when the application is running
on an emulator. See the emulator
documentation in the
LONBUILDER Startup and
Hardware Guide for instructions
on how to use memory-mapped
I/O. Valid values range from 0
to 168 (42 Kbytes). (The default is
O. )

enter the memory-mapped I/O
start address or 0 (meaning no
memory mapped I/O space).
Valid addresses range from 4000
hex to E700 hex. The address you
enter must be greater than the
ROM End address. (The default
is 0.)

is a read-only field. It changes
automatically as the values for
I/O Size and I/O Start change.

3 Select buttons as follows:
OK returns you to the Hardware

Properties window. The changes
you have made in the Memory
Properties window are retained.
You must still select SAVE in the
Hardware Properties window to
save these definitions.
returns you to the Hardware
Properties window without
retaining any changes you have
made in the Memory Properties
window.



Defining Target Hardware
Every application node must have its target hardware
defined in the object database. Application programs are
typically debugged on emulator target hardware. Once
debugged, application programs may be tested on remote
SBC target hardware. After debugging on an emulator and
testing on a remote SBC, application programs can be loaded
on custom node target hardware.

The object database is created with two default target
hardware objects: emulator_l and emulator_2. The
defaults for emulator 1and emulator 2 are listed in this
section.

To create a new target hardware object for a node, follow
these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectorS-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing target
hardware definitions in the object list.

4 .Select emulator_lor emulator_2 from the object list.
Select the Copy command button to open the Target HW
Copy window with the emulator_lor emulator 2
definition displayed (see figure 6-7).

-or-
Select the Create command button to open the Target
HW Create window.



5 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:

enter a 1- to 16-character unique
hardware name. You can use
letters, numbers, and
underscores in the name. No
spaces are allowed. (The name in
this field matches the Hardware
Name you enter in the node
specification definition, as
described under Defining Node
Specifications, later.)



A custom node is based HW Type choose the target hardware type:
on user-developed Emulator, SBC,or Custom. (The
target hardware. d f: It' E 1 t )e au IS mu a or.
• Page6-18Addition Location ~ HW Type Emulator or SBC,

Add the following to the field description of HW Type (top):'/ . ~~ter the development station
If you are modifying a definition, this field is read-only. If you Wlsh to reuse ID/slot number for the target
the definition for some different hardware type, use the Copy button 10 the •
Navigator window to copy the definition to a new defimtlon, then ehange the hardware. ValId development
hardware type before saving the new definition. station IDs are 1, 2, 3, and 4. Valid

slot numbers are 2, 3, 4, 5,6, and 7.
(Slot 1 is used by the control
processor.) The default ID/slot
number for emulator_l is 1/2.
The default ID/slot number for
emulator_2 is 1/3. If you have
already configured other target
hardware for the default ID/slot
number, enter an available
ID/slot number.

after an SBC has been installed in
the development station, this field
may be modified to 0/0. This
indicates that the SBC may be
removed from the development
station.

for HW Type Custom, do nothing.
The Location field becomes read-
only and displays 0/0.

enter the channel name for the
node. (The default is
default_channel. If you do
not use the default, you must
create the channel definition
before you enter its name in this
field. See Defining Channels, in
Chapter 10.)



enter the priority of the node from 0 to
127. 0 means no priority; otherwise, the
lower the number, the higher the
priority. (The default is o. The value in
this field must be equal to or less than
the value for Num Priorities in the
channel definition described under
Defining Channels, in Chapter 10.)
enter the hardware properties name.
(The default is default_hw_props.
If you do not use the default, you must
create the properties definition before you
enter its name in this field. See Defining
Properties, earlier.)
choose YES to enable collision detection,
or NOto disable. (The default is YES) .
(This field only applies if the selected
channel has Collision Detection
enabled.)
".is a read-only field. This field
value is assigned when you first
install the node, and may not be
changed by the user.

is a read-only field. This field value is
assigned when you define the node
specifications for this node. (See
Defining Node Specifications, later, for
details.)

Select buttons as follows:

Collision
Detect

If this hardware uses a specia) purpose mode
transceiver, and the channel definition allows
nodes to override the eenera) purpose data (see
Dt/inuagCh~tls. in thif supplement), choose

~~ defi~e:crt:~: f~i:~:~rd~~j~OCh:~~ ..-------
to UH the data defined by the channel. This

~ei~d~:r:t::~~:e:n~teu:a:;;~~e~e::;s:orNEURON
mode or it it doe. not allow nodu to override
the eeneral purpose data.

if the Override Xtvr G.P. Data field is )'es "
enter the aeven hu byte. of data lhat. will ~
downloaded to the special purpoie mode
tranac:eiver. These values will override the

;:d:nt~(~.rov~~:~c~I·G.~i~:~I~~jdNode
15No, and win display the values defined (or
the channel.

creates a new target hardware object
definition with the values in the fields.
After saving, enter new values to create
another target hardware object
definition, or select CANCELto return to
the Navigator window.
displays the values of the next target
hardware object selected.
returns you to the Navigator window
without creating a new definition.



The NEURON C Developer's Kit is
required to use a NEURON C
source file.

The LON TALKAPI is required to
use a Host C definition file.

These steps may be skipped if
the application image origin is
source code. An application
image definition is created
automatically when a node
specification is created using an
undefined application image.

Every application node must have an application image
definition in the object database. The node's application
image can be defined by a NEURON C source file (.NC
extension), object code files (.NO extension and .BIF
extension), an external interface file (.XIF extension), or a
host C definition file (.HC extension). The node's
application image definition has the same name as its
NEURON C program file minus the .NC extension, object
code file minus the .NO extension, the external interface
file minus the .XIF extension, or the host C definition file
minus the .HC extension. An external interface file may
be created by a node export (see Exporting and Importing in
Chapter 7) or a SNVT import (see Importing SNVT
Information from the Node, later in this chapter).

To define an application image, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-P rope rt i e s , Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the App Image button to display the existing
application image definitions in the object list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the
Application Image Create window (see figure 6-8).



5 Select fields and enter values as needed. The fields and
their defaults are:

enter the 1- to 8-character name of
the application image definition
for the node. You can use letters,
numbers, and underscores in the
name. No spaces are allowed.
This name must be the same
name as the node's NEURON C
program file, object code file,
external interface file, or host C
definition file, without the
extension.



App Image Origin choose from the following options:

If Source Code is selected, the
application image is defined by a
NEURON C source file (.NC
extension) for the node. The
NEURON C Developer's Kit is
required to use this option.

If Object Code is selected, the
application image is defined by
object code files (.NO and .BIF
extensions) for the node.

If Interface File is selected, the
application image is defined by an
external interface file (.XIF
extension) for the node.

If Host C Defs is selected, the
application image is defined by a
host C definition file (.HC
extension) and an external
interface file (.XIF extension). The
name of the host C definition file is
the application image name plus
".hc". An additional field allows
entry of the input external interface
file name if this option is selected.
The LONTALKAPI is required to
activate this option.

6 Select buttons as follows:
creates a new application image
definition with the values in the
fields. After saving, enter new
values to create another
application image definition, or
select CANCEL to return to the
Navigator window.
returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
definition.



Defining Node Specifications
Every application node must have a node specification in the
object database. The node specification specifies the
application node's name, its associated application image
definition, and its associated target hardware definition.

To define the node specifications for an application node,
follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors--Properties I Target HW I App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Node Specs button to display the existing node
specifications in the object list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the Node
Create window (see figure 6-9).

-or-
Select a node specification from the object list. Select the
Copy command to open the Node Copy window.
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5 Most of the fields in this window are used when the node
is installed in a development network, as described in
Chapter 10, Defining Development Networks. Three of
the fields are used for defining the application node
independent of its network configuration.



The fields in the Node Specification Create window are:
Node Name enter a 1- to 16-character unique

name for the application node. You
can use letters, numbers, and
underscores in the name. No
spaces are allowed. (The
LONBUILDER software displays
this name in the Application Node
Name field ofthis node's target
hardware definition as described
under Defining Target Hardware.)
enter the application image name
for the node. (The name in this
field is described under Defining
Application Images, earlier. If
there is no application image with
this name, one will be created
automatically and the origin will
be NEURON C source code.)

Target HW enter the target hardware name of
the emulator, SBC, or custom node.
(The name in this field matches the
App HW Name you entered in the
node's target hardware definition,
as described under Defining
Target Hardware, earlier.)

6 Select buttons as follows:
creates a new node specification
with the values in the fields. After
saving, enter new values to create
another node specification, or select
CANCEL to return to the Navigator
window.
displays the values of the next node
specification object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
specification.



Installing Application Node Target Hardware
Whenever you define a new target hardware object, it must
be installed to ensure that the object database is consistent
with the node hardware. You must also re-install target
hardware whenever you cycle power on a node or change the
property, channel, or target hardware definition of a node.

To install or re-install emulator or SBC target hardware in
a development station, follow these steps:

1 Physically install emulators and SBCs as described in
the LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide.

2 Define the emulators' and SBCs' hardware property,
channel, and target hardware parameters, as described
in this chapter, if you have not already done so.

3 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

4 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image,and Node Specs.

5 Select the Target HW button to display the existing target
hardware definitions in the object list.

6 Select one or more target hardware objects to install.
7 Select the Install button to receive a message dialog box

saying:
Command in Progress

When installation is complete, a message dialog box
appears saying:

Command Complete



To install or re-install SBC target hardware on a remote
network, follow these steps:

1 Install the SBC in a development station as described
above.

2 Set the location field ofthe SBC target hardware to 0/0.
3 Physically install the SBC remotely from the

development station as described in the LONBUILDER
Start-up and Hardware Guide.

To install or re-install custom node target hardware, follow
these steps:

Physically install the custom node as described in the
LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide.
Define the custom nodes' hardware property, channel,
and target hardware parameters, as described in this
chapter, if you have not already done so.
Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).
Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-P roperties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.
Select the Target HWbutton to display the existing target
hardware definitions in the object list.
Select one or more target hardware objects to install.

ial r~x~ .•

egi P~~?
Select YESto display the dialog box message:

Waiting for the custom node's service pin
event
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When changing communication
parameters, the new parameters
do not take effect until the node
is reset, or the power is cycled
on the node.

CAUTION: Ensure that you
have selected the correct input
clock rate before changing the
communication parameters for a
node.

9 Press the service pin on the custom node to be installed.
If the network manager does not receive the service pin
message, or if you take too long to press the service pin
(about 10 seconds), the following message is displayed:

Service pin message not received.
If you get this message, check that a communications
path exists from the custom node to the network
manager, and begin again from step 7.
If you press the service pin within the allotted time, the
following message is displayed:

Do you want to install communications
parameters?

10 Select buttons as follows:
writes the communication
parameters to the target
hardware's EEPROM memory
and displays the message:
Command Complete.
Installation proceeds to the next
selected target hardware object.
This option should only be used
when changing the custom
node's transceiver or priority.
After selecting this option, power
down the custom node and then
change the transceiver.
This option will also change the
input clock parameter for the
node, as specified in the
Hardware Properties screen. If
this value is incorrect, the node
will be unable to communicate.
NEURON 3150 CHIP-based nodes
may be recovered using the
EEBLANK image. See Building
Custom Nodes in chapter 7.



does not write the communication
parameters to the target
hardware's EEPROM memory,
but does display the message:
Command Complete. Installation
proceeds to the next selected target
hardware. Select this option
unless you are changing the
custom node's transceiver or
priority. (This option is the
default.)

CANCEL does not write the communication
parameters to the target hardware
object's EEPROM memory and
cancels installation for the
remainder of the selected target
hardware objects.

The project manager can be used to simplify target
hardware installation. To install nodes using the project
manager, follow these steps:

1 Install the node hardware as described in the
LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide.

2 Open the Project pull-down menu.
3 Select one of the following commands:

Automatic Install installs the target hardware of all
nodes defined in the object
database that require it.

Install All installs the target hardware of all
nodes defined in the object
database, regardless of current
status.



Modifying Application Node Objects
To modify an application node object, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image,and Node Specs.

3 Select either Properties, Target HW, App Image, or
Node Specs. Existing objects for the selected type
display in the object list.

4 Select one or more ofthe displayed objects.
5 Select the Modify command button to open the Modify

window with the values for the first object displayed in
the fields. (The Modify window for Properties looks
like the window in figure 6-3, for Target HW looks like
the window in figure 6-4, for App Image looks like the
window in figure 6-5, for Node Specs looks like the
window in figure 6-6.)

6 Select the fields you want to modify, and enter new
values.

7 Select buttons as follows:
modifies the object with the values
in the fields. After saving, select
NEXTor CANCEL.
displays the values of the next
object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without modifying the
object.



Deleting Application Node Objects
When you delete a node's Target HW or Node Specs
definition, the node can no longer be loaded. If you attempt
to load a partially deleted node, you will receive an error
message. However, if the node was previously loaded, and
its application is running, deleting the node will not stop the
application.

To delete hardware properties or a channel definition for a
node, you must first delete the node's hardware definition, or
modify it so that it no longer contains the channel name or
hardware properties that you wish to delete.

To delete an application node object, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selector-Properties, Target HW, App
Image,and Node Specs.

3 Select either Properties, Target HW, App Image, or
Node Specs. Existing objects for the selected type
display in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed objects.

5 Select the Delete command button.



Standard Network Variable Types (SNVTs)
The LONTALKprotocol includes a predefined set of
Standard Network Variable Types (SNVTs) to promote
interoperability between LONWORKSproducts. SNVTs
promote interoperability between nodes by providing a well-
defined interface for internode communication. A node
may be installed in a network and logically connected to
other nodes in the network as long as the data types match.

Interoperability simplifies installation of nodes into
different types of networks by keeping the network
configuration independent of the node's application. For
further explanation of SNVTs, please refer to the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide and the SNVT Guide.

The network manager cannot
assure that Typeless variables
are the correct size for a
particular connection setup.

The Node Query window allows you to look at and import the
definitions of network variables for a node. Network
variable information can only be read when the node
selected is installed and has an application loaded.
Otherwise, an error message will indicate that the network
variable information cannot be read.

The Node Query window contains a scrollable list of the
network variables in the node, along with their types and
some of their characteristics. If a network variable is not a
known SNVT, it will be imported as Typeless. This will
cause binding operations to ignore type checking for the
variable. Any variables which are SNVTs will still work
as expected.

The Self-Identification (SI) and Self-Documentation (SD)
features determine how much information is available
through Node Query. Refer to the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide for an explanation of the compiler
directives that control the SI and SD features.



When the Node Query window is first opened, the first
network variable in the list will be selected by default. The
network variable information, for the selected network
variable, is displayed in a subwindow below the list of
names (see figure 6-10).

Querying Network Variable Information
To query network variable information, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Node Specs button to display the existing
application node specifications in the object list.

Select the Target HW button to display the existing target
hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed nodes. A check mark
(II') appears to the left of the selected nodes or Target HW
objects.

5 Select the Query command button to open the Node Query
window. If the node(s) selected are not installed and
loaded, an error message appears indicating that the
network variable information cannot be read. This
information is read-only (with the exception of the
Network Variable Name field.) A maximum of five
network variables can be displayed in the list at a time.
Use the scroll bar to the right to view all available
network variables. If any information is not available,
its field is left blank.

6 To view another network variable, move the cursor to the
left of that network variable and click the mouse. A
check mark (,/) appears to the left of the selected network
variable.
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imports the network variable
definitions and saves the name
changes. Import creates an
external interface file (.XIF
extension) in the current working
directory. The external interface
file has all the information that
you were able to read from the
node. Use this option when
importing nodes from another
source into your development
network.



displays the next node's list of
network variables.

returns you to the Navigator. If
you Cancel after editing network
variable names without
importing the node, the name
changes will be lost. You will be
prompted prior to this loss and
given the opportunity to recover.

Editing Network Variable Names
Ifthe imported node's application program was built with the
enable_sd_nv _names compiler directive, the network
variable names in the Node Query window will be the same
names used in the original program. If enable_sd_nv _names
was not used, the network variable names will be nv_ 0, nv_1,
etc. These names may be edited for readability.

To edit a network variable name, follow these steps:

1 Follow steps 1 to 5 under Querying Network Variable
Information, earlier.

The name change is not
reflected in the node.

2 Move the cursor to the Network Variable Name field
and type in the new name. Press Enter and the new
name will appear in the network variable list at the top
of the screen.

3 Repeat step 2 to rename other network variables on the
same node.

4 For the name changes to take effect, import the external
interface file as described under Importing SNVT
Information From the Node, later in this chapter.

5 To view another node, select NEXT to display the next
selected node's list of network variables. To return to
the Navigator, refer to step 7 under Querying Network
Variable Information, earlier.



1 Follow steps 1 to 5 in the Querying Network Variable
Information section earlier. If the network variable is
an array, the detail fields describe only the first element
of the array.

2 Select a network variable from the network variable list
at the top of the Node Query window. Details for the
selected network variable are displayed at the bottom of
the window.

These fields are listed below. (Refer to the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide for more detailed descriptions.)

specifies that all values assigned
to this network variable must be
propagated, and in their original
order.

specifies that the value ofthe
output network variable is to be
sent only in response to a poll
request.

is used to signal to a network
management tool that a node
should be taken offiine before
an update can be made to the
network variable. This is
commonly used with a config
class network variable.

Change only
if offline



CONFIG class specifies a const network
variable in EEPROM that can be
changed only by a network
management message. This
class of network variable is used
for application configuration by a
network management tool or a
network controller.

Direction declaring a network variable as
either input or output (relative to
the target node).

Service Type specifies the LONTALKprotocol
service used for updating this
network variable. The
possibilities are ackd, unackd,
and unackd-rpt.

Priority specifies whether an update to this
network variable has priority
access to the communication
channel. When a priority
network variable is updated, its
value will be propagated on the
network within a bounded
amount of time if the node is
configured to have a priority slot.

Authentication is a special form of an
acknowledged service between
one writer node and from 1 to 63
reader nodes. Authentication is
used to verify the identity of the
writer node.

Config/no config for service type, priority, and
authentication. This specifies
that the parameter may be altered
over the network by a network
management tool.



the name of the current network
variable that you are viewing. If
you did not specify the compiler
directive enable_sd_nv_names,
the system will generate names
in the form ofnv_O, nv_l, nv_2,
etc. In either case, this field may
be edited to change the name.

If this network variable is
identified as an array by the
SNVT information, the array
size will be displayed, and the
detail fields describe the first
element of the array. Ifnot
identified as an array, 0 will be
displayed in this field.

the description of this
network variable if the SD
String was specified in the
node's application program.

3 To view another node, select NEXT to display the next
selected node's list of network variables. To return to
the Navigator, refer to step 7 under Querying Network
Variable Information, earlier.

Network Variable
Name

SD String for
netvar

the maximum message rate in
messages per second that the
associated network variable is
expected to transmit. The
maximum value allowed is
18780.

the average message rate in
messages per second that the
associated network variable is
expected to transmit. The
maximum value allowed is
18780.



Importing SNVTInformation from the Node
To import SNVT information from the node, follow these
steps:

1 Follow steps 1 to 5 in the section Querying Network
Variable Information, earlier.

2 Select the Import button. Import creates an external
interface file (.XIF extension). The external interface
file has all the information that you are able to read from
the node.

To prepare to build using an external interface file (.XIF
extension):

3 Create an application image definition for the node.
Specify the imported external interface file as the App
Image nameand Interface File as the App Image
origin. The App Image name for the associated node is
used for the file base name.

4 Assign the application image file to a Node Spec.

5 Assign the Node Spec to a target hardware object. When
you build the project now, the information from the
external interface file is made available to the database,
and connections can be created to the imported node.
(Refer to Chapter 7 for detailed build information.)





7
Building Application Nodes

This chapter describes how to compile, link, and load NEURON C
programs. Also included are instructions for building custom
nodes, exporting and importing nodes and application images from
one LONBUILDER system to another, and for exporting a node from a
LONBUILDER system to a network management tool.



Selecting a Project Build Command

A build command also connects
nodes' network variable and
message tags, if these
connections have been defined.
See Building the Network Image,
in Chapter 11, for details.

The LONBUILDER Project Manager is used to create and
load application images, and to configure network images
based on the definitions contained within the object

. database. The Project pull-down menu contains the build
commands used to invoke the project manager and build an
application. Use the build commands to:

• Compile NEURON C code and link all library and
system image files needed to run a project's
application nodes. The compilation process generates
object files, which are placed in the project directory.
You can build your application's nodes as they are
implemented, you can build all your application's
nodes with a single build command, and you can
rebuild nodes at any time.

• Optionally, load all system and application images in
the project directory to the application nodes' target
hardware. The project parameters (described under
Configuring LONBUILDER Project Parameters, in
Chapter 4) determine if the build command loads
executables after compiling, or stops after compiling.

Before you issue a build command, you must:

• Define project parameters as described in Chapter 4.
• Create NEURON C programs as described in Chapter 5

and in the NEURON C Programmer's Guide, or import
the nodes' external interface files as described in
Chapter 6.

• Define application nodes as described in Chapter 6.

To build the application nodes defined in a project's object
database, follow these steps:

1 Open the Project pull-down menu.



The Automatic Build,
Automatic Load, and Build
All commands also invoke the
binder to connect nodes' network
variables and message tags, if
these connections have been
defined. See Building the Network
Image, in Chapter 11, for details.

Select one of the following commands:
Automatic Selecting this command recompiles
Build and relinks the project's NEURON C

and include files that require it. The
Automatic Build command
calculates all dependencies and
recompiles files that have changed
since the previous build. If the Load
Mter Build project configuration
parameter is on, the Automatic Build
command loads the system and
application images and configures the
network images after compiling and
linking, as needed. If the Start After
Load project configuration parameter is
on, nodes that are loaded by the
Automatic Build command are put
online, otherwise they are left in the
resetJhalt state (debuggable nodes) or
offline (non-debuggable nodes).
Selecting this command recompiles
and reIinks all NEURON C and include
files defined in the project's object
database. If the Load Mter Build project
configuration parameter is on, the
Build All command loads all of the
system and application images and
configures all network images after
compiling and linking.
Selecting this command performs the
same actions as the Automatic Build
command, except that the application
nodes are automatically loaded and
configured regardless of the setting of
the Load After Build project
configuration parameter.

Automatic
Load



When you select a build command, the Project Manager
window opens (see figure 7-1).

Project Hanager
COIllP Ing ...

CoIllpilesTo Do: CcIIllpleted: 1
Links To Do: CoIllpleted: 9
Loads To Do: CoIllpleted: 9
WarnIngs: . Errors: 9

Total Elapeed. TIIlle: 9:00:12
Build Log

Project Hanager - AutoMted Build Tool
Copyright ecl 1'3'3&-1991,Echelon Corporation

Calculating COIllpilea link dependencies ...
Project Hanager Dependencychecker: 'Autcnatic Build' requested
Dependencycalculations finished.

.Ne
.Ne

END *

IJftP .Ne ...

SEI'ISOJl. Ne •••

As the build procedure progresses, the Project Manager
window displays:

• Compilation information, including the .NC files being
compiled, how many compiles, links, and loads are left
to do, and how many compiles, links, and loads are
done.

• The build log, listing the warnings and errors as they
occur, arid stating if the build is successful.



Compilation stops after it encounters a warning or error, if
you have set the Stop Build On Warnings or Errors option to
On. Compilation stops after it encounters a warning or error
and invokes the editor, if you have set the Invoke Editor on
Build Stop option to On and if the warning or error is
applicable to the NEURON C program. Other warnings or
errors do not invoke the editor. Both of these options are
described under Configuring LONBUILDER Project
Parameters in Chapter 4.

When the build procedure halts to invoke the editor, you
receive the prompt:

Ready to Invoke Editor (Ctrl-Break will
cancel) ...

You can press the following keys:

• Any key to open the editor with the build log and the
NEURON C file that caused the error displayed in the
Editor windows.

• Ctrl-Break to skip invoking the Editor. When you skip
the editor, you receive the message:

Invocation of the Editor has been cancelled.
See Using the Build Log with the Editor, in Chapter 5, for
more information.

Whether stopped for warnings or errors or successfully
completed, the build process places a copy of the build log
(named BUI LD .LOG) in your current working directory. The
most current build log overwrites any existing build log.

You can view the build log file at any time by opening the
editor window, as discussed in Chapter 5, and then opening
the BUILD. LOG file.



If a node's configuration is changed either by the node itself
or by an external network management tool, the
LONBUILDER system will not know of these changes.
Subsequent Automatic Builds (or Automatic Loads) may
inadvertently corrupt the node's configuration if the node is
not installed in a development station. A manual load or a
Build All should restore the node.

If the node's state is changed to unconfigured or
applicationless, either by an external network management
tool, by the node's application program, or due to a
configuration or application checksum error, an Automatic
Build (or Automatic Load) will not load the node unless the
LONBUILDER system knows about some configuration
change that needs to be made. In any case, if the node is not
installed in a development station, the node's configuration
may be corrupted by an automatic load. A manual load
(from the Navigator screen) or a Build All should restore the
node.

Compiling NEURON C Programs
In addition to the build commands, the LONBUILDERProject
Manager allows you to compile individual NEURON C
programs to see if they compile without errors. However, you
cannot load the resulting object code, because it has not been
linked. You can only load object code created with an
Automatic Build, Automatic Load, or Build All
command from the Project pull-down main menu. These
build commands are described earlier in this chapter under
Selecting a Project Build Command.



If warnings or errors are
encountered, the compilation
stops as specified by the Stop
Build On options, described
under Configuring LONBullDER
Project Parameters, in Chapter 4.

Before you issue a compile command, you must:

• Define project parameters as described in Chapter 4.
• Create NEURON C programs as described in Chapter 5

and in the NEURON C Programmer's Guide.

To compile from the Editor window, follow these steps:

1 Move the cursor to the editor text window contail1ing the
NEURON C source code you want to compile. (How to open
the editor and edit text is described in Chapter 5, Editing
Files. )
Open the Project pull-down menu.
Select the Compile File command from the Project
pull-down menu.

To compile from the Navigator window, follow these steps:
1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,

figure 3-1).

2 Select the File button to list the file object type selectors-
NEURON C and Include File.

3 Select the NEURON C button to display the existing
NEURON C filenames in the object list.

4 Select one file in the object list. A check mark (tI)
appears in front of the selected file.

S Select the Compile command button. The Project
Manager window (see figure 7-1, earlier) opens and
displays the compilation information for the file.



Loading Built Nodes and Routers
The Network Manager node
must be installed on the
appropriate channel before you
can load remote nodes.

Emulators, SBCs, and routers that are installed on the
backplane (and whose Target Hardware location is non-
zero) are loaded over the backplane. All other nodes and
routers are loaded using the network manager, and require
a valid communication path from the network manager to
the target nodes and routers.

You can set project configuration parameters, as described
in Chapter 4, to load nodes and routers with a build
command. Or, you can stop a build before loading. When
you don't include loading in a build, there are two methods
you may use to load nodes:

• Automatic Loadin"g
• Manual Loading

Before you load images onto one or more nodes, you must:

• Define project parameters as described in Chapter 4.
• Create NEURON C programs as described in Chapter 5

and in the NEURON C Programmer's Guide.
• Define and install target hardware.
• Define application nodes as described in Chapter 6.
• Define routers as described in Chapter 9.
• Issue a build command as described earlier under

Selecting a Project Build Command.



Loading Application Nodes and RoutersAutomatically
To load application nodes and routers automatically, follow
these steps:
1 Open the Project pull-down menu.
2 Select the Automatic Load command from the Project

pull-down menu to download existing images to the
project's configured nodes. If you select this command,
any necessary compiles, links, or binds are done prior to
loading.
After loading, application nodes will be put online if the
Start After Load option is set. Otherwise, application
nodes are left in the resetJhalt state (debuggable nodes)
or offline (non-debuggable nodes). Routers are always
put online after loading.

Loading Application Nodes Manually

For MIP-based nodes, when you
select the Load option, a
Load/Start will automatically be
performed.

To load application nodes manually, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application object
type selectors-p roperties, Target HW, App Image,
and Node Specs.

3 Select the Node Specs button to display the node
specifications or the Target Hardware button to display
the target hardware definitions for application nodes.

4 Select the nodes you want to load. A check mark (V')
appears in front of the selected nodes.

5 Select commands as follows to load the selected nodes:
Load/Start loads the node and starts

execution. The application is put
online.
loads the application. If the node
is debuggable, the node is left in
the resetJhalt state. Otherwise, the
node is left offline.



Loading Routers Manually
To load routers manually, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Router button to list the application object type
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

3 Select the Node Specs button to display the node
specifications or the Target HW button to display the
target hardware definitions for routers.

4 Select the routers you want to load. A check mark (II')
appears in front of the selected routers.

5 Select the Load/Start command button to load and start
the router. Routers are always put online after loading.

Loading Nodes Through Routers
Remote nodes are loaded over the network, using the
network manager to update the application and network
images. The network manager may require the services of
one or more routers to communicate with a given node. The
target node, and all of the routers in the communication path
between the network manager and target node, must have a
domain in common; repeaters do not require a common
domain. The network manager confirms that the
configuration of the routers and target nodes share a
domain. If they do not, an error message is displayed.

All of the routers that appear in the communication path
must be loaded and online prior to loading the target nodes.
If an automatic load is chosen, the project manager will load
all necessary routers in the correct order. If a manual load
is selected, the selected routers will be loaded in the correct
order. However, the network manager will not verify that
all required routers are running and online prior to the
manual load. This may result in load failures.



Certain changes to network configuration can also cause
load failures, primarily illegal domain changes and
moving a subnet from one side of a router to another.

Illegal domain changes for a node occur when all of the
following conditions are met:

• The node is not on the backplane.
• The node was configured with network management

authentication turned on when it was loaded last. (Refer
to Chapter 10 Defining Node Specifications.)

• The node is not on the same channel as the network
manager.

• The node's domain has been changed.

There are three ways to load a node once an illegal domain
change has occurred:

• Change the domain back to the domain used for the last
successful load, and turn off network management
authentication.

• If the node is an emulator or SBC, move the node onto the
backplane. Then, re-install and re-Ioad the node.

• Move the node to the network manager's channel.

Moving a subnet from one side of a router to another causes
problems when learning or configured routers are used. To
avoid this problem, temporarily change your configured or
learning routers to bridges or repeaters and reload
everything that way. It is illegal to have the same subnet on
both sides of a learning or configured router.



Exporting and Importing
The LONBUILDER software produces a number of files
internally that may be exported by the user. Some of them are
used with a PROM programmer for building custom nodes.
Others may be imported by another LONBUILDER system or
by a network management tool. The table in Figure 7-2
shows all the different types of files that may be exported,
along with their file extensions and their uses.

LONWORKS Name File File Use
Extension

NEURON ROM Image .NRI ROM image for a 3150-based custom
node. Used as an input file toa
PROM programmer.

NEURON EEPROM Image .NEI External EEPROM image for a 3150-
based custom node, or internal
EEPROM image for a 3120-based
custom node. Used as input to an
external EEPROM programmer or to a
NEURON 3120 CHIP programmer.

Downloadable Image File .NXE Downloadable application image.
Used by a network management tool
to download an application image
over the network.

External Interface File .XIF External interface file. Defines all
external interfaces to a node. Used
by a network management tool for
defining connections to a node.

NEURON Object .NO Compiled object code for a NEURON C
program. Used to export an
application program to another
LONBUILDER system without
transferring source code.

Connection Information File .BIF Connection information. Used with
the corresponding NEURON object file
for exporting an application program
to another LONBUILDER system.



The NEURONROM Image (.NRI ) File
The NEURON ROM Image CNRI) file contains the NEURON
CHIP firmware and some or all of the application code and
data. This file is only used for building NEURON 3150 CHIP-
based custom nodes, using a PROM programmer to program
one or more PROMs that will be present on the node. The node's
ROM code is contained in this single file. If you are building a
node that uses multiple PROMs and the programmer you are
using requires an individual file for each PROM to be
programmed, use the LONBUILDEREditor to break the
NEURON ROM Image file into separate files. When exported,
the system ROM portion (the first 16K) also contains a copy of
some or all of the on-chip EEPROM image. The extent of this
copy is controlled by the Firmware State field when the file is
exported. This field is described later in this chapter. This copy
will be written to the on-chip EEPROM on initial power-up of an
uninitialized NEURON3150 CHIP, and determines the state that
the node comes up in. See Building Custom Nodes, later in this
chapter.

The NEURONEEPROM Image (.NEI) File
The NEURON EEPROM Image CNEI) file is used for building
both NEURON3150 CHIP and NEURON3120 CHIP-based custom
nodes. Its contents depends on which chip model is being used.
In both cases it contains EEPROM data. For a NEURON 3150
CHIP-based node, it is the application code and data that resides
in off-chip EEPROM or non-volatile RAM, if any. In this case
the NEURON EEPROM Image file is used with a PROM
programmer to program the external memory chips. For a
NEURON3120 CHIP-based node, it contains some or all of the
on-chip EEPROM image, in a special format for use only with
a NEURON 3120 CHIP programmer. Like the NEURON ROM
Image file used with a NEURON3150 CHIP-based node, the
extent of the on-chip EEPROM data, in a NEURON EEPROM
Image file used with a NEURON3120 CHIP-based node, is
controlled by the Firmware State field when the file is exported.
See Building Custom Nodes, later in this chapter.



The Downloadable Image (.NXE) File
The Downloadable Image (.NXE) file contains the portion of
an application that can be downloaded to a node over the
network. This is all the code and data that resides in on- or
off-chip, writeable, non-volatile memory (EEPROM or
NVRAM). It is in a format that may be used by a network
management tool to load a node's application in a
production network. For example, the LONMANAGERAPI
will accept a .NXE file in Intel Hex format and load a node
with it.

The External Interface (.XIF) file contains all the
connection information from a connection information
CBIF) file, plus selected hardware parameters pertaining to
the node. It can be used by a network management tool when
making connections to a pre-loaded node. For example, the
LONMANAGERAPI can load the connection information
from an external interface file and use it to make
connections. An external interface file may also be
imported by a LONBUILDERsystem when using pre-loaded
nodes on the development network. See Importing External
Interface Files, later in this chapter. An external interface
file must also be used when building a LONTALKAPI-based
node. In this case the external interface file must be
exported from a MIP-based node. An application image of
type Host C Defs is then created and the name ofthis
external interface file is entered where indicated. See
Defining Application Images in Chapter 6. An external
interface file can also be created by using the Query
command to import a node's Standard Network Variable
information. See Importing SNVT Information from the
Node in Chapter 6.

Add the followingto the external interface file (.XIFl description:

LONBUILDER 2.2 exports external interface files in version 3 format. If the
version 2 format is needed, use the utility PTOgr~ XIF3T02.EXE to co~veTtthe
format of the file. Version 2 format may be reqwred by some mstallation tools,
for example,NETMAKER 1.0. See the changes to page D-4 of the LONBUILDER
Use's Guick for a description of XlF3T02.



The NEURONObject (.NO) and Connection
Information (.BIF)Files

The NEURON object (.NO) and the connection information
(.BIF) files are always exported and used as a pair. They
contain. the object code and connection information
generated from the compilation of a NEURON C program.
These files are only used for importing into another
LONBUILDER system, which would be done to provide a user
with a linkable version of your application without giving
them the source code. See Importing Application Image
Files, later in this chapter.

A node that is moved from a LONBUILDER development
network to another development or production network is an
exported node. The destination network imports the exported
node, possibly along with one or more of the exported node
files. An exported node may have one to three components:

• An SBC or custom node hardware

• An external interface (.XIF) file. This file is not needed
if the node uses Standard Network Variable definitions
exclusively. See Importing SNVT Information from the
Node in Chapter 6.

• A downloadable image (.NXE) file. This file is not
needed if the node is pre-loaded.

Figure 7-3 shows an overview of exporting and importing a
node.
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Exporting Node Files
A node file is one of the following four types: NEURON ROM
Image (.NRI), NEURON EEPROM Image (.NEI) ,
downloadable image (.NXE), or external interface (.XIF).

To export one of the node files, follow these steps:

1 Create the node's application image. To do this:
Write the NEURON C application program for the
node or import application image files for the node,
described under Importing Application Image Files,
later.
Define the node as described in Chapter 6, Defining
Application Nodes. The node's hardware type
should normally be Custom.
Issue a build command as described earlier under
Selecting a Project Build Command. Note that while
a build is required, it is not necessary to load a node
before exporting its files. In fact, the node hardware
does not even need to exist. This will also be the case
when first creating a custom node.

2 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

3 Select the App Node button to list the application object
type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App Image,
and Node Specs.

4 Select the Node Specs button to display the existing node
specifications in the object list.



5 Select the node or nodes to be exported. A check mark (~)
appears in front of the selected nodes.

6 Select the More command button to access additional
options. Select the Expo rt command button to open the
Node Export window (see figure 7-4). The name of the
first selected node is displayed in the title bar.

File Base Na/IIe: jpj"u;i
File Type
~ App ROMand NEURO/'ICHIP fimware

App EEPROM,NURAttand earif'iguration
App Downloadable Image :
Interrace File

Extension
. fiR I
.NEI
.NXE
.XIF

Fimware State_."..... _~
I. • . I., .....

Motorola S-Record flllt.
Intel Hex flllt.

7 Select Base File Namein the Node Export dialog box
and enter a 1- to 8- character unique name for the node
file. You can use letters, numbers, and underscores in
the name. No spaces are allowed. (The default is the
name of the selected node truncated to its first eight
characters.)



8 Select one of the File Types. A check mark (V")
indicates the selected option. The four options are: App
ROMand NEURONCHIP firmware;App EEPROM,
NVRAM,and Configuration;Downloadable Image;
and Interface File. The corresponding file
extension will be appended to the file when the file is
created. For all file types, except Interface File, the
node you are using must be defined as a custom node.
Refer to the introduction of Exporting and Importing,
earlier for a descri tion of the file t es. The App ROM and .'URON Cm 'i""wora op';on

, P yP cannot be aelected if your node U~5 a NEURON 3120 CHIP.

9 Select one of the File Format options ..A check mark
(V") indicates that the field is selected. The options are
Motorola-S Record and Intel Hex. This will
determine the data format of the exported file. These
options are not available if the file type is Interface

ile.

10 Select one ofthe Firmware State options. These options
determine the initial state of the node, as well as how
much of the node's EEPROM is initialized by the
NEURON CHIP firmware when the firmware determines
that the EEPROM must be initialized. These options are
not available if the file type is Downloadable Image or
Interface file. These options are not used if the NEURON
CHIP firmware is version 2 (the version shipped with
LONBUILDERrelease 2.0). See Building Custom Nodes,
later, for information on how to choose one of these
options. A check mark (V') indicates the selected option.
The options are:

Application
less

only communication parameters
are loaded into the internal
EEPROM. The NEURONCHIP then
assumes the Applicationless state.
Use this option to build application
nodes that will be loaded after
manufacture.

Insert st;ep 9a between steps 9 and 10:

9a Select w~ether the node's domain(s) should be cloned (Yes or No). SeJectin
Yes modifies the dom8.ln IDs to allow generation of multiple nodes from th~
same Image, s.hanng the same suhnetlnode address. These nodes will be
~ahle to receIve messages .that use suhnet node addressing. (See Cloned

m~n IDs .below.) Selecting No leaves the domain IDs unchanged
en[or~F hfllque subnetlnode addresses. (The default is No.) This' option is
no a~ a e unless the file type is App ROM and NEURONCHIP Firmware or
App Ez:.PROM: NVRAM, and Configuration. Only files in which the firmware
state IS Conhgured are affected.



communication parameters and the
EEPROM portion of the application
image are loaded into the internal
EEPROM. The NEURONCHIP then
assumes the Unconfigured state. Use
this option to build application nodes
that will be pre-loaded, but installed
in the field.

the entire internal EEPROM portion
of the application and network image
is loaded. The network image
includes any connections that have
been defined as described in Chapter
10. The NEURONCHIP then assumes
the Configured state. Use this option
to build application nodes for systems
that do not require field installation.
These nodes will be pre-loaded and
pre-configured.

11 Select buttons as follows:
OK exports the selected node file by

placing it in the current working
directory, and returns you to the
Navigator window.

NEXT displays the next node selected.
CANCEL returns you to the Navigator

window. If you have not already
pressed SAVE, a node file is not
created for the selected node.



Importing External Interface Files
A pre-loaded node has its
application image already
loaded in some form of
nonvolatile memory.

To import an external interface file and a pre-loaded node on a
destination LON BUILDER system, follow these steps:

1 Copy the external interface file (.XIF) from the source
LON BUILDER system to the working directory on the
destination LON BUILDER system.

2 On the destination LONBUILDER system, physically
install the node hardware as described in the
LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide.

3 Define and install the node as described in Chapter 6,
Defining Application Nodes. This includes defining
the node's Target Hardware, Hardware Properties
and Node Specification.

4 Create a new application image. Select fields and enter
values as follows:

App Image Name enter the 1- to 8-character name of
the external interface file. (Do not
enter the .XIF SuffIX.)

App Image Origin cycle through this field until
Interface File displays in the
field.

5 Modify the Node Spec created in step 3. Select the App
Image Nameand enter the name of the application image
created in step 4.

When you build the node, as described under Selecting a
Project Build Command, earlier, the build does not compile,
assemble, link, or load the node's application image,
because the application image is already on the node. The
build does copy the node's connection information from the
external interface file into the object database. The
connection information may be used to create connections to
the node. The external interface file must remain in the
working directory for all subsequent builds.



Exporting Application Image Files
An exported application image consists of a NEURON Object
file (,NO extension) and a connection information file
CBIF extension).

To export an application image, follow these steps:

1 Create the node's application image. To do this:
Write the NEURONC application program for the
node or import application image files for the node.
Define the node as described in Chapter 6, Defining
Application Nodes.
Issue a build command as described earlier under
Selecting a Project Command.

2 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

3 Select the App Node button to list the application object
type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App Image,
and Node Specs.

4 Select one or more application images.
5 Select the Export command button to open the

Application Image Export window (see figure 7-5). The
name of the first App Image selected is displayed in the
title bar.



The connection information file
contains the descriptions of a
program's network variables and
message tags. These
descriptions are used by the
binder to help create
connections.

6 Select the File Name field and enter the 1- to 8-character
base name for the application's NEURON object (.NO) and
connection information (.BIF) files. You may use letters,
numbers, and underscores in the name. (The default is
the selected application name.) The .NO and .ElF
extensions are automatically appended to the filenames
when the files are placed in the current working directory.



7 Select command buttons as follows:
OK exports the node's NEURON object

(.NO) file and connection
information file (.BIF) by placing
them in the current working
directory. Mter selecting OK, select
NEXT or CANCEL.

displays the next application selected.
returns you to the Navigator window. If
you have not already pressed SAVE, the
application's NEURON object file and
connection information file are not
created.



Importing Application Image Files
To import application image files to an installed node,
follow these steps:

1 Copy the application image files (.NO and .BIF
extensions) from the source LONBUILDERsystem to the
working directory on the destination LONBUILDER
system.

2 On the destination LONBUILDER system, physically
install the node hardware as described in the .
LONBUIWER Startup and Hardware Guide.

3 Define and install the node as described in Chapter 6,
Defining Application Nodes. This includes defining
the node's Tar<Jet Hardware, Hardware Properties,
and Node Specification.

4 On the destination LONBUILDERsystem, create a new
app image. Select fields and enter values as follows:

App Image Name enter the 1- to 8-character base
name of the exported application
files. (Do not enter the .NO or
.ElF extension.)

App Image Origin cycle through this field until
Object Code displays in the
field.

5 Modify the Node Spec created in step 3. Select the App
Image Nameand enter the name of the application image
created in step 4.

When you build the node, as described under Selecting a
Project Build Command, earlier, the build does not compile
or assemble, but does link and load the imported object code.
The NEURON object and connection information files are
also copied into the object database. The connection
information may be used to create connections to the node.
The NEURON object and connection information files must
remain in the working directory for all subsequent builds.



Building Custom Nodes
A custom node is a NEURON CHIP-based module containing
all the components required to function as a LONWORKS
node. A custom node may be an actual end-product node, or
a prototype design intended for analysis of the node's
behavior in its working environment. In either case, the
node resides outside of the LONBUILDER Development
Station and is connected to the network through an
appropriate transceiver.

A custom node based on a NEURON 3150 CHIP includes a
NEURON 3150 CHIP, off-chip memory, a system clock, a
transceiver, and va hardware. The off-chip memory
contains the NEURON CHIP firmware, and possibly some or
all of the application itself. A custom node based on a
NEURON3120 CHIP includes a NEURON3120 CHIP, a system
clock, a transceiver, and va hardware, but does not include
any off-chip memory. The firmware and the application are
contained entirely in the NEURON 3120 CHIP. Figure 7-6
shows a conceptual picture of two custom nodes. Refer to the
LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide for a description
of the hardware components of custom nodes.



To create a custom node, follow these steps:

1 Create an application program.
2 Build the node's hardware.
3 Program the node's memory.
4 Install the node on the network.
5 Load the node.



The application program should be tested and debugged as
much as possible on an emulator, using the NEURON C
Debugger. The programming or loading step may not
always be required, depending on the NEURON CHIP model
used, the external memory layout, and the type of network
the node is installed in. See Programming Custom Nodes
and Loading Custom Nodes, later in this chapter.

If a custom node is installed in a LONBUILDER development
network, the node's interaction with other nodes (emulators,
SBCs, or custom nodes) may be monitored using the protocol
analyzer within the LONBUILDER Development Station. In
addition, the LONBUILDER Network Manager may be used
to perform network management functions such as
application code downloading, binding, node testing, and
reconfiguration.

It is a good idea to focus on one node at a time when making
the transition from an emulator or SBC-based network to a
custom node-based network, so that potential problems may
be contained. Once all the desired nodes have been installed
and are functioning properly, the network may be
disconnected from the LONBUILDER Development Station
and operated in a stand-alone mode. Prior to this point,
however, it is a good idea to keep the LONBUILDER
Development Station connected to the network so that its
control and analysis tools may be used.



Target Network Types and Firmware State Selection
A custom node may be installed in a variety of networks.
The following discussion considers three different types: a
development network connected to a LONBUILDER
Development Station; an open, dynamic, production
network with a network management tool (but no
LONBUILDERDevelopment Station), and a closed, static,
production network with no network management tool. The
target network type will influence how the node is built.
Several of the files exported from a LONBUILDERsystem
which are used to build custom nodes require the selection of
a firmware state: either applicationless, unconfigured, or
configured (see Exporting Node Files, earlier in this
chapter). This firmware state selection controls how the
node will come up when it is installed in the network.
Firmware state selection is largely determined by the
degree of installation flexibility required.

Maximum flexibility is required when you must determine
both a node's application program as well as its network
configuration after the node is manufactured. For example,
you may be manufacturing generic nodes that can be loaded
with different application programs, depending on the
options specified by a customer. This degree of flexibility is
also useful during development, where the application
program may change many times. In this case, build the
custom node to start out as application less, and use the
LONBUILDER Network Manager, or other network
management tool, to load the application program and
define the network configuration.



Less flexibility is required if a node's application program
will be determined at the time of manufacture, but network
configuration will still be done at the time of installation.
This is the case when the node's entire application program
is in ROM and therefore cannot be changed in the field. An
example of field network installation would be a building
lighting, heating, and security system, where nodes and
connections are changed from time to time, various
vendors' nodes are used, and the connections are not known
at the time the nodes are built.

In this case, build the custom node to start in the
unconfigured state (which implies that there is an
application). When the node is powered up, the application
will automatically start running, but there will be no
connections to the node. The connections would then be
made with a network management tool.

The least flexibility is required if a node's application
program will be determined at the time of manufacture, and
the network configuration will also be determined at the
time of manufacture, or created using the NEURON C self-
installation functions. A network management tool is
therefore not required (but may be added in the future).

An example of this type would be a photocopier with an
internal network, where all the nodes are predefined and
created at the time of manufacture, and the connections are
predetermined. In this case, build the custom node to start in
the configured state. When the node is powered up, the
application program will start running, and network
connections will be established (or updated by the self-
installation functions). One method of creating
connections in this environment is to write applications that
are self-installing. This allows simple connection choices
to be made at installation time (through the use of hardware
jumpers or selector switches), but it requires more
sophisticated code and an understanding of the internal
configuration structures.



If all the connections can be determined before the node is
built, a simpler option is to define the connec~ions before the
ROM image is exported, and create the node m the
configured state. When the node is programmed, all
connection information is pre-loaded, so it will power up
with the application running and all the connections in
place.

If you create a node in the configured or un configured state,
you can still choose to load a new application or new
configuration at a later time. The selected firmware state
only determines the node's initial state, subject to some
restrictions described in the following section.------~

~
Progjf3fflming Custom Nodes
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Part of a node's network configuration image is the domain ID for each domain
of which the node is a member. A domain ID contains the subnet and node
numbers assigned to the. ~ode for that domain. A node will usually reject any
incoming messages sent by a node with the same subnetJnode numbers, since
normal connections require unique subnetJnode assignments and. a duplicate
subnetJnode ID represents a message that has been incorrectly forwarded to its
originating channel. However, it is possible to modify domain IDs so that
multiple nodes with the same subneUnode numbers can communicate. This is
called cloning a domain. This technique is typically used in low-end self-
installed nodes in a network where an unknown number of identical nodes can
be used together, and no network management tool is available to assign unique
IDs.

One method of cloning a domain is to use the NEURON C function
update clone domain (). With this method, it is possible to clone one domain
while mBintainliig a unique subnetJnode address on the second domain. A
second method is to indicate that domains should be cloned when the memory
image file (.NRI for the NEURON 3150 CHIP or .NEI for NEURON 3120 CHIP) is
exported. This method always clones any domain that is in use. Code space is
saved because the library function is not required. This may be necessary on a
NEURON 3120 CHIP with a large application.

The follOwing consequences are associated with using cloned domains:

Nodes using a cloned domain can no longer receive messages in that
domain using subnetJnode addressing. Some other addressing mode must
be used (NEURON ID, group, or broadcast). Use only group and broadcast
addressing for self·installed nodes since the use of NEURON ID addressing
makes systems more difficult to maintain.

• The node cannot receive acknowledgments and responses. The node will,
however, continue to send acknowledgments and responses with its proper
subnetJnode information.

Authentication cannot be used because the Reply to a Challenge is sent using
subnetJnode addressing regardless of the addressing format of the original
message.

Nodes are no longer protected against receiving their own messages in
looping topologies. This must be considered when designing the application.
For example, if a node sends out an network variable update, and it also has
an input NETWORK VARIABLE defined with the same network variable
selector, its input network variable will get updated if the message is
reflected back, which may not be the intention.

50 CHIP Memory
1 node will always have
ff-chip EEPROM and
in the ROM. The

combination of the off-
EEPROM. (Refer to
-ogrammer's Guide, for
>lication code in the



The off-chip memory for a NEURON 3150-based node is
programmed in a PROM programmer using the NEURON
ROM Image CNRI extension) and NEURON EEPROM
Image CNEI extension) exported files. Refer to Exporting
and Importing, earlier in this chapter, for more information
on these files. The NEURON ROM Image CNRI) file must
always be exported and all PROMs must be programmed
(whether they contain the firmware or application code)
before placing them in the node. The NEURON ROM Image
CNRI) file always includes any application code linked to
the ROM area, even if the node being created will come up
applicationless, since there is no other way of getting that
code there. In the case of an applicationless node, the
application code in ROM will not be executed until the node
is loaded.

It is also possible to define sections of application code that
will reside in EEPROM or non-volatile RAM. This code is
contained in the NEURON EEPROM Image CNEI) file. If
your node will come up application less, you do not need to
program this memory externally. This will be done when
the application is loaded. If, however, your node will come up
un configured or configured, you must program this memory
before installation, just like the ROM, since the application
must be completely present when the node is powered-up.

The external EEPROM and RAM memory areas will each
have a 16 bit CRC value calculated over any application code
or data that resides in the area. These values are kept in the
respective memory areas, as well as in on-chip EEPROM.
Whenever the NEURONCHIP is reset, on-chip and off-chip
values are compared, and if there is a mismatch, the node
will become applicationless. If the node goes through its
automatic initialization of on-chip EEPROM (see below),
this check will follow that process, and will override the
firmware state selection, if the CRCs do not match.



The one remaining memory area that must be programmed
is the on-chip EEPROM. For a NEURON3150 CHIP there is a
data block in the system ROM area (first 16K) that contains
a copy of some or all of the on-chip EEPROM memory. How
complete this copy is depends on which firmware state is
selected when the NEURON ROM Image (.NRI) file is
exported. If the state chosen is applicationless, the area
will contain only the communication parameters defined
for the node. If unconfigured is chosen, the area will also
contain application code and data. If the configured state is
chosen, this area will contain a complete copy of on-chip
EEPROM, including network configuration. When a
NEURON3150 CHIP is powered up and the firmware
determines that EEPROM should be initialized (see below),
the data from this area will be copied to on-chip EEPROM,
and the appropriate firmware state will be set. If the
firmware state is applicationless or unconfigured, the
remaining EEPROM data must then be loaded over the
network. If the firmware state is configured, the chip will
be fully programmed at this point.

This special area in ROM will be used to initialize the on-
chip EEPROM of a NEURON3150 CHIP only when the chip is
powered up and the firmware detects that EEPROM has not
yet been initialized by the current ROM. To accomplish this,
there is a special value, or "boot ID," placed in the NEURON
ROM Image (.NRI) file when it is exported. This 16 bit value
changes each time a NEURON ROM Image (.NRI) file is
exported. On power-up, the firmware compares the boot ID in
ROM with a location in the on-chip EEPROM. If they don't
match, the firmware will initialize the on-chip EEPROM
from the special ROM area. It also copies the boot ID to
EEPROM, so the initialization will not happen again until
the ROM is changed.



Since the boot In changes each time an NEURON ROM
Image (,NRI) file is exported, exporting and creating a new
PROM will always result in the EEPROM initialization
taking place, even if no changes have been made to the
application or configuration. While a node normally only
does this initialization once for a given ROM, it is possible to
force this process to occur again with the same ROM by
resetting the NEURON3150 CHIP to the blank state (the
initial state of EEPROM on a newly manufactured NEURON
CHIP) using a special NEURON CHIP firmware image. This
image is shipped with the LONBUILDER software in a file
named EEBLANKNRI, and is located in the LONBUILDER
system directory. It is shipped in Intel Hex format, but may
be converted to Motorola S-record format using the utility
HEXCNVRT (see Appendix D for more information on this
utility). To reset a NEURON 3150 CHIP's state, program this
image into a PROM and power up the node with this PROM
in place of the normal firmware PROM. After a short period
(about ten seconds for nodes running at lOMHz, longer for
slower clocks) the service LED will come on, indicating that
the chip has been returned to the blank state. The next time
any PROM created from an exported NEURON ROM Image
(,NRI) file is placed in the node, the on-chip EEPROM will
again be initialized from the special data area in the PROM.



Programming NEURON 3120 CHIP Memory
Since a NEURON3120 CHIP does not support external
memory, the only memory to program is on-chip EEPROM,
and this must be programmed over the network.

A blank NEURON3120 CHIP comes up with its network
interface initialized to 1.25 Mbps differential mode (twisted-
pair compatible), and a firmware state of application less. If
your custom node has a compatible transceiver, you can load
all of the application and network configuration over the
network, using the LONBUILDER Network Manager or
another network management tool.

To pre-program a NEURON 3120 CHIP with an application or
network configuration other than the default, you must
program it in a NEURON 3120 CHIP programmer. (Refer to
the documentation supplied with the particular programmer
for information on its use.) This type of programmer uses
the exported NEURON EEPROM Image (.NEI) file as its
input. When exported for use with a NEURON3120 CHIP, this
file has a special format that is not compatible with an
NEURON EEPROM Image (.NEI) file exported for a
NEURON3150 CHIP.

Once a NEURON3120 CHIP is programmed, it may not be
possible to program it again if the new communication
parameters are different than the default. At this point the
only way to change the node's application or network
configuration is to load it over a network compatible with the
node's new communication parameters.



Installation of a custom node in a network involves the
identification of the node by a network management tool
using the node's NEURONID. The LONBUILDERNetwork
Manager gets this ID from the service pin message issued
when the node's service pin is activated. This means that the
node must be able to communicate over the network, which
implies that it must have a working transceiver and
appropriately configured communication parameters.
Communication parameters are set during the
programming step. In addition, any routers or bridges
between the node and the network manager must be
installed and loaded. See Installing Application Node
Target Hardware in Chapter 6 for detailed instructions on
installing.

It is possible to download new communication parameters to
a node during the LONBUILDER Network Manager's
installation procedure. Transceiver changes, such as bit
rate or transceiver type, will require corresponding changes
to the node's transceiver hardware.

Changing other parameters, such as minimum clock rate or
the custom transceiver timing values, may require all the
nodes on that channel to be re-installed with the new
parameters in order to communicate. Still other changes,
such as the node's priority or hysteresis and filter values,
may not require any other actions. Any new
communication parameters loaded during installation will
not take effect until the node has been reset.

Installing communication parameters also installs the
NEURONCHIP input clock as defined in the Hardware
Properties screen. If this value is incorrect, the node will not
function when reset. If you are using a NEURON3150 CHIP,
you may recover from this error by using a ROM containing
the EEBLANK image, as described under Programming
NEURON 3150 CHIP Memory. If you are using a NEURON
3120 CHIP, the only way to recover from this error is to
change the input clock on the node hardware to match the
Hardware Properties screen definition.



Loading Custom Nodes
Loading a custom node is required if the node has been
created using either the application less or the unconfigured
state, or if you wish to make changes to the application or
configuration without reprogramming the node's memory.
(Refer to the section on Loading Built Nodes and Routers,
earlier in this chapter, for detailed instructions on loading.)
A node created in the configured state does not need to be
loaded for it to be fully functional.

Reloading a NEURON 3150 CHIP-based custom node with
application changes will require the reprogramming step if
any application code will reside in ROM. This is because
changes to program linkage may invalidate the code
already there. If you are going to load the remainder of the
application over the network, you only need to program the
ROM. If you want the node to come up in the configured or
un configured state, you must also reprogram any portion of
the application image in external EEPROM or RAM. You
should load the node after you have installed the new
memory.



Using Multiple Firmware Versions
The LONBUILDERIDE supports the use of current or previous
versions of the NEURON CHIP firmware images. Whenever
possible, use the current version for your development
efforts. However, the LONBUILDERIDE accommodates
situations where you have already designed and
implemented custom nodes which contains a previous
version firmware image, and you must continue to work
with that previous version.

The Hardware Properties screen (discussed in Chapter 6)
permits selection of the firmware image and version. A
value of 0 in the firmware version field indicates to the
LONBUILDERIDE that it should use the default version. If
you need to use a version other than the default, enter the
appropriate version number in this screen.

Modifying Firmware Settings
The LONBUILDERIDE already contains the correct default
settings as shipped. However, in certain rare situations, you
may wish to modify or add to these settings, thus the
following information is provided. The information below
is not the method for setting an individual node's image to
be other than the default. The Hardware Properties screen,
as already mentioned, is the appropriate mechanism for
overriding the default values for one or a few nodes.



The EEBLANK firmware
described earlier in this chapter
under Programming Custom
Nodes is a special form of the
NEURON CHIP firmware. It is
stored in the LONBUILDER system
directory.

This file should only be modified if
you wish to permanently change
the default values for all nodes of
one or more node types in your
LONBUILDER system.

Finnware images are stored in subdirectories which
correspond to the images' version numbers. These
subdirectories are located in the IMAGES subdirectory which is
contained in the LONBUILDER system directory. The image
subdirectories are named using the template VERnnn, where
'nnn' is 2-255, corresponding to the valid range of NEURON
CHIP firmware image version numbers. Each VERnnn image
directory will contain the image files (*.NX, *.NXB, *.SYM,
and *.IB) as appropriate for the standard images (BIN3120,
EMU3120, SYS3120, EMU3150, and SYS3150). These directories
also contain special images for the network manager and
protocol analyzer, and they contain the 3120 application
library, as well as any other libraries.
The IMAGES directory also contains a file named
DEFAULT. VER. This file provides infonnation to the
LONBUILDER IDE regarding which version number to use as
the default for various images. The contents of the
DEFAULT. VER file are the correct settings for your version of the
LONBUILDERIDE as shipped.

The DEFAULT. VER file contains zero or more lines of the
form:

The image name should not have an extension. The
number is one to three ASCII decimal digits, without leading
zeros, in the range 2-255. White space is required to separate
the number from the preceding image name.



A line with an asterisk in place of the image name is used
for images whose names do not explicitly appear in the file.
Any lines following the first line with an asterisk have no
effect. The following is an example of the DEFAULT.VER
file:

BIN3120 2
EMU3120 3
EMU3150 3
* 4

The LONBUILDEREditor may be used to modify the contents
of DEFAULT.VER. This may be done from within the
LONBUILDERIDE. If you modify the contents of this file,
always be sure to use the Install All command from the
LONBUILDER Project menu immediately afterward. The
LONBUILDER IDE does not automatically detect changes in
the default values for installation purposes. (An Automatic
Build will detect the changes, however, and nodes will be re-
linked and re-loaded as appropriate.)



8
Debugging Nodes

This chapter describes how to debug NEURON C programs
running on LONBuILDER NEURON Emulators. The NEURON C
Developer's Kit and at least one emulator is required to use the
debugger. Skip this chapter if you do not have the NEURON C
Developer's Kit or an emulator.



NEURON C Debugger
The NEURON C Debugger is a cross debugger, running on
the PC while debugging NEURON C applications running on
one to 24 LONBUILDER NEURON Emulators. The NEURON C
Debugger provides a full-screen source-level view of the
application programs executing on the emulators. With the
NEURON C Debugger, you can:

• Set breakpoints.
• Start and stop program execution.
• Reset the emulators.
• Single-step through the programs.
• Evaluate, modify, and watch program variables using

the NEURON C symbolic names.
• Display the call stack and change the current context to

any function within the call chain.

Debugger Window
The NEURON C Debugger window has two subwindows:

• Command button subwindow. Select the More command
button to display additional command buttons.

• Source subwindow.
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when Cnu_update_occursCnu_lll/lIp_state»
{

// Switch input task. Set the Ill/lIpbrightness based on the OO/lIberof
// switch presses. Set the Ill/lIp to full brightness when the switch is
// pressed twice in succession.
when Cio_changesC io_switch_in) to 1)
{

if (double_tilller) {
// Double click, set brightness to lIIllXilll.llll
nu_current_leue I = 1IIllX":'leueI;
current_width = 1IIllX_lll/lIp;
leuel_step = initial_step;
double_timer = 9;

} else {
if Cnu_current_Ieue I >= leue I_step) {

The top border of the Debugger window is always a status
line, providing the following information:

Name of the application node currently being
debugged (if any).

Development station ID and slot containing the
emulator and the target hardware name of the
emulator.



Condition Status ofthe node independent of the debugger.
The condition field can be:

NoApl
Unerg
Sleep
OrrIn
BpOrr

Prmpt

Flush

The node has no application.
The node is not configured.
The node is sleeping.
The node is offiine.
The node is offiine in bypass
mode.
The node is in preemption mode.
The node is in the process of
flushing its communication
buffers.
The node is online.

Combinations of conditions may exist at the
same time. However, the debugger only
displays one condition, prioritizing them in
the order listed. For example, if a node has an
application, is configured, is sleeping, is
offline, and is in preemption mode, the
debugger displays the condition sleep.

Current status of the emulator. The status field
can be:

The selected emulator is not
loaded with an application
image.
The node is currently halted at a
breakpoint or following a single
step, or has been halted at a
statement boundary through use
of the Halt command.
The node has just been reset.
Static initialization has taken
place. It is halted at the
beginning of the application
image.
The node is currently running.



A read protect error has
occurred. (See Read and Write
Protect, later.)
A write protect error has
occurred. (See Read and Write
Protect, later.)

The emulator hardware can detect invalid read and invalid
write operations. At installation time, the read and write
protect map is set up according to the hardware properties
defined. (See Defining Properties, in Chapter 6.) All
unmapped memory is read protected and write protected. All
ROM is write protected. RAM, EEPROM, and memory-
mapped I/O are not read or write protected.

When a read protect violation occurs, the emulator status is
set to RP rot and the following message displays:

Node "node name" tried to access non-existent
memory
Use the debugger's "Display Stack" command to
find nearest source line

When a write protect violation occurs, the emulator status is
set to WP rot and the following message displays:

Node "node name" tried to write into
protected memory
Use the debugger's "Display Stack" command to
find nearest source line

In both cases, the node is halted where the violation occurred.
The node may not be on a source statement boundary. You
can use the Display Stack command to find the nearest
source level statement. Then, you can set the context and
examine data values as desired. However, it is not possible
to proceed from a read or write protect violation. You must
reset the node to get it out of this state. (See Displaying the
Current Call Sequence and Changing the Current Context,
later, for more information.)



Debugger Commands
This section summarizes the command buttons and
accelerator keys for the debugger. The accelerator keys
work when either the source subwindow or the command
button subwindow is active. To activate the source
subwindow:

1 Press Ese to close any open pull-down menu.
2 Press Ese to move the pointer from the main menu bar

into the debugger window.
3 Use the TAB key to toggle the pointer between the

command button and the source subwindow, or use the
mouse to move the pointer onto the source subwindow and
click the mouse button.

Definition
Breakpoint toggle on current line
Clear error log
Display the call stack
Evaluate (and modify) a variable
Go (start or continue execution)
Halt at next statement boundary
Display log for error messages
Reset the node
Single step (step over functions)
Trace step (step into functions)
Move in text subwindow to where

the program halted

Accelerator Key

B
C
D
E
G
H
L
R
S
T
W

Break
Clear Log

Display Stack
Eval

Go
Halt

Log Display
Reset

Step
Trace

Where



DebuggerFileMa~e~
The position in a file is set automatically when an
application hits a breakpoint, or when you single step, halt,
or reset a node. The debugger uses several types of markers
to indicate its position within the file, including:

Blinking Indicates position of the text cursor.
underscore

Solid rectangle Indicates the position of the mouse pointer.
You can move the text cursor by moving
the mouse pointer to the desired new
position of the text cursor and clicking the
mouse button.

Triangle cursor Indicates where the program is halted.
(The triangle appears in the left-hand
margin of the next line of code to be
executed.)

Double-arrow Indicates the current context, ifthe
cursor current context is different from where

the program halted. Although the
program is not actually halted at this
spot, you can examine or change
variables within the indicated context. (A
detailed explanation of the current context
is presented later under Changing the
Current Context.)

Highlighted bar Indicates a breakpoint. (Highlight bar is
colored red for the color sets.)

Running and Debugging Programs
After you have loaded an application image on one or more
emulators (described in Chapter 7 under Loading Built
Nodes), you can run and debug the code. The debugger only
works with those applications with source code running on
emulators. The debugger cannot be used with SBCs, custom
nodes, or imported objects.



Running and Debugging Code

Pressing the Mo re button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

To run and debug code on emulators, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HWbutton or the Node Specs button. A
list of existing nodes displays in the object list.

4 Select one or more nodes to debug.
5 Select the Reset command button to reset the selected

nodes and begin execution from the beginning of the
program.

6 Select the Gocommand button to start execution on the
selected nodes.

7 Select a single node to debug.
8 Select the Debug command button to open the Debugger

window (see figure 8-1, earlier) with the NEURON C
source file for the selected node. The node's status is
Active.

Once the Debugger window is open, the Go To command in
the Window system menu can be used to switch between
emulators.

When a running program hits a breakpoint or halts due to a
Step, Halt, or Trace command, you receive the following
message:

Node name halted in file pathname\filename.nc
Due to Breakpoint or user command

If the Debugger window is open and a breakpoint is hit on the
node you are currently debugging, the debugger
automatically sets the file and line corresponding to the
location of the breakpoint or halt. When you hit a breakpoint
within a program or halt the program, the NEURON CHIP
timers stop. When you start the program running again, the
timers resume.



Halting Running Nodes

Pressing the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

From the debugger, to halt a running program, issue a Halt
command. The program halts at the next statement
boundary. The node status is Halted.

From outside the debugger, to halt a running program:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HWbutton. A list of existing nodes
displays in the object list.

4 Select as many nodes as you want to halt.
5 Select the Halt command button to halt execution at the next statement

boundary, or select the Reset/Halt command button to reset the node
and halt at the reset clause.

Setting Breakpoints
You can set breakpoints in either a running or halted
program. To do so, follow these steps:

1 Open the debugger as described earlier under Running
and Debugging Code.

2 Move the text cursor to the line at which you want to set a
breakpoint.

3 Issue the Break command to toggle the breakpoint on. A
highlighted bar appears on the line to indicate the
breakpoint is set.

Running programs halt just before executing the statement
on which the breakpoint is set. After a program halts, you
can start execution again with the Go command, or single
step the program with the Step and Trace commands.



To remove a breakpoint, follow these steps:

1 Move the text cursor to the line containing the
breakpoint.

2 Issue the Break command to toggle the breakpoint off.

Breakpoints can be set only on statement boundaries. If you
attempt to set a breakpoint at a point other than a statement
boundary, you receive the message

Statement boundaries are any of the following:

• Beginning of a statement that terminates in a semicolon
• Beginning of an if-condition clause
• Beginning of a while loop that has a non constant loop

expression
• Beginning of a for loop initializer expression
• Beginning of a for loop conditional expression
• Beginning of a for loop iteration expression
• While expression of a do loop
• Beginning of a when clause
• Beginning of a task (the body of code following a when

clause)

• Close brace, which terminates a task or a function
definition

A breakpoint can only be set at the first statement boundary
on a physical line of source code.



Single Stepping Over Functions
When you single step through a program, the debugger stops
execution at each statement as it is encountered. This makes
single stepping a useful tool for examining the flow of
control within program tasks and functions, and for
evaluating when clauses as dictated by the scheduler. When
a function call is encountered, single stepping steps over the
function call and halts at the statement immediately after it.

Although single stepping steps over functions, it stops at all
breakpoints, even if they are within function calls. If a
breakpoint is hit inside a function that is stepped over, a
subsequent Go halts at any other breakpoint encountered in
the function, or at the statement following the function call,
whichever comes first.

To single step through a program, follow these steps:

1 Ifthe node status is Active, issue the Hal t or Reset
command.

or
Set a breakpoint on a line that will be executed and wait
for the breakpoint to be hit.

2 Issue the Step command to execute the statement pointed
to by the triangle cursor and halt at the next statement. If
the next statement is a function call, execution halts at
the first statement immediately after the call.

When you single step through a program, the timers may
behave unpredictably.



Trace Stepping Into Functions
When you trace step through a program, the debugger stops
execution at each statement as it is encountered. When a
function call is encountered, trace stepping steps into the
function call and halts execution at the first statement
inside the function call. If a source line contains multiple
function calls, the debugger traces through each function in
turn.

To trace step through a program, follow these steps:

1 Issue the Halt or Reset command, if the node status is
active.

2 Issue the Trace command to execute the statement
pointed to by the triangle cursor and halt at the next
statement. If the statement is a function call, execution
halts at the first statement immediately inside it.

Displaying the Current Call Sequence
The current context defines the local variables and
parameters of a function (or task), plus any static variables
whose names are not identical to the local variables and
parameters.

To display the current call sequence, follow these steps:

1 If the node status is Active, issue the Hal t command.
2 Issue the Display Stack command to open the Call

Stack dialog box with the call stack displayed and the
current context highlighted (see figure 8-2). When not
currently executing application code, the call stack
displays

System

When executing application code with a task that has not
called any functions, the call stack displays

When Clause or Body



Preemption mode occurs when
the NEURON CHIP firmware runs
out of b(!ffers. It then tries to
free buffers and may invoke
application code to do so.

When executing application code within a function, the
call stack displays

When Clause or Body
FUNCl
FUNC2
etc.

For example, the application in figure 8-2 is halted in the
new_toggle_timer () function.

When in preemption mode, the call stack
displays

When Clause or Body
FUNCl
FUNC2
etc.
System

and might additionally display

When Clause or Body
FUNC3
FUNC4
etc.

------ Call Stack Display
When Clause or Body
new_toggle_tiner



Changing the Current Context

When the current context is the
same as where the program is
currently halted, a single-arrow
marker appears.

By changing the current context, you can examine and
modify variables in any function or task body contained in
the current call sequence. When you change the current
context, the statement at which the debugger is halted does
not change.

To change the current context, follow these steps:

1 Select one of the unhighlighted contexts in the Call Stack
dialog box.

2 Press:
Enter or OK to change to the selected context.
Esc or Cancel to cancel.

When you change the current context, the double-arrow
marker appears. This marker indicates the local context
you've asked the debugger to examine and the line on which
it entered the next level of function call, as shown in figure
8-3. Remember that, although you are examining this
context, the debugger is actually halted elsewhere in the file.
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when Cti.-er _cxpiresCUwlc_tilller»
{ •

~11
;1

i'l!// Switch input task. Update togglc period based on switch on-tillle. ; I
when Cio_updAte_OCCUI'SCio_switch» l.~

/ new_Uwlc_tiIllCrCio_inCio_switch) /3'3); // input a conuert to rllilli9CCOn!~

:/ Update Uwlc tilller function. Update both the rJJ and the tilllCr. Ijl
uoid new_togglc_tilllCrCunsigned long new..JlCriod)
{= . _e=.c~~;S=,~~~.£..,","::=:l -'-."';'c- _ -= -~~~

nU_Uwlc..JlCriod .rlli11 iseconds = CsoortHnew..JlCriod / 19);

nu_scnsor _state = Cnu_scnsor_state == ST_Clf) ? ST_OFF : ST_CJI;
io_outCio_light, Cnu_scnsor_state == ST_CJI) ? LIQiT_CJ1 : LIQiT_OFF);

The double-arrow is now inside the task at the point where
the function was called. If the task had local variables, you
could now look at them and modify them.



Evaluating and Modifying Variables
You can use the debugger to evaluate and modify variable
values or the contents of memory given a raw address.
Evaluation can occur when the node is running or halted;
modification can occur only when the node is halted.
Evaluation of network variables, timer values, pointer
variable values, and static variable addresses has special
requirements, which are described later under Network
Variables, Timers, Pointer Variables, and Addresses of
Static Variables.

Trying to directly evaluate or modify memory I/O devices
with the debugger will produce incorrect results, since the
debugger accesses an emulator's memory over the
backplane and will not reach the I/O device. Instead, use the
memory browser, described in Chapter 13, to perform this
function.

Evaluating a Variable
To evaluate a variable, follow these steps:

1 Issue the Eval command to open the Select Data dialog
box displaying the string representing the variable
name to be evaluated. The default variable name in the
evaluation selection window can be chosen as follows:
• If the selection occurs because the user chose the

Select button on an evaluation screen, the name
selected in the previous window will be used.

• If the cursor in the display window is sitting on a
symbol-like string, the string will be used as the
name.

• The name that was used by the most recently closed
evaluation window will be used again.



when (t
{

nu_
io_ Type

Data Size _m.
// $wit
when (i
{

// Update toggle ti/llCr function. Update both the ItJ and the ti/llCr.
void TlCW_toggle_ti/llCr(unsigned long TlCW...JlCriod)
{

toggle_ti/llCr = TlCW-pcriod;
nu_toggle-pcriod.rllilliseconds = (shortHTlCW-pcriod / 10);

2 Leave the displayed string, edit it, or replace it with the
variable name you want to evaluate.

3 Set the Type field to variable by clicking on it or using
the space bar.

4 Select the OK command button to open the Variable
Display dialog box displaying the current value of the
variable (see figure 8-5).
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when (tilller _exp ires (toggl
{

nu_sen90r_state = (nu
io_out(io_light, (nu_

// Switch input task. Up
when (io_update_occurs( io
{

File: SmsoR.1'IC Onln Actiue
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nu_toggle....,period {
hours:
/lIinutes:
seconds:
/lIil Iiseconds: ••

D·

DD.

Type or click on field to /lIodif"'u---- ...•
// Update toggle tilller fun
uoid new_toggle_tilller(unsigned long new....,period)
{

toggle_tilller = new....,period;
nu_toggle....,period./lIllliseconds = (shortHnew....,period / le);

5 Select any of the following buttons from the Variable
Display dialog box:

A Watch for a local variable or
parameter can only be updated
when the emulator is halted and
the variable is in the current
context. Global variables are
continuously updated
approximately once per
second.

places the window in watch
mode. The display is updated
every second, and each time
the node is halted (whether
due to a single step,
breakpoint, or halt
command). Selecting this
button will also transfer
control to either the source
subwindow or the command
subwindow, whichever was
previously active. Pressing
Enter in this window is
equivalent to selecting Watch.



places the window in Display
mode. The display will not be
updated as the value changes.
Selecting Hold also transfers
control to either the source
subwindow or the command
button subwindow, whichever
was previously active. The
window begins in Display
mode.
terminates the evaluation
window.
terminates the evaluation
window, and invokes the
Select Data dialog box using
the previously evaluated
name as the default, allowing
you to repeat steps 2 through 4
above.

The debugger supports up to six evaluation windows at the
same time. The windows can be moved by dragging them
with the mouse. Without a mouse, the windows will stack up
(in a cascading fashion) and you will only be able to see one
full window at a time.

To activate a given evaluation window either click on the
border of the window with the mouse, or use the Next
command from the Window menu. The Next window
command activates the next evaluation window in a
circular manner. Activating a window brings the window
to the foreground.

Debugger accelerator functions are not accessible while the
evaluation window is active. To enter debugger accelerator
keys, control must be transferred to a non-evaluation
window. This can be done by clicking on the window using
the mouse, or selecting either the Watch or Hold button on the
evaluation window.



Displaying an array or structure
while the node is active may
result in inconsistencies
between fields. This is
because the application may
be modifying the data at the
same time the debugger is
reading it. To ensure a
consistent display of a
structure or array, the node
should be halted.

Some evaluations can only be made in certain contexts. For
example, local variables and parameters can only be
displayed when the node is halted and the function
containing the variable is in the current context.

If the context is changed, thus invalidating a display of a
local variable or a function parameter, the fields of the
display will be "greyed out" and protected. If the context is
again changed such that the display is valid, the fields will
be restored to their normal color and will no longer be
protected. A window will be updated only if it is in watch
mode and the node is in the proper context for the item to be
displayed.

Timers cannot be watched. The Watch button will be
greyed out and protected when a timer is selected.

The first step in modifying a variable is to evaluate it as
outlined in steps 1 through 4 of the section titled Evaluating a
Variable, earlier. Then, follow these steps to complete the
procedure:



1 Select by clicking on the displayed value, or type into this
field to open the Modify Variable dialog box (see figure 8-
6). (The dialog box contains type information and
alternate display types, for example: decimal, hex. An
enum type variable is displayed with the appropriate
enum identifier, if one exists.)

when CtilllCr_expiresCtoggl
{

nu_sensor _state = Cnu
io_outCio_light, Cnu_
Modify Uariable

Uariable Display

nu_toggle-pcriod {
hours:
minutes:
seconds:

l
} milliseconds:

e:mJI ImmI ''&1,:39' "-SS'
Type or click on field to lIIodif

gned long TleW-pcriod)

iod;
seconds = CshortHnew-pcriod / 1(;));

UnSigned: 100
Signed: 100
Hex: ex61
Char: 'd'
network

unsigned short int



2 Enter the new value for the variable. Data entry follows
NEURON C syntax. Optionally precede symbolic names
with one or more asterisks (*) or with a single
ampersand (&). (See Pointer Variables, later.) Enter
constant values as follows:
decimal enter one or more decimal digits.
octal enter 0 followed by one or more octal

digits.
binary enter OBor Obfollowed by one or

more binary digits.
hex enter OXor Oxfollowed by one or

more hex digits.
char enter a printable character constant

or an escape character enclosed in
single quotes (for example: '\n').

enum variable enter either a number or the enum
identifier.

3 Press Enter or select OK to accept the new value. To
return to the Select Variable dialog box, choose the
Select command button from the Variable Display
dialog box.



Evaluating and Modifying Raw Memory
To evaluate memory in raw format, follow these steps:

1 Issue the Eval command to open the Select Data dialog
box. A string representing the address of the memory to
be displayed will be shown.

Node: sensor 1
£:I mill

File: SENSOR.l'«: Onln Halted
I:mlI I1lD DD ~

when Ct
{

Select

Data Size 'JIm. Count..-l: Fomat_
// Swit

~when Ci
{
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~LOFF); 1:11..... I
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j// Update toggle tilllCr function. Update both the I'JJ and the tilllCr.
uoid new_toggle_tilllCrCunsigned long new-pcriod)
{

toggle_tilllCr = new-pcriod;
nu_toggle-pcriod.rllilliseconds = CsoortHnew-pcriod / 19);

2 Leave the displayed string, edit it, or replace it with the
desired address. This value may be entered
symbolically. For example, to view the contents of an
array a as raw data, enter &a. To view the data pointed
to by a pointer p as raw data, enter p.

3 Set the Type field to Raw Data at Address by clicking
on it or using the space bar.



The Data Size long and the
format char are incompatible.

4 Leave or modify the Data Size, At Count, and Format
as desired.
Data Size either int or long. Select whether

the components of the display
should be treated as integers (8-bit)
or longs (16-bit).

Count the number of components to
display. For example, to display 50
bytes of data, the count field should
be set to 50 if the Data Size field is
int, and set to 25 ifthe Data Size
field is long.

Format this field controls the format ofthe
display by either Dee, Hex, or Char.
Raw data is always displayed as
unsigned.

5 Select the OK command button to open the Raw Data
Display dialog box displaying the current values of the
variables. See Figure 8-8 below.
The starting address of each line is displayed in
hexadecimal. The number of fields displayed, the
format of these fields, and even the number of fields
displayed per line are governed by the Data Size,
Count, and Format fields from the Select Data screen.
You may now use the Watch, Cancel, or Select buttons
in the same way that they are used when evaluating a
variable.
If the node is halted, the data fields may be modified in
the same way that a variable is modified.



File: SmsoR.1'tC Dnln Ho.lted
ED ImmI GD mlDJ

when (tilller_eXPires(toggl~ RawData Display

{ nu_sensor _state = (nu I f900 _ ;Dt;ji; _ 11t:'-~_ Wl
io_out< io_1 ight, (nu_

} Emil mmI Iffij,2fJl
// Switch input task. Up Type or click on field to lIIOdif

~when (io_update_occurs( io_
{

ttglle_tilller = new...,period;
nu_toggle...,period.rllilliseconds = (shortHnew...,period / 10);

// Update ttglle tilller function. Update both the ~ and the tilller.
void new_ttglle_tilller(unsigned long new...,period)
{

You can use the debugger to evaluate and modify network
variables.

Writing to an output network variable sends an update to all
input network variables connected to the output. The update
occurs as follows:

• Between the time when the application exits the current
task and evaluates the next when clause, or

• When the application calls post_events ()

When you evaluate an input network variable, the debugger
returns the most recent update from the node's program or an
output network variable connected to the input.



You can use the debugger to evaluate the value of a timer, as
well as to set a value for how long the timer is to run. Setting
the timer's value to 0 turns it off.

To evaluate and modify timers, follow the steps listed
earlier under Evaluating and Modifying Variables.
Evaluation is allowed only when the node is halted. Timers
cannot be watched.

You can use the debugger to evaluate and modify the value
pointed to by a pointer variable. To do so, follow the steps
listed earlier under Evaluating and Modifying Variables.
At step 3, press the INSERT key and enter one or more
asterisks (*) in front of the displayed string. Multiple
asterisks indicate increased indirection. For example:

int ii
int *Pi
int **PPi
int ***PPPi
when (reset)
{

i = 3i
P = &ii
PP = &Pi
PPP = &ppi



Figure 8-9 shows the relationships among the pointer
variables. If the program is halted at the ending brace of this
code fragment, the values of *p, **pp, and ***ppp would all
003.

When using the * operator, the debugger validates any
pointers that it must use to fetch the final value. When the
value ***ppp is examined, the debugger validates the
contents of ppp, *ppp, and **ppp. For example, if the value
ofp is 0, the expression *p would result in the following
error:

Invalid pointer value
Pointer values cannot point to the return or data stacks, to
code area, or to EEPROM. Function pointers cannot be
dereferenced.



You can use the debugger to evaluate the address of a static or
global variable. To do so, follow the steps listed earlier
under Evaluating and Modifying Variables. At step 2,
precede the displayed string with an ampersand (&). The &
operator cannot be used on parameters, automatic variables,
EEPROM variables, timers, ENUM values, network
variables, message tags, or any messaging object
(msg_out, msg_in, resp_out, resp_in).

int i;
int *p;
int **pp;
int ***ppp;
when (reset)

i = 3;
p = &i;
pp = &p;
ppp = &pp;



Using the Program Error Log
Whenever your program logs an error or causes the
NEURON CHIP firmware to log an error, the words
"NEURONError Log" appear at the bottom of the window.
The error code is also placed in the error log.

The debugger checks for errors and detects breakpoints
when you are in the Debugger, Navigator, Network
Manager, Protocol Analyzer, Statistics, and NY Browser
windows. The debugger does not check for errors nor detect
breakpoints when you are in DOS, the editor, or the project
manager. Errors that occur while you are outside the
debugger may not be captured in the error log. If any errors
occur that are not captured, this fact is displayed in the error
log. Time stamps displayed in the error log indicate when
the error was lo~~ed by the debul!l!er. not when it occurred.

If the error occurTed more than 24 hours ago, the date is displayed instead of the
lime.

There is one error log for up to 24 emulators being debugged.
The maximum size of the error log is 25 errors. It is stored in
a circular buffer that is reused when it becomes full, with the
oldest error being overwritten first. The log is cleared when
you select the Clear Log command button. To display the
error log, select the Log Display command button. For each
message, the log lists the node name and a description of the
error. Application program errors can be a decimal number
between 1 and 127. System errors are reported using strings.
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9
Defining and Installing
Network Management and
Router Nodes

This chapter describes how to define and install the
parameters for the network management and router nodes in
a development network.



Development Network Integration
Part 2 ofthis guide described step 5 of the LONWORKS
Application Development Cyc1e-debug and test individual
nodes. Once you have developed individual nodes, you are
ready to start step 6-install nodes in a development network
and test. The development network serves as a prototype of
the production network that will ultimately be created with
your nodes. The development network uses the
LONBUILDER Network Manager for all network
installation and configuration; production networks will
most likely use custom network management tools, or may
not have any network management tools. See the NEURON
CHIP-based Installation engineering bulletin for examples
of installation without network management tools. See the
LONWORKS Installation Overview engineering bulletin
for examples of different installation scenarios for
production networks.

A development network consists of two or more application
nodes, a LONBUILDERNetwork Manager node, and a
LONBUILDER Protocol Analyzer node all connected to one or
more communications channels. All nodes in a
development network must be able to communicate with the
network manager node. If multiple channels are used, they
must be connected by routers. The following diagrams are
examples of development networks:

• Up to six emulators and SBCs on the backplane network
in the development station.



• Up to 24 emulators and SBes (in up to four development
stations) with transceivers on target communications
media.

• Up to 256 SBes and custom nodes (remote from the
development stations) with transceivers on target
communications media.

Up to 256 remote
sse and custom nodes

,.r"'·'

~



• Up to 8 routers to provide routing between multiple
communications media (channels).

Up to 256 remote
S8e and custom nodes_----A-----,

~f!l
j

Ii Remote
. LONBUILDER

I~/ Router

LON8uILDER Router
in Development Station



Network management nodes support the integration and
operation of a LONWORKSnetwork. Two network
management nodes are included with the LONBUILDER
Developer's Workbench: a network manager node and a
protocol analyzer node. The hardware for both of these nodes
is contained on the control processor in every development
station.

You can connect network management nodes to the
backplane network in the development station, or, using
optional LONBUILDERor custom transceivers, to any
network medium. While you can connect the network
management nodes to any channel in your development
network, only one protocol analyzer node and one network
manager node can be active at any time. The active network
manager node controls the nodes on its channel and on any
channel connected to it with routers. The active protocol
analyzer node analyzes message packets that originate on
or are forwarded by a router to the channel to which it is
installed. You can re-install the protocol analyzer node as
needed to monitor specific channels. The network manager
and protocol analyzer nodes can be, but need not be,
configured on the same channel.

To change the definition of the network manager and
protocol analyzer nodes, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the Network
Management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Statistics.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the Network
Manager and Protocol Analyzer hardware
definitions in the object list.

4 Select either Network Manager or Protocol Analyzer.
5 Select the Modi fy command button to open the Modify

window for the selected object. The parameters for the
selected item appear in a dialog box.



6 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:
Development choose the development station
Station ID in which the node is

defined. (The default is 1.)

Channel Name choose the name of the channel. If
the channel is other than
default channel, the channel
must be created prior to filling in
this field.

7 Select a button:
SAVE modifies the hardware definition

with the values in the fields.
returns you to the Navigator
window without modifying the
definition.

Installing Network Management Nodes Target Hardware
Whenever you change the definition of the network
manager or protocol analyzer target hardware, it must be re-
installed to ensure that the object database is consistent with
the target hardware. You must also re-install target
hardware whenever you cycle power on a development
station.

To install or re-install the network manager and protocol
analyzer target hardware, follow these steps:

1 Physically install the control processor hardware as
described in the LONBUIWER Startup and Hardware
Guide.

2 Define the network management nodes, as described in
this chapter, if you have not already done so.

3 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

4 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the network
management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Statistics.



Installing Application Nodes, in
Chapter 6, describes the different
install options on the Project main
menu.

5 Select the Target HW button to display the Network
Manager and Protocol Analyzer hardware
definitions in the object list.

6 Select the network management nodes you want to
install.

7 Select the Install command button to receive a message
dialog box saying:

Command in Progress
When installation is complete, a message dialog box
appears saying:

Command Complete

The project manager can also be used to install or re-install
the network manager and protocol analyzer target
hardware, as follows:

1 Install the control processor hardware as described in
the LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide.

2 Open the Project main menu and select the Automatic Install
command. This action installs the hardware in the development
station.



Defining Multi-Channel Topologies
A LONWORKSnetwork may consist of more than one
channel. Channels are connected by routers. Several types
of routers may be defined:

• Learning router, which monitors network traffic to
learn the network topology. The router uses the extracted
network topology information to selectively route
packets between channels.

• Configured router, which uses routing tables based on the
network configuration of the nodes to route packets
between channels. When selected, the LONBUILDER
Network Manager automatically configures the router
based on the development network topology.

• Bridge, which forwards all packets between the two
connected channels, on the domains in which the router
is defined.

• Repeater, which forwards all packets, regardless of
domain, between the two connected channels.

Configured and learning routers use the subnet information
in LONTALKmessages to selectively route messages between
channels. Careful configuration of subnets and use of
configured and learning routers can reduce overall traffic on
some channels. Both configured and learning routers require
that if a given subnet appears on one side of it, that subnet
cannot appear on the other. If a subnet is to appear on both sides
of a router, a bridge or repeater must be used. For configured
routers, the network manager configures both subnet and
group routing information. Learning routers forward all
group messages, but selectively forward group
acknowledgements.

The LONTALKprotocol requires multi-channel networks to be
loop free, tree structured topologies. There is, however, one
exception to this rule. A provision has been made allowing
"redundant routers". Redundant routers are two or more
configured routers connecting the same two channels with
identical network configuration. Redundant routers may be
used for redundancy or to extend the range of RF networks.



Topology Errors
The LON BUILDER software does not verify that topologies
are loop free. If a topology is created with a loop in it, a
single message may continually loop through the network.

In addition, various topology errors may be detected by
LONBUILDER operations that make use of the network.
These are as follows:

• "N0 logical or physical path found between nodes"

This message may be displayed when doing a build,
issuing network management commands from the
Navigator, or performing a query or a network
peek/poke.

If this message is displayed when a network
management command is requested, it means that the
target node and the network manager are on different
channels and that there is no communication path
(established with routers) connecting these channels.

If this message is displayed during binding, it means
that two or more of the nodes in the connection that were
being built are on different channels, and that there is no
communication path connecting these nodes.

When this message is seen, examine the Router Target
Hardware configuration to ensure that there is a
physical path between the two channels involved.
Examine the Router Node Specifications to ensure that
the routers that make the physical connection and the
nodes involved have at least one domain in common.

• "Redundant routers don't match or not CONFIGURED"

This message may be displayed when doing a build,
issuing network management commands from the
Navigator, or performing a query or a network
peek/poke.



The message indicates that two (or more) routers
illegally connect the same pair of channels. Redundant
routers are only legal if they are both configured routers,
and have identical domain/subnet assignments. If this
error occurs during a build, the names of two of the
routers involved will be displayed following the

.message. Either change the Router Target Hardware
configuration of one or more of the routers so that they no
longer connect the same two channels, or, if they are
supposed to be redundant routers, modify their Router
Node Specifications to be identical and make sure that
they are configured routers.

• "Error: Node <name> cannot be loaded over the network"
or

"Error: Router <name> cannot be loaded over the network"

These messages may be displayed during a build.

The messages indicate that the named node or router
(which is not installed in a development station) cannot
be loaded over the network because the node or router and
the network manager are on different channels, and
there is no communication path connecting these
channels.

Examine the Router Target Hardware configuration to
ensure that there is a physical path between the network
manager's channel and the channel of the target node.
Examine the Router Node Specifications to ensure that
the routers that make the physical connection and the
target node have at least one domain in common.

• "Error: Subnet <name> illegally spans channels

See nodes/routers <name> and <name>
Messages on this subnet may not be routed properly"

This message may be displayed when doing a build or a
manual load.



It is illegal for a subnet to appear on more than one
channel unless those channels are connected solely by
bridges or repeaters. This message indicates that this
restriction has been violated. The two nodes/routers
displayed are configured on this subnet and on different
channels that are not connected via bridges or repeaters.
This can be fixed in any of the following ways:

• Modify all intervening routers to be either bridges or
repeaters.

• Move one of the nodes/routers to another channel such
that the sub net does not illegally span channels.

• Put the node or router on a different subnet. Since the
subnet field of a node cannot be modified, you may have
to create a new node specification (use the copy
command) to specify the new subnet. After the new node
specification has been created, delete the old one and
update any connections that the old node was in.



Defining Router Target Hardware
A router is a node with two NEURONCHIPS that connect two
channels. Routers have two types of object definitions in
common with application nodes: target hardware, and node
specification. Figure 9-1 shows how a router's definitions
relate to one another.

t
Channel 1 Hardware Node

Channel Name: - Router Name: Node Name:
channel name 1 no default ~ no default

... ... ...
'-- Channel Side A:

Target HW Name:channel name 1 '--
no default

Channel 2 IJChannel Side 8:
channel name 2

Channel Name:
channel name 2

...



Defining a router's channel definitions is the same as for
an application node, as described in Chapter 10, except that
two sets of channel parameters must be specified for the two
halves. Defining the target hardware parameters for a
router is the same as for an application node except that the
router objects contain two sets of target hardware
parameters, one set for each NEURONCHIP on the router.

The two sets of channel and hardware parameters are
specified for side A and side B of the router. Side A and side
B are labelled on the LONBUILDERRouter. Side A and side
B for LONWORKSRouters and LONWORKS Repeaters do
not correspond to the Net 1 and Net 2 labels, but are instead
determined by the LONBUILDERNetwork Manager when the
router is installed.

This section describes how to define a router's target
hardware parameters. A router's node specifications define
its network configuration. Chapter 10 includes instructions
for defining a router's node specifications.

To create a new target hardware object for a router, follow
these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Router button to list the router object type
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing target
hardware definitions for routers in the object list.

4 Select the Crea te command button to open the Router
Hardware Create window (see figure 9-2).

-or-
Select a router target hardware definition from the object
list. Select the Copy command button to open the Router
Hardware Create window.



L
Side A Side B
••••• D Channel Na/Ile: •••••

Node Specs:

Location:

Chan Priority: • I1erIIory: e JCb Chan Priority: • I1erIIory: 9 JCb

Packet Buffers: ~ Size: ~ Packet Buffers: ~ Size: ~

5 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:

enter a 1- to 16-character unique
hardware name. You can use
letters, numbers, and
underscores in the name. No
spaces are allowed. (The name in
this field matches the Hardware
Name you enter in the node
specification, as described under
Defining Router Node

.Specifications, in Chapter 10.)



choose LONBUILDER,
LONWORKS Router or
LONWORKS Repeater, depending
on your equipment type. The
LON BUILDER Router is used for
development networks. The
LONWORKS Routers and
LONWORKS Repeaters are used
in production networks, but can be
installed in a development
network using either of these
options. The LONBUILDER
Router or the LONWORKS Router
may be used with any of the four
router node types: configured,
learning, bridge, or repeater.
When using a LONWORKS
Repeater, the router type in the
corresponding router node spec
must be Repeater.

is a read-only field. This field
value is assigned when you
define the node specifications for
this router.

if the hardware type is
LON BUILDER, enter the
development station ID/slot
number of the router. Valid
development station IDs are 1, 2,
3, and 4. Valid slot numbers are 2,
3,4, 5, 6, and 7. (Slot 1 is used by
the control processor.) (The
default is 1/2.)



If another node already resides in
the default ID/slot number, enter
an available ID/slot number. If
the router will be installed remote
from the development station,
enter 010. If the hardware type is
LONWORKS Router or Repeater,
this field is read-only and will
always be 010.

enter the name of the channel for
the respective side (A or B) of the
node. (You must create the
channel definition before you
enter its name in this field. See
Defining Channels in Chapter
10.)

enter the priority of the router
from 0 to 127 for the respective side
(A or B). 0 means no priority;
otherwise, the lower the number,
the higher the priority. (The
default is O.The value in this
field must be equal to or less than
the value for Num Priorities in
the channel definition described
under Defining Channels in
Chapter 10.)

Memory
• Page 9-16 Correction

The description for the Memory field should read:

f It hi RAM memory installed for buffers (in Kbytes) for
Enter the amo~t 0 0 c P LONBUILDER Routers the value may range
the respective slde (A or B). For. I . tall d) fi r LONWORKS Routers
from 0 to 6 Kbytes (t~s m~':76 ,~;a;Sm~ de;auit ~s 0.) The amount of on-
the value may range om 'butt . both types is 1254 bytes
chip memory that is alwa~t:;~i~~:~; thate:tlnfit in memory, remembe~ to
When calculating th'd n'd b It that are in addition to the user-specified count.
Th,nclude~hlebfilo~:::ryarmayu n~~sbe completely filled since an individual buffer

e aV81 a e d ff h' For example if 20
cannot be split between on-~hip an 0 -~'P lio~~~'li.o on-chip RAM and 15 may
application buffers are speclfied, 5 may f tha . d' .d al buffers can be split.be allocated to off-chlP RAM, but none 0 e m lVl u
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Packet
Buffers enter the number of non-priority

output packet buffers to be used on
the respective side (A or B) of this
router. Valid packet counts are
2,3,5,7,11, 15,23,31,47, and 63.
(The default is 15.) Enter a
smaller value to allow larger
packet buffers. These packet
buffers are in addition to the two
standard input packet buffers
and two standard priority output
packet buffers. (See Chapter 6 of
the NEURON C Programmer's
Guide for more information.)

enter the size of each input,
priority output, and non-priority
output packet buffer to be used for
the respective side (A or B) of the
router. Valid sizes are 66, 82,
114, 146, 210, and 255. (The
default is 66.) Larger values
may be useful in cases where
larger than normal packets need
to be handled. (See Chapter 6 of
the NEURON C Programmer's
Guide for more information.)

The description for the Clocl< Rate field should read:

Select the clock rate for the respective side (A or B). Possible rates are 10, 5, 2.5,
1.25, and .625 MHz. (The default is 10 MHz.) LONBUILDER Routers will only
operate at 5 or 10 MHz.

are read-only fields. The values
in these fields are assigned
when you first install the router.



creates a new router target
hardware object definition with
the values in the fields. After
saving, enter new values to create
another target hardware object
definition, or select CANCELto
return to the Navigator window.
displays the values of the next
target hardware object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
definition.

Installing Router Target Hardware
Whenever you define a new router target hardware object, it
must be installed to ensure that the object database is
consistent with the router hardware. You must also re-
install the router target hardware whenever you change the
channel or target hardware definitions of a router.

To install or re-install a LONBUILDER Router in a
development station, follow these steps:

1 Physically install the router hardware in the backplane,
as described in the LONBUIWER Startup and Hardware
Guide.

2 If you have not already done so, define the router's
channel and target hardware parameters, as described
in this chapter. Set the location to be the development
ID/slot number at the router location. Firmware for
LON BUILDER routers is installed over the backplane.

3 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

4 Select the Router button to list the hardware object
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

5 Select the Target HW button to display the existing router
hardware definitions.

6 Select the routers you want to install.



7 Select the Install command button to receive a message
dialog box appears saying:

Command in Progress
When installation is successful, a message dialog box
appears saying:

Command Complete

To install or re-install a LON BUILDER Router on a remote
network, follow these steps:

1 Install the router in a development station as described
above.

2 Define the router's location parameter to be 0/0. See
Defining Target Hardware, earlier, for instructions.

3 Physically install the router remotely from the
development station as described in the LONBUILDER
Startup and Hardware Guide.

,
• Page 9-19 Addition

To install or re-install a LONWORKS Router or
LONWORKS Repeater, follow these steps:

. 1 Physically install the router as described in the
LONWORKS Router User's Guide.

2 Define the router property, channel, and target hardware
parameters, as described in this chapter, if you have not
already done so. The location parameter must be 0/0.

3 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

4 Select the Router button to list the router object type
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

5 Select the Target HW button to display the existing router
target hardware definitions in the object list.

6 Select one or more router target hardware objects to
install.

~::e following set of LONBUILDER Router installation procedures following

To change the communications parameters on a LON BUILDER Router once it
has been mstalled on a remote network, follow these steps:

1 Select the router target hardware to install.

2 Select the Install button to display the dialog box message:

This hardware has been previously installed.
Use the NEURONID currently in the database?

LONBUILD 3 Select,,,,. to display the dialog box message:

Do you want to install communications parameters?
Follow the instructions for installing new communications parameters on a
LO~ORKS Router, starting with step 10 on page 9-20 of the LONBUILDER
User s Guide.



When changing communication
parameters, the new
parameters do not take effect
until the router is reset or power
is cycled on the router.

The channel bit rate and
transceiver type are defined in
the Channel Parameters
screen. The NEURON CHIP input
clock is defined in the
Hardware Properties screen. If
this value is incorrect, the
router will not function after
reset.

7 Select the Inst.U button. When im:taHing a LONWORKS RouUr. if you
have already ins~taUed it at least once, you will first see a dialog box with the
mess_rt:

This ha.rdware has been previoudy installed.
Use the NEURONIO current.ly in the datAbase?

If the NEURON ID has not changed since you last installed the router (you
have not Iwapped the router hardware), YO\1may select Yes t.oskip the service
pin Ttgiltration and proceed to the optional updatinr of communicalions
parameters (step 10). If the router hardware has been swapped, or you are not
au..tewhich physical TOuter was uied when this target hudware was last
installed, select No and proceed with the normal uNite pin regiltration. In
this case, the foUowinr mess8&'t box will be displayed:

8 Select YESto display the dialog box message:
Waiting for the router's service pin
event

9 Press the service pin on the router to be installed. If the
network manager does not receive the service pin
message, or if you take too long to press the service pin
(about 10 seconds), the following message is displayed:

Service pin message not received.
If you get this message, check that a communications
path exists from the router to the network manager, and
start again from step 7.
If you press the service pin within the allotted time, the
following message is displayed:

Do you want to install communications
parameters?

10 Select one of the following:
writes the communication
parameters to the EEPROM
memory on each side of the router
target hardware, and displays
the message: Command
Complete. Installation proceeds
to the next selected target
hardware. This option should
only be used when changing the
router's transceiver, channel
priority, optional memory, or
buffer counts or sizes. After
selecting this option, power down
the router and then change the
transceiver.



does not write the communication
parameters to the router's
EEPROM memory, but does
display the message: Command
Complete. Installation proceeds
to the next selected router. Select
this option unless you are
changing the transceiver,
channel priority, optional
memory, or buffer counts or sizes.
(This option is the default.)
does not write the communication
parameters to the router's
EEPROM memory and cancels
installation for the remainder of
the selected routers.

The Project Manager can be used to install router hardware.
To install or re-install routers using the project manager,
follow these steps:

1 Physically install the router hardware as described in
the LONBUILDER Startup and Hardware Guide or the
LONWORKS Router User's Guide.

2 Open the Project main menu and select the Automatic
Install command. This action installs the routers.



Defining Router Node Specifications
To define the node specifications for a router, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Router button to list the router object type
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

3 Select the Node Specs button to display the existing
router node specifications in the object list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the Router
Create window (see figure 9-3),

Side B ------

&lbnet 1 nue: U &lbnet 1 nMe: U
&lbnet 2 nMe: ••••• U &lbnet 2 nMe: ••••• U

target "":

Location:



5 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:
Router Name enter a 1- to 16-character unique

router definition name. You can
use letters, numbers, and
underscores in the name. No
spaces are allowed.

Type cycles between router types:
Configured, Learning, Bridge,
and Repeater. If your router
hardware is a LONWORKS
Repeater, select Repeater.
Configured routers route
packets between the two channels
according to routing tables based
upon the network configuration.
Learning routers monitor
network traffic to learn the
network topology. A learning
router accumulates knowledge of
the network topology to selectively
route packets between the two
channels.
Bridges Forward all packets
between two channels that match
one of the router's domains.
Repeaters forward all valid
packets between two channels,
regardless of domain. Select this
type for LONWORKSRepeaters.
enter the name of the subnet in
the first domain on channel Side
A that contains the router.
enter the name ofthe subnet in
the second domain on channel
Side A that contains the router.
Leave this field blank if the
router is configured in only one
domain.

Side A Subnetl
Name

Side A Subnet2
Name



Side B Subnetl
Name

Side B Subnet2
Name

Auth Key 1 &
Auth Key 2

enter the name of the subnet in
the first domain on channel Side
B that contains the router. Side B
Subnet 1 must be in the same
domain as Side A Subnetl.
enter the name ofthe subnet in
the second domain on channel
Side B that contains the router.
Leave this field blank if the
router is configured in only one
domain. If entered, Side B
Subnet2 must be in the same
domain as Side A Subnet2.
enter the name of the router
hardware. The name you supply
must match the hardware name
for the router target hardware.
(See Defining Router Target
Hardware in this chapter for
details.)
there are two Authentication
keys, one for each domain.
These keys are only used if the
Network Mgmt Authenticate
field is turned on. Each
authentication key applies to both
sides of the router. Enter the
authentication key for each
domain in which the router is
included. The default is (ff-
ff -ff -f f - ff - ff).
(Authentication is explained in
Chapter 3 of the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide.)



Net Mgmt
Authenticate

network management messages
that are addressed to the router
can optionally be required to use
the Authentication keys. Select
between YES and NO. When this
field is set to YES, the router will
authenticate all network
management messages that it
receives (for example, to change
its configuration.) (The default
is NO.)

enter an optional 6-character
string that identifies the location
of the router node in the network.
(The Location string is stored in
the NEURONCHIP'S EEPROM
for maintenance purposes. The
default for this field is blank.)

creates a new router node
specification with the values in
the fields. After saving, enter
new values to create another
router node specification, or select
CANCEL to return to the Navigator
window.
displays the value of the next
router object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
router node specification.





10
Defining Development
Networks

This chapter describes how to define the network parameters of the
application nodes-emulators, SBes, custom nodes, and routers-in
a development network.



Loading Nodes in a Development Network

The network manager and
protocol analyzer nodes are
installed but not loaded
because they have no
application image and are
self contained.

As discussed in Chapter 2, LONWORKS Application
Development, a node's network image defines its
relationship to other nodes and gives it its unique location in
the network. The LONTALKprotocol propagates messages
among network nodes according to an addressing scheme
derived from their network images. These addresses are
defined using domain, subnet, and node address
components, and can be used to address an entire domain,
an individual subnet, or an individual node. Another
address component, group, can be used to address multiple
nodes within a domain. The LONTALK address components
are defined in the LONTALK Protocol engineering bulletin.
There are several options for how the network image is
created for a particular node:
• A node may have a static network image created

during manufacture. The NEURON ROM image
export functions described in Chapter 7 are used to
create pre-installed nodes.

• A node may update its own network image using the
NEURON C self-installation functions. See the NEURON
CHIP-Based Installation of LONWORKS Networks
engineering bulletin.

• A node may have its network image updated by a
network management tool. During development, the
LONBUILDERNetwork Manager is the network
management tool for the development network. There
are two procedures for creating the network image with
the LONBUILDERNetwork Manager. If an SBC,
emulator, or LONBUILDERRouter is installed in a
development station, then the network image is loaded
over the backplane and the network manager is not
required. If the node is not installed in a development
station, then the network manager sends network
management messages to the nodes to configure their
network images.



Defining Simple Development Networks
Although your development network may eventually grow to be
quite large, you are most likely starting with a single channel
of one to six application nodes logically grouped in one domain
and one subnet. To make it easy to define simple development
networks with only one domain and subnet on a single
channel, the node specification definition has a default
domain (default domain), a default subnet
(default_subnet\ and a default channel
(default_channel). Consequently, for simple networks, all
you need to do is define the node specification for each node to be
installed in the network.

Figure 10-1 shows the relationship of de f aul t _domain,
default_subnet, and default_channel definitions to the
node specification definition, and the relationship of the node
specification definition to the target hardware definition.

t
Domain Subnet Node Hardware Channel

Domain Name:

1
Subnet Name 1: -- Node Name: --+- AppHW Name: r Channel Name:

defaulL domain defau/L subnel no default emulalof_l defaulLchann91

Domain Name: Application Name: I Channel Name:... defaulL domain no default I defaulL channel
I... Subnet Name: I Hardware Property:

defaulLsubnel I defaulLhwJXops

Hardware Name: I Application Node:
no defaUlt

L_
from Node Name

... ...

Object Database

~



Defining Node Specifications
Creating node specifications was described in Chapter 6. To
change the network configuration of these specifications,
follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3~l).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Node Specs button to display the existing node
specifications in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the node specifications.
5 Select the Modify command button to open the Node

Modify window (see figure 10-2).

----------- TopolC9.,j -----------

SUbnet Z: ••••• D
SUbl1'lode.: El/ El

SUbnet 1: defaulCsubnet

SUbl1'lode.: 1/ Z

Messaging -----.-------- Harl.ware -----

Net I1gt Authenticate: ~

I1ax Free Buffer Wait: ~ s

Target K.I: D
Location: _

leD mra lfuj,t;b'fl



See the LONTALK Protocol
engineering bulletin for
additional information on these
fields.

6 Select fields and enter values as needed. The fields and
their defaults are:

enter the node name as
defined in Chapter G.

enter the application
image name as defined in
ChapterG.
enter the subnet name of
the first subnet that
contains the node. If you
have not defined any
subnets,
default_subnet,
displays in this field.
Subnets cannot span
configured or learning
routers.
the subnet number and
the node number ofthis
node within the domain
in which subnet 1 resides
(read only field).
enter the subnet name of
the second subnet that
contains the node. Leave
this field blank if the node
is configured in only one
domain. Subnets cannot
span configured or
learning routers.
the subnet number and
the node number ofthis
node within the domain
in which subnet 2 resides
(read only field).



Node Authentication
Keyl

Node Authentication
Key2

enter the authentication
key in hex for the first
domain in which the node
is included. (The default
is ff-ff-ff-ff-ff-
ff.) An authentication
key is only required if the
node is programmed for
authenticated
transactions. Nodes that
communicate using
authenticated
transactions must have
the same authentication
key. (Authentication is
explained in Chapter 3 of
theNEURONC
Programmer's Guide.)
enter the authentication
key for the second
domain in which the node
is included. If the node is
included in only one
domain, leave this field
set to the default (ff-
ff-ff-ff-ff-ff) .

choose the authentication
protocol (YES or NO) for
network management
messages. (The default is
NO.)

choose the maximum
wait for a free buffer
when sending a
message. The choices are
2,4, 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14
seconds, and infinite
wait. (The default is 10
s. )



7 Select buttons as follows:
SAVE

enter the target hardware
name as defined in
Chapter 6.
enter an optional 6-
character string that
identifies the location of
the node in the network.
(The Location string is
stored in the NEURON
CHIP'S EEPROM for use
by a network
management tool. The
default for this field is
blank.)

modifies the node
specification with the
values in the fields. After
saving, enter new values
to modify another node
specification, or select
CANCEL to return to the
Navigator window.
displays the values of the
next node object selected.
returns you to the
Navigator window
without modifying the
node specification.



Defining Large Development Networks
You can expand a development network to include up to 24
emulators, 256 remote nodes, and 8 routers. Each node must
be included in one domain, and can be included in two; each
node must be included in one subnet for each domain in
which it is included.

To define the network objects of the nodes in a large
development network:

• Define the domain(s) for the nodes. (See Defining
Domains in this section.)

• Define the subnet(s) for the nodes. (See Defining Subnets
in this section.) Subnets cannot span configured or
learning routers.

• Define the channel(s) for the nodes. (See Defining
Channels in this section.)

• Define the node specifications for each application node
in the network. (See Defining Node Specifications,
earlier.)

• Define the router definition for any routers used in the
network. (See Defining Router Node Specifications,
later.)

Network objects are created and modified from the
Navigator using the Network object type. To create or
modify network objects, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection (see figure 10-3).



The Domain, Subnet, Channel, and Connection buttons
are used to create and modify object definitions in the object
database as described in the following sections.

Figure 10-4 shows the relationship ofthe domain, subnet,
channel, and node specifications for a node, as well as the
relationship of the node specifications to the hardware
definition.



Domain 1 Subnet 1 Node Hardware Channel

Domain Name 1:

1
Subnet Name 1: f- Node Name: -+- AppHW Name:

f
Channel Name:

no default no default no default emulator_l delaulL channel

Domain Name: Application Name: I Channel Name:.-- ... malches Domain no default I defaulL channel ...
Name I

Subnet Name: I Hardware Property:... malches Subnet I defaulLhw_props
Name 1

ISubnet Name: L_ Application Node:

IJ malches Subnet from Node Name
Domain 2 Subnet 2 Name 2

Hardware Name: ...
Domain Name 2:

1
Subnet Name 2:

no default; matchesno default no default
App HWName

Domain Name:... malches Domain ...
Name

...

+-

Figure 10-4. Relationship of the Network Definition Objects
for a Node in Two Domains



Figure 10-5 shows the relationship of the domain, subnet,
channel, and node specifications for a router in two domains, as
well as the relationship of the node specifications to the
hardware definition.

Subne! 1 Router Hardware Channel 1

Subnet Name 1: Router Name: ]:
Hardware Name: -- Channel Name 1:

no default no default no defau~

Domain Name: Hardware Name: Router Node Specs:
matches Domain matches RIR HW from Router Name

...
Name1 Name

Domain 1
Side A... Side A- Channel 2

- Domain Name 1:
no defau~ - .- Subnat Name: Channal Name:

Channel Name 2:
Subne! 2 matches Subnet matches Channel -- no defau~

Name 1 Name 1...
Subnet Name 2: -- Subnat Name: ...
no default matches Subnet SldeB

Name 3
Domain Name:

Channel Name:matches Domain
Name 1 SideB matches Channel

Name 2... L., Subnat Name:
matches Subnet ...
Name 2

Subne! 3
Subnat Name:

r- matches Subnet
Name 4

Subnet Name 3:
no default ...
Domain Name:

J matches Domain

Domain 2
Name 2

...
Domain Name 2:
no defau~ -

Subne! 4...
Subnet Name 4:
no default

Domain Name:
matches Domain
Name 2

...

1-

Figure 10-5. Relationship of the Network Definition Objects
for a Router in Two Domains



Defining Domains
If you need to create one or more new domains, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
. figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection.

3 Select the Domain button to display the existing domains
in the object list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the Domain
Create window (see figure 10-6).



5 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:
Domain Name enter a 1- to 16-character unique

domain name. You can use
letters, numbers, and
underscores in the name.
choose the length in bytes of the
domain ID. Possible sizes are 0, 1,
3, or 6 bytes, where a byte is a 2-
digit hex number. Select the
smallest domain size possible to
maintain the shortest average
packet size. If you have a self
contained network, you can
safely select a 0 length Domain
ID Size; if your network includes
"open" channels, such as radio
frequency and powerline, which
could contain traffic from other
networks, select a larger Domain
ID Size. (The default is 1.)
enter a number that uniquely
identifies the domain within the
network. If your Domain ID Size
is
o this field is blank.
1 enter a 2-digit Domain ID.
3 enter a 6-digit Domain ID.
6 enter a 12-digit Domain ID.



creates a new domain definition
with the values in the fields. After
saving, enter new values to create
another domain definition, or
select CANCELto return to the
Navigator window.
displays the values of the next
domain object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
definition.

Defining Subnets
If you need to create one or more new subnets, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection.

3 Select the Subnet button to display the existing subnets in
the object list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the Subnet
Create window (see figure 10-7).

Select a subnet definition from the object list. Select the
Copy command button to open the Subnet Copy window.



DaM In NarIlC;
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5 Select fields and enter new values as needed. The fields
and their defaults are:
Subnet Name enter a 1- to 16-character unique

subnet name. You can use letters,
numbers, and underscores in the
name.
enter the name of the domain
within which you want to define
this subnet. If you have not
defined any domains, the default
domain, de f aul t _ domain,
displays in this field.



Subnet Number after the subnet definition is
created, this read-only field
displays the subnet number
within this domain.

6 Select buttons as follows:
SAVE creates a new subnet with the

values in the fields. After saving,
enter new values to create another
subnet, or select CANCEL to return
to the Navigator window.

NEXT displays the value of the next
subnet object selected.

CANCEL returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
subnet.

Defining Channels

The following text replaces the information for the sub-heading Defining
Channels:

If you need to create a new channel object, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3. figure
3-1).

2 Select the Network: button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and Connection.

3 Select the Channel button to display the existing channels in
the object list.



or
Select a channel definition from the object lisl Select the
Copy command bulton to open the Channel Copy window.

5 Select fields in the main lereen and enLer value5 as needed. The fields and
tlleir defMult,s are:

Channel Name enter a 1- to 16-characler Wlique name for the ehannel.
You can use letters. numbers, and underscores in the
name.

St.d. Xcvr Type select the appropriate LoNWORKS standard
transceiver type name from the popup selector list.
This name should conespond to the type of transceiver
you win be uain&:_ If you are UsiD&, a b'anloCeiveT that
does not have a pre-defined type name. select. the name
CUStOK. Selecline a type name will cause each of the
fields duc:ribed below to be filled in with • pre-defined
value. For any type other than CUSTOM,.11 th05e fields
(with the exception of Enforce St.d type?) wiU then
become read-only.lfthe CUSTOM type is selected, the
remaining fields may be modified.

NOTE: For specific physical wyu rttOmmtndatiOll.,
nfer to tht LONWORKS InltTOp<rabilily Guidelines.

Enforce Std Type choose )'es to cawe aU the remaininc fields to be set to
their pre-defined values for the ulected Standard
Tran.ceiver Type name. The fields will then become
read-only. Choo.e No to modify an)' of the remaininc
field •. This option will also put an asterisk (.) at the
be&:inninc of the transuiver type name to indicate that
the remainine value. ma)' have been chane-ed. (The
default is 'I •• for standard t:ranKeiver types.> If the
uleded transceiver type is CUSTOH. this field is set to
No and i. read-only.

COJml Hode choo5e the NEURON CHIP communication port mode:
Single-Ended, Differential. OT Special Purpose.

Comm Rate choolle the bit rate at which" the NEURON CHIP
communication port will run: 1250 Kbps, 625 Kbps.
312.5 Kbps, 156.3 Kbps, 78.13 Kbps, 39.06 Kbps, 19.53
Khps, 9.766 Khp', .(.883 Kbps, 2 ..•.•1 Kbps. 1.221 Kbps, or
.610 Kbps. FOT Single-Ended and Differential
mode.. this rate is tM channel bit rate.

FOT Special Purpose mode this is the ate at which
the NEURON CHIP and its transceiver uchan&e statw
information and network packets. Since channel
activity is reported across this Hrial interface. it is
recommended that it be run at least 8 time. faster than
tne bit rate on the communication medium (the
Channel Bil Rate field). It should .1&0 run no slower

than half the maximum Tate supported b)' the node's
input clock. To support this latter constraint acron
nodes with different clock Tates. it is possible to specify
• corom nte (interface ule) that is too fast fOT the
minimum input clock.. When • node u&in& this slower
cloek is installed, the comm rale win simply be Nt to
full speed for that cloek rate.. Tbis oDl)' applies to
Speci al Purpose mode.
Repnneas of whieb corom mode is used. the rates
below 4.883 Kbps require an input clock nte of leu
than 5 Mlh. and thw eannot be direetly supported b)'
the Network M.anareT, the Protocol Anuyzer. or

. LONBUILDER RouteR.. In this cue, an extemalTouteT
win be requiTed. with one aide conficured with a slow
input clock and tnnsceiver pnameten .appropriate fOT
the slow communication bit rate. The other 5ide of the
router should be confirured for a standard
LONWORKS channel connected to the LONBUILDER
Development Station usinC a LoN BUILDER
tranllCeiveT. <See the NEURON 3150 and 3120 CHlP
Data BooA: fOT details on clock ntes and bit Tates.)

Nwn Priorities enler the number of priority slota reserved on the
channel. You can .pecify fTom 0 (for no prioritie •.) to
127. (The default is 0 J. Nodes must meet certain
criteria to be c.onfirured on a channel with priority
flota. The Input Clock Rate chosen in the bardwaTe
PTOperUU. and described under Defining Properties 00

pa&e 6-8, affecb • node's ability to participate on
channels with more than a certain numbeT of priority
slo1£. (See the LONTALK Protocol enrineerinr bulletin
fOT additional infonnation on clock ratef and
prioTit)'.)

Hin Clock Rate choose the minimum input clock rate fOT nodes that
will be installed on the channel. Pouible minimum
input clock rates are .625 MIU, 1.25 MHz, 2.5 MHz., 5,
MHz. and 10 MHz.. (The default is 10 KBz:.)

Avg Packet Size enteT the aveTage packet. sue expected on this channel.
a value from 8 to 250. in bytes. (The default is 15.)

Osc Accuracy enteT the osciUatoT accuracy of the nodes on this
channel. a value from 1 to 15.000. in parts·per-JDiUion.
me default is 200.) If the acturacy varies Amone- the
node... use the upecled wont case. The default value
o( 200 is suitable for channeli wheTe an nodef UIloe

crystal oscill.ton, which aTe typicaUy rated from 50
to 200 parb-peT-mil1ion accuracy. If any nodes on a
channel Ufe ceramic resoDators. then the value fhould
be increased to the wont caN for ceTamic Tesonaton,
which typically Tange from 1000 to 5000 parts-peT-
million.



03C wakeup enter the time to wait for a node's osciUator to become
stable when wakinC up from sleep mode, from 0 to
65535, in micro.econdL ('M:Iedefau.lt is 0.) This is to
enliure that a nod. woken up from sleep mode by an
incominc packet will be able Loreceive that packet..
Note that this time is added to the preamble time for
,U packets, and thus will deereau performance.

6 Select the Hore button if you wish to modify any of th. comm mode specific
values or the layer 1 time factors. Thi. will pop up the Comm Mode Specific
Parameters window <the Layer 1 Time Facto•.• window is reached by
selecting the Hore button in this new window). Select fields and enter values
as needed. The followinc four fields are displayed only if the Corom Mode
field is Single-Ended or DiUerential. The fieldl and their defaulL5are:
Collhion Detect choose Ye3 to enable collision detection 01' No to

disable. (The default is Jlo.)
CD TerllU.iu,te specifies whether the transceiver should terminate the
UteI' Preamble packet immediately af\.er the preamble if a collision i$

detected before the prumble i. ~mpleted. The field
cycles between Yes and No. Yes is only valid if
Collision Detect is enabled. (The default is NO.)

CD Tnrough specifies whether the transceiver should detect.
Packet End collisions aft.er the code violation at the end of a

packet. The field cycles betwHn Yes and No. Yes is
only valid if Collision Deled is enabled. (The default
is No.)

Bit Sync allows you to specify the number of lran,itions it takes
Threshold to detect whether a real mes"ee is beiOC"tnInsmitt.ed,

as opposed to noise. From the time the NEURONCHIP
sees the first transition, until the bit sync is detecud.
any request to transmit by that node will be denied.
Enter a value from 4 to 7, in bits. (The default is 4.)

controls the sensitivity of the differential receiver.
Enter a value from 0 to 7, encoded. (The default is 0.)
Lower values indicate more sen.itiv~ rece.iven, allow
you to transmit over greateT distances, but increau
sensitivity to noise. (Rerer to the NEURON 3150 cuuJ
3120 CHIP Data ~ for the hysteresis ValueL)
indicates the level of post. hysterJsls filterine. Enter a
valut: from 0 to 3. encoded. (Tbe default. is 0.) The
bieber the filtering value, tbe more filtering that. is
done. <Rererto the NEURON 3150and 3120 CHIP Data
Boolt for the filter values.)

The fonowing six fields are displayed only ir the Comm Mode field is
Special purpose:
Channel Bit R.J,te enter a value from 300 to 312500. specified in bpI, for

the primary cbannel biLute. (Note that .the bIt rate of
the channel is controlled by the transulver. not ~e
NEURONCHlP. However. the value must.be pTOVIded
here for UN: in various internal calculations.)
enter a value from 300 to 312500, specified in bps.,!>rO.
for the alternate channel bit rate. (Note that. th~ bit.
rate of the channel is controlled by the transceiver, not
the NEURONCHIP. However. the value must be
provided bere for use in various internal

. -.. calculations.)
The lpecial purpose transceiver mode anows a
transceiver to dynamically lwit.ch to eJtber an
alternate bit TaU or an alternate channel. The
LONTALK protocol automatically instrucL5 the.
transceiver to use the alt.emaLefrequency or biLrate
for the last few retries. If implemented, all
transceivers mUlt be able to automatically detect. that
the t.ransmitter has switched to the alternate channel
or bit. Tate and receive the incoming packet. A value of
o indicaLeI that. no alternate channel is implemented.
('I'he default is 0,)
cycles between Input and Output. NEURONCHIPs
have a special low power mode.cal.ledsleep 'm0lU .
which is activated by the apphcation program runnmg
in the NEURONCHIP. lfthe pin direction is
configured as Input, when the NEURONCH~ coes
into low power mode the transceiver stays active_ The
tranKeiver can then wake the NEURONCHIP u~ fo~
an in~ming message by lending a pulse on thu, pm.
A transceiver designer may chooM to implement a low
power mode fOTa transceiver. In this caN, the pin
direction should be configured as Ou~pu~. When ~e
NEURONCHIP goes into sleep m~e It wdl set the pm
to loeic low to instruct the transceiver to.sleep. With
this configuration, the NEURONCHIP WIllnot w~e up
for an iDcoming mellace and must be woken Vla

another method evo, timer, or service pin). .
cycles between Yes and No. In special purpose
mode, the traDaceiver cenerates the 'lDessace
preamble. The NEURONCIDP nonnany
controls the preamble length. If your
transceiver controls the preamble length
independent of the N'£URONCHIP, set this field
to Yes. (The default is No.)



General Purpose up t.o seven bytes of user·defined confl~ration
Data data may be entered to specify the data bytes

downloaded to a special purpose mode
transceiver after reset. All seven bytes are
sequentially downloaded. startinr with the lel\·
most byte. However, le.s than leven
configuration reeisters may be implemented
on the transceiver.

Allo,", Node cycles between Yes and No. Selectine :tes will
Override? aUow individu.al nodes on this channel to

specify their own unique General Purpose nata
(in the Target Hardware 5CTeen),overriding
the channel's definition. The nodes may also
choose to U$t the channel's definition.
Selecting No forces all nodes on the cbannelto
use the channel's definition for General
Purpose nata.

7 J( you are in the Camm Mode Specific Parameters window, select the Hore
button to switch to the l..ayer ) Time Fact.ors window. (Seledine the Hore
buUon at this level toggles between the two windowI.) Select fields and enter
values as needed. The fieldi and their defaulu are:
Reeei VI! Start indicates-the time lap•.• between the points where the
Delay transmitter slam transmitting and the recei•••er

detects the start of transmission. This incoTPOrates
delays in bolh the transmitter and the receiver and
should include double the maximum propagation
delay for the physical channel. Enter a value from 0.0
t.o6553.5 in frattional bit-times. <Thedefault value is
1.0.1

Receive End indicates the amount of time fonowing the end of
Del ay . packet tranami •• ion until the receiving NEURON

CHIPs have recei•••ed the end of packet indication.
This •••alue accounts for (aclora luch U bufferin( in
the receive side of the transceiver. Enter a value from
0.0 to 6553.5, in fractional bit times. me default
••••lue is 0.0'>

Indeterlllinate indicaLes the amount of tinie following the end of the
Time packet where the medium is in ,.n indetenninate

:n~~~~~::~~u~~~:~r;:t~~1 ~~ti~t:~:.:edium
lranlitions) even though the packet haa ended. Enter
a value from 0.0 to 6553.5, in fractional bit timu.
(The default is 0.0.)

Hinimwn indicates the minimum time lapse be.tw~n the end of
Interpacket one packet and the beginning of the prumble of the

next packet. Enter a value from 0.0 to 6553.5, in
fTactional bit times. (The default value is 0.0.)

U~e Raw Data? aUows direct entry of lublayer tranKei •••er timine
parameters. The LONBUlLDERsoftware aut.omatically
calculates these •••alulll, 50 the need to use the r.w d.ta
option should be infrequent The field tyeles between
~e3 and No. If~u is selected, the values in the Raw
nata field override lhe time faclOTS.If No is selected,
the .utom.tical1y calculated values are displayed in
the Raw nata field. me default is wo.)

Raw Datil Clock ielec:tsthe node clockrate to apply to the Raw nata
Rllte field. Possible dock rates are .625 Mfu, 1.25 MIh, 2.5

Mlb, 5 MHz, and 10 MHz. ('Thedefault is 10 Mlb.)
If the Use Raw nata field is No, this ••••lue determines

. the node clock rata used when ealculatinc the data
displayed in the Raw nata field. Chanelne this field
eau•• s the data to be rec:alculated and displayed.. (I{
Use Raw n.ta is Yu, this value indicates at which
clock rate the raw data is valid (r.w data must be
used at only one clock rate).

IlAiwDatil The five bytes of communication port data are timing
parameters to the NEURONCHIPfirmware. ]n order
they.re:
Byte 0: preamble length
Byte 1: packet cycle time
Byte 2: randomi~ne Ilot width
Byte3: Limebetween the end of the packet to the

earliest start of transmission for the node
which transmiUed the previous packet

Byte.(: time between the end of the Pd-ckett.othe
earliest start of transmislion for nodes which
received the previous packet

If the Use Raw nata field is No, this field is read-only,
and th~ •••alues displayed are automatically calculated.
If the values cannot be calc:ulated, !????????r is
displayed. (See the NEURON 3150 and 3120 CHIP Dato.
Boo" for. description of the bits.)

The following fields are displayed only if the Cornm Mode field is
Differenc.ialor Single-Ended, or if the XcVTControls Preamble field is
lio:

Turnaround is lbe lenJ:th of time it taku for the lranICei•••er to
switch from receiving to transmitting. Enter. value
from 0 to 65535, in microseconds. (The default value
is 0.)

KiS3ed Prea.m.b1e indicates how much of the front end oflhe preamble
may not be detected by the receiver, due to 5tart-up
anomalies on lhe channel. Enter a v.lue in fractional
bit-limes, from 0.0 t.o6553.5. me default value is 0.0.>



The followingfield is displayed only if the Comm Mode field is Special
Purpose, and the Xcvr Controls Preamble field is Yes:
Preamble Length is the length of time required for the transceivers and

NEURONCHIPs to achieve bit synchronization on the
communications media. (Even though the transceiver
is controlling the preamble length in this case, this
value is needed for other calculations.) Enter a value
from 0.0 to 6553.5 in fractional bit times. (The default
value is 1.)

The followingfield is displayed only if the Comm Mode field is Special
Purpose, and the Xcvr Cont.rolsPreamble field is No:
Packet is the amount of preamble that must be seen by
Qualification the receiver before determining that a valid

packet is present. Enter a value in fractional
bit-times, from 0.0 to 6553.5. (The default value
is 0.0.)

If you are in the CoromMode SpecificParameters window or the Layer 1
Tiroe Factors window, select buttons as follows:
OK keeps any changes made in these two

windows and returns to the Channel
Create window.

CANCEL discards any changes made in these two
windows and returns you to the Channel
Create window.

In the Channel Create window, select buttons as follows:
SAVE creates a new channel object with the values in the

fields. After saving, enter new values to create another
channel object,or select CANCELto return to the
Navigator window.

NEXT displays the value of the next channel object selected.
CANCEL returns you to the Navigator window without saving the

currently displayed channel object.



Specifying Custom Transceiver Types
There are three custom transceiver type options: Single-
Ended, Differential, and Special Purpose. These
options are used for development of custom transceivers.
The single-ended option is also used for LONWORKS TP-
RS485 transceivers. See the LONWORKS Interoperability
Guidelines for specific physical layer recommendations.
When one of these transceiver types is selected in the
Channel Create window, an expanded set of parameters is
displayed.

To specify a custom transceiver type, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection.

3 Select the Channel button to display the existing
channels in the object list.

4 Select the Create command button to open the Channel
Create window (see figure 10-8).

or
Select a channel definition from the object list. Select the
Copy command button to open the Channel Copy window.



5 Select the Transceiver Type and enter values as
needed. The custom transceiver options and their
defaults are:

for Single-Ended and
Differential, the bit rate cycles
through 1250Kbps, 625 Kbps, 312.5
Kbps, 156.3Kbps, 78.13 Kbps, 39.06
Kbps, 19.53Kbps, 9.766 Kbps, 4.883
Kbps. For Special Purpose,
enter a value from 1200 to 156250,
specified in bps. (Note that for the
Special Purpose option, this is
the channel rate, which is
controlled by the transceiver, not
the NEURONCHIP. In this case
the value will only be used by the
protocol analyzer for statistics
calculations.)

The following four fields are only displayed when you
select the Single-Ended or Differential transceiver
types:
Collision Detect specifies whether the transceiver

can detect collisions. The field
cycles between YESand NO. The
default is NO for all channels
except twisted pair, which defaults
to YES.

CD Terminate specifies whether the transceiver
After Preamble should terminate the packet

immediately after the preamble if a
collision is detected before the
preamble is completed. The field
cycles between YESand NO. YESis
only valid if Collision Detect is
turned on. (The default is NO.)



CD Through
Packet End

specifies whether the transceiver
should detect collisions after the
code violation at the end of a packet.
The field cycles between YESand
NO. YESis only valid if Collision
Detect is turned on. (The default is
NO.)

allows you to specify the number of
transitions it takes to detect whether
a real messages is being
transmitted, as opposed to noise.
From the time the NEURONCHIP
sees the first transition, until the bit
sync is detected, any request to
transmit by that node will be
denied. Enter a value from 4 to 7, in
bits. (The default is 4. )

Bit Sync
Threshold

The following two fields are only displayed when you
select the Differential transceiver type:
Hysteresis controls the sensitivity of the

differential receiver. Enter a
value from 0 to 7, encoded. (The
default is 0.) Lower values
indicate more sensitive
receivers, allow you to transmit
over greater distances, but
increase sensitivity to noise.
(Refer to the NEURON CHIP
Advance Information document
for the hysteresis values.)

Filter indicates the level of post
hysteresis filtering. Enter a
value from 0 to 3, encoded. (The
default is 0.) The higher the
filtering value, the more filtering
that is done. (Refer to the
NEURON CHIP Advance
Information document for the
filter values.)



The following five fields are displayed only when you
select the Special Purpose transceiver type:
Interface Rate allows you to select the rate at

which the NEURON CHIP and its
transceiver exchange status
information and network
packets. Since channel activity
is detected across this serial
interface, it is recommended that
it be run at least 8 times faster
than the bit rate on the
communication medium. It
should also run no slower than
half the maximum rate supported
by the node's input clock. The
NEURON CHIP and associated
transceiver exchange status
information and data
continuously at this rate
regardless of any activity on the
channel. The interface rate
cycles through 1250 Kbps, 625
Kbps, 312.5 Kbps, 156.3 Kbps, 78.13
Kbps, 39.06 Kbps, 19.53 Kbps, 9.766
Kbps, 4.883 Kbps. (The default is
1250 Kbps.)

Xcvr Controls cycles between YESand NO. In
Preamble special purpose mode, the

transceiver generates the
preamble message. Either the
NEURONCHIP or the
transceiver can control the
preamble length. The
NEURON CHIP normally
controls the preamble length.
If your transceiver controls
the preamble length
independent of the NEURON
CHIP, set this field to YES.
(The default is NO.)



Alternate Rate enter a value from 1200 to 156250,
specified in bps. The special
purpose mode allows the
transceiver to dynamically
switch to either an alternate bit
rate or an alternate channel.
(Note that this is the bit rate of the
channel which is controlled by the
transceiver, not the NEURON
CHIP. The value will only be used
by the protocol analyzer for
statistics calculations.) The
LONTALKprotocol automatically
instructs the transceiver to use the
alternate frequency or bit rate for
the last few retries. If
implemented, all transceivers
must be able to automatically
detect that the transmitter has
switched to the alternate channel
or bit rate and receive the
incoming packet.

General Purpose up to 7 bytes of configuration data
Data may be entered to specify the data

bytes downloaded after reset.
Data bytes are downloaded in
descending order so less than 7
configuration registers may be
implemented on the transceiver.



Wakeup Pin Dir cycles between Input and
Output. NEURON CHIPs have a
special low power mode called
"sleep mode" which is controlled
by the application program
running in the NEURON CHIP.
The transceiver designer may
choose to implement the low power
mode for a transceiver. If this pin
is configured as output, the
NEURON CHIP will set the pin to
logic low to instruct the
transceiver to sleep. With this
configuration, the NEURON CHIP
cannot wakeup for an incoming
message. When this pin is
configured as Input, the
transceiver can wake the
NEURON CHIP up for an
incoming message. By sending
a pulse on this pin, the NEURON
CHIP goes into low power mode but
the transceiver stays active.

6 Select the More button and enter values as needed in the
Layer 1 Time Factors window. The options and their
defaults are:

is the length of time required for
the transceivers and NEURON
CHIPs to achieve bit
synchronization on the
communications media. Enter a
value from 110 to 4600, in
microseconds. (The default
value is 110.)



Receive Start
Delay

Receive End
Delay

Indeterminate
Time

indicates the time lapse between
the points where the transmitter
starts transmitting, and the
receiver detects the start of
transmission. This incorporates
delays in both the transmitter
and the receiver. The time is
entered in microseconds. For
Single-Ended and
Differential enter a value
from 1 to 1600. For Special
Purpose, enter a value from 1 to
1100. (The default value is 1.)
indicates the amount of time
following the end of packet
transmission until the receiving
NEURON CHIPs have received
the end of packet indication.
This value accounts for factors
such as buffering in the receive
side of the transceiver. Enter a
value from 0 to 5000, in
microseconds. (The default
value is 0.)
indicates the amount of time
following the end of the packet
where the medium is in an
indeterminate state. In
particular, during this time, the
medium may continue to appear
to have activity (e.g. transitions)
even though the packet has
ended. Enter a value from 0 to
5000, in microseconds. (The
default is 0.)



Minimum indicates the minimum time
Interpacket lapse between the end of one

packet and the beginning of the
preamble of the next packet.
Enter a value from 0 to 10,000, in
microseconds. (The default
value is o. )

Use Raw Data? allows direct entry of sublayer
timing parameters. The
LONBUILDERsoftware
automatically calculates these
values, so the need to use the raw
data option should be infrequent.
The field cycles between YES and
NO. If YES is selected, the following
field overrides the time factors.
(The default value is NO.)

Raw Data The five bytes of communication
port data are timing parameters to
the NEURON CHIP firmware. In
order they are: the preamble
length, the packet cycle time, the
randomizing slot width, the time
between the end of the packet to the
earliest start of transmission for
the node which transmitted the
previous packet, and the time
between the end of the packet to the
earliest start of transmission for
nodes which received the previous
packet. (See the NEURON CHIP
Advance Information document
for a description of the bits.)

7 Select buttons as follows:
to save these changes and to
return to the Navigator window.
displays the value of the next
channel object selected~
returns you to the Channel Create
window.



Copying Network Objects
To copy network objects, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection.

3 Select the Domain, Subnet, or Channel button. Existing
definitions for the selected object-type display in the
object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed objects.
5 Select the Copy command button to open the Copy window

for the first object selected. All the parameters of the
selected definition, except its name, appear in the Copy
Window. (The Domain Copy window looks like the
window in figure 10-6, the Subnet Copy window looks
like the window in figure 10-7, and the Channel Copy
window looks like the window in figure 10-8.)

6 Select the Namefield, and enter a unique name for the
new domain, subnet, or channel objects you are
creating.

7 Select buttons as follows:
SAVE create a new object with the values

in the fields. After saving, select
NEXTor CANCEL.
displays the values of the next
object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without creating a new
object.



Modifying Network Objects
To modify network parameters, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors -Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection.

3 Select the Domain, Subnet, or Channel button. Existing
definitions for the selected object display in the object
list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed objects.
5 Select the Modify command button to open the Modify

window for the first object selected. All the parameters of
the selected definition appear in the Modify Window.
(The Domain Modify window looks like the window in
figure 10-6, the Subnet Modify window looks like the
window in figure 10-7, and the Channel Modify window
looks like the window in figure 10-8.)

6 Select the fields you want to modify, and enter new
values.

7 Select buttons as follows:
SAVE modifies the object with the values

in the fields. After saving, select
NEXTor CANCEL.
displays the values of the next
object selected.
returns you to the Navigator
window without modifying the
object.



Deleting Network Objects
You cannot delete network objects that reference other
objects. In other words, you must delete all the nodes in a
subnet before you can delete the subnet; you must delete all
the subnets in a domain before you can delete the domain. To
delete network objects, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connection.

3 Select the Domain, Subnet, or Channel button. Existing
definitions for the selected object display in the object
list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed objects.

5 Select the Delete command button to delete the selected
objects.





1 1
Creating
Network

Development
Connections

This chapter describes how to connect network variables and
message tags and build the network image for the nodes in a
development network.



Connections link nodes' network variable inputs to network
variable outputs, and explicit message outputs to explicit
message inputs. The connection process causes the
generation of address information used by nodes to route
data from one node to another. There are two steps to
connecting:

1 Creating the connection queue. You can do this at any
time in the development cycle. This section explains
how.

2 Invoking a project manager build command after the
connection queue is created. The project manager
invokes the binder to generate the connections and add
them to the object database for loading to the nodes. The
network manager uses the connection information in
the object database to create and send network
management messages to configure the nodes' network
images.

The connection describes the association of network
variable outputs to inputs or the connection of message tags.
The example, below, shows a small network of switches and
lamps with two connections for the network variables:



These three node/variable name members form a
connection for switch!:

node
switch!
lamp!
lamp2

variable name
nv_switch_state
nv_lamp_state
nv_lamp_state

These two node/variable name members form a connection
for switch2:

node
switch2
lamp3

variable name
nv_switch_state
nv_lamp_state



The binder enforces the following constraints on
connections:

• There must be at least two members.
• There must be at least one output and one input member.
• There can be no more than one input and one output

member per node. For NV connections, when two or
more connections share a particular input NV, those
connections are said to intersect. When this occurs, the
binder enforces a LONTALK protocol limit of one output
and one input NV per node, for the entire intersecting
connection grouping.

• The members must all exist in the connection domain.
• Authenticated network variables cannot use the unackd

service type.
• Authenticated network variables cannot be connected to

network variables without authentication.
• For network variables, all members must be the same

size. The type does not have to match for unions, but must
match field-by-field for other types. Significant type
attributes are size and a signed or unsigned condition.
This constraint can only be applied when the network
variables are not typeless.

The binder issues a warning message when:

• A polled output network variable is not attached to at least
one polling input network variable.

• Both synchronized and non synchronized network
variables are included in the same connection.



Creating Connections
To create an entry in the connection queue, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see figure 3-1).
2 Select the Network button to list the network object type

selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and Connection.
3 Select the Connection button to list the connection object

type selectors-Net variable and Message Tag.
4 Select the Net Variable button to list the existing network

variable connections in the object list, or select the
Message Tag button to list the message tag connections.

5 Select the Create command button to open the Network
Variable or the Message Tag Connection Create window.
Both windows contain the same fields. Figure 11-1 shows
the Network Variable Connection window. You use this
window to list the members of a connection.

--------1rte-twor-k Uarlllbl••.e-------___ u U



The arrow button only displays
a list of defined nodes if there
is enough memory in the
LONBuILDER PC to do so.

The arrow button only displays
a list of network variables or
message tags if there is
enough memory in the
LONBUILDER PC to do so and if
you have run a build command,
which compiles and links the
application code for all nodes in
the project and places their
declared network variables and
message tags in the object
database.

6 Select the Namefield and enter a name for the
connection. The connection name is a unique name
from 1- to 16-characters of letters, numbers, and
underscores. No spaces are allowed.

To add members to a connection:

7 Select the Node field.
8 Enter the application node name of a member and

press Enter.
or

Press the arrow button to display a list of application
nodes and select one node from the list. 'The selected
node name appears in the field.

9 Select the Network Variable or the Message Tag
field.

10 Enter a network variable or message tag name of a
member. The network variable name is a unique
name from 1- to 16-characters ofletters, numbers, and
underscores. The first character cannot be a number.
No spaces are allowed. For members that are elements
of a network variable array, the name must be followed
by an array index enclosed in brackets, for example
"[13]". This array index specifies the position of the
variable in the array.
Press Enter.

or
Press the arrow button to display a list of declared
network variables or message tags and select one from
the list. The selected name appears in the field.
This list of declared network variables or message tags
only appears if the application image of the node has
already been built. It may be advantageous to build all
the nodes before creating the connections, then create the
connections, then follow with an "Automatic Load".



11 Select the ADDbutton to add the network variable or
message tag member to the connection. Once added, the
member's status is ADDING.

12 Repeat steps 7 through 11 until you have finished adding
members for the connection.

13 To create another connection, select SAVE, select NEXT,
and go to step 4; otherwise select SAVEand select CANCEL.

Modifying Connections
To modify existing connections, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see figure 3-1).
2 Select the Network button to list the network object type

selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connections.

3 Select the Connection button to list the connection object
type selectorS-Net variable and Message Tag.

4 Select the Net Variable button to list the existing network
variable connections in the object list, or select the
Message Tag button to list the message tag connections.

5 Select one or more connections.
6 Select the Modify button to open either the Network

Variable or the Message Tag Connection modify
window for the first connection selected (see figure 11-3).
The name of the connection displays in the Name field.
The network variable or message tag members of the
connection and their status display in the window.
Status can be:

member is queued for binding
(inclusion) in the object database.
member is connected and the object
database is current.
member is connected, but is queued for
changes in the object database.
member is connected, but is queued for
deletion from the object database.
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To add a member, follow the directions under Creating
Connections, earlier.

To delete a member:
7 Select the member from the object list.
S Select the DELETE command button.

To change an incorrectly spelled node, network variable, or
message tag name:

9 Delete the incorrect network variable or message tag.
10 Add the correct network variable or message tag.



To change the name of the connection:

11 Select the Connection Namefield.
12 Type the new name over the existing name.

When you're finished making changes:

13 Select the SAVEbutton.
14 Select the NEXTbutton to bring the next connection you

selected to the window or select CANCEL.

Deleting Connections
To delete an entire connection, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network button to list the network object type
selectors-Domain, Subnet, Channel, and
Connections.

3 Select the Connection button to list the connection object
type selectors-Net variable and Message Tag.

4 Select the Net Variable button to list the existing
network variable connections in the object list, or select
the Message Tag button to list the message tag
connections.

5 Select one or more connections.
6 Select the Delete command button to delete the

connection.



Setting Parameters for Connections
When writing NEURON C application code, you can specify
message parameters for network variable and message tag
connections. You can also specify if these parameters can be
altered by a network management tool.

To use the network management tool within a development
station to alter message parameters for a network variable
or message tag connection, follow these steps:

1 While in the Connection Create (see figure 11-1, earlier)
or the Connection Modify (see figure 11-2, earlier)
window, select the MORE button to open either the Network
Variable (figure 11-3) or the Message Tag (figure 11-4)
message parameter window.

Network Uariable Connection Modify
NaIlIC: ~. l!!l. ;l'I]•••
Connection Parallleters

Authenticated: LaiJillIlljlg
Priority: wmxemg



thod of calculating transport layer parallleters
~ ~

2 Select fields and enter values as needed. The fields and
their defaults are:
Transport Layer
Messaging
Parameters

choose Auto mode or Manual
mode. (The default is Auto.)



Refer to the LONTALKProtocol
engineering bulletin and the
Optimizing LONTALKResponse
Time engineering bulletin for
information on when to change
the defaults in the Transaction
Timer, Repeat Timer, Receive
Timer, and Retries fields.

does not allow you to
specify the Transaction
Timer, Repeat Timer,
Receive Timer, and
Retries parameters. At
bind time, Auto
instructs the binder to
ignore the specified
values for these
parameters and choose
the best value. After the
bind, these "best" values
are displayed in this
screen.

Manual allows you to specify the
Transaction Timer,
Repeat Timer, Receive
Timer, and Retries
parameters. At bind
time, Manual instructs
the binder to use the
specified values for
these parameters.

The proper settings for transaction and receive timers
depend on many factors, some of which are application
dependent. When using the Auto mode, the LONBUILDER
software will calculate values based on certain
assumptions. You may need to adjust the timers to be larger
or smaller for any given application. The calculations used
for channels using special purpose transceivers are
particularly likely to have values which are too small.

Transaction
Timer

enter a transaction timer value.
This is the time interval between
retries when ackd service is
used. Timer choices range from
16 ms to 3072 ms. The default
depends on the network topology.



enter a repeat timer value. This
specifies the time interval between
repetitions for an outgoing
message when unackd_rpt
service is used. Timer choices
range from 16 ms to 3072 ms. The
default depends on the network
topology.
Receive Timer enter a receive
timer value. When the node
receives a multicast (group)
message, the receive timer is set to
the value specified here. If a
message with the same transaction
ID is received before the receive
timer expires, it is considered to be
a retry of the previous message.
The binder automatically sets the
receive timer for non-group
messages to be the largest of the
receive timers specified for non-
group (subnet-node) messages.
Timer choices range from 128 ms
to 24576 ms. The default depends
on the network topology.
When manually setting a receive
timer, be sure that it is at least as
large as (transaction timer) *
(number of retries+ 1). A better
formula is (transaction timer) *
(number of retries + 2).
enter a message retry count. The
default is 3. This count does not
include the first try.



enter a domain name and press
Enter.

or
press the arrow button to display a
list of defined domains and select
one from the list. If you have not
created any domains,
default_dornain is the only
domain name in the list.

The following three fields are only a part of the Network
Variable Connection Parameter Window.

choose YES,NO,or AppCnfg. (The
default is AppCnfg, which means
the authentication service declared
in the NEURON C program is
used.)

Service Type chooseackd, unackd, unackd-
rpt, or AppCnfg. (The default is
AppCnfg, which means the
service type declared in the
NEURON C program is used.
Service Type must be ackd if
authentication is set to YES.)

Priority choose YES,NO,or AppCnfg. (The
default is AppCnfg, which means
the priority declared in the
NEURON C program is used. If
YES is chosen, the network
variable update is transmitted in a
priority slot. The node must also
be configured to have a priority slot
in the Application Hardware
window.)

3 Select SAVEto save the message parameters as specified;
select CANCELto return to the Network Variable or
Message Tag connection window without saving.



Building the Network Image
Mter defining the connections, you issue a project manager
build command to:

• Bind the connections in the database. Binding
automatically checks the connections' network variable
and message tag types for compatibility, and selects the
appropriate network addressing modes to use (unicast or
multicast). First, all nodes within a connection are
found. Then, for each connection, addresses are
assigned to all appropriate nodes to ensure that
information flows to and from the right nodes.

• Update the network image on the nodes on the
development network.

To issue a build command:

1 Open the Project pull-down main menu.
2 Select one of the following commands:

Automatic Build Selecting this command
recompiles and relinks the
project's NEURON C and include
files if needed. The Automatic
Build command calculates all
dependencies and recompiles
files that have changed and/or
are dependent on include files
that have changed since the
previous build.



If the Stop After Compile project
configuration parameter is off,
the Automatic Build command
invokes the binder to connect
message tags and network
variables when

• The connection interface
files change as a result of the
build .. This means that the
application has changed its
interface to other nodes (i.e.,
NY or message tag
declarations have changed.)

• You specify a new or
different set of connections.

• You add a new node, or
change network parameter
information (see Chapter 10,
Defining Development
Networks).

If the Load After Build project
configuration parameter is on,
the Automatic Build command
loads the application images
after connecting. It also updates
any network images that have
changed as a result of any new or
modified connections. If the
Start after Load project
configuration parameter is on,
the Automatic Build command
starts all newly loaded and
configured nodes.



Selecting this command
recompiles and relinks all
program files. If the Stop After
Compile project configuration
parameter is off, the Build All
command invokes the binder to
reconnect all network variables
and message tags. If the Load
After Build project
configuration parameter is on,
the Build All command loads the
application images after
connecting. It also updates any
network images that have
changed as a result of any new or
modified connections.

Selecting this command loads
existing application images to
the project's nodes if the node's
application image is out of date.
If you select this command, any
necessary compiles, links, or
binds will be done prior to
loading. This command is
identical to an Automatic Build
with the Load After Build
option set.

If the project manager encounters any connection errors, the
user should proceed to the Connection Modify window to fix
them. See Modifying Connections, earlier, for instructions
on changing connections.



Node Configuration Reports
A Node Configuration Report contains information
regarding a particular node's application and network
images. This report is a useful tool when debugging nodes,
building systems, or binding nodes. The node image
information included in this report may be of particular
interest to users writing self-installing applications. Refer
to the NEURON C Programmer's Guide for additional
information on this subject.

A Node Configuration Report provides the following
information for the selected node:

• ID information on the selected node including node,
subnet and domain information, as well as the
application image name. Authentication keys for this
node will be included only if requested. This is an
option that is not recommended due to the confidential
nature of the information contained within.

• If the node currently resides on hardware, the NEURON
ID, the ID string, and the NEURONCHIP model number
from the read_only_data_struct will be included.
All of the communications parameter information
residing in the config_data_struct will also be
included. This includes channel ID, location string,
and communication and input clocks. These structures
are defined in the NEURON CHIP Advance Information
document.



Three distinct types of address table entries may be included
in the report:

• Subnet-node addressing - where the target node's subnet
number and node number are used to deliver messages.

• Group addressing - where every node that belongs to a
group has that group's identification in its address table.

• Turnaround addressing - where an output on the node is
connected to an input on the same node. Turnaround
address table entries will display their raw data values
for layer 4 timing parameters and the millisecond
values for those timers.

After the address table is listed, each address table entry that
is dedicated to a message tag will be noted, giving the total
number of tags, the number of unbindable tags, and the
name of each tag.

After the address table and message tag information is
displayed, the node's network variable configuration table
will be displayed, ordered from the first entry to the last
network variable declared.

The last entry in the report is the list of groups that are
referenced by the nodes included in the report. Group
information includes group name, type, size, and a full
membership list of node names. The group list is included
on the last page of the report.



To create aNode Configuration Report, follow these steps:

1 From the Node Specs screen, select the nodes you want to
include in your report (or Select All if all nodes are to
be included). A check (eI') mark will appear in front of
the selected node(s).

2 Select the Report command button. When selected, the
Node Report dialog box will appear. (See Figure 11-9
below.)

3 Enter field information as follows:
Output Filename enter a DOS filename of up to 8

characters. Letters, numbers,
and underscores may be used in
the name. Node Configuration
Report files will always be
assigned the .RPT extension.

Print if you wish to print the
Authentication authentication keys in your
Keys report, select the YES option. If

you do not want these
confidential keys to be included
in the report, select the NO option.

4 Select buttons as follows:

OK creates the specified report.

cancels the report and returns
you to the Node Specs screen.



Viewing a Node Configuration Report
To view aNode Configuration Report using the
LONBUILDER Editor, follow these steps:

1 Create the Node Configuration Report as outlined in the
section titled Creating a Node Configuration Report,
earlier.

2 Select F3 to access the LON BUILDER Editor.

3 Press Control-O to open a file.

4 Type in the full report filename including the .RPr
extension, and press the Enter key.

S To print the displayed report, select the Print command
from the File command menu.





12
Monitoring Development
Networks

This chapter describes how to monitor and analyze a development
network.



The LON BUILDER Protocol Analysis Tools
The LONBUILDER Protocol Analyzer features include

• Selectively collecting, analyzing, and viewing specific
network traffic based on source node, destination node,
packet type, network variable, and message tag.

• Viewing network traffic statistics. You can view
performance summaries, packet counts by packet type,
and error rates. In addition, a network statistics status
line is always visible at the bottom of the PC screen. This
status line reports the

Bandwidth utilization: reflects the time used to
service (media access + transmission) the
transmitted data.
Number of packets Received: displays the number of
packets that have been received since invoking the
LONBUILDERIDE or since issuing the last Clear
command from the Network Statistics window.
Number of packets Logged: displays the number of
packets logged in the currently active packet log, or
the most recently active log.

Knowledge of the message addressing schemes and the
message services provided by the LONTALKprotocol is
helpful for making the most effective use of the protocol
analyzer. Refer to the LONTALK Protocol engineering
bulletin for an explanation of the LONTALK protocol.

Viewing Network Traffic Statistics
The protocol analyzer automatically tabulates statistics on
all message traffic between network nodes that appear on the
protocol analyzer channel.



To view the total network traffic statistics, follow these steps:

1 Press F6 to open the Network Statistics window (see
figure 12-1), or select the Statistics command from the
Window menu.

I • . . ... .
rtetwork Statistics

Start TI..e: Frl q 99 ZZ:93 :97 1'391 Update TIJ-.:: Frl q 99 ZZ:83:18
-NlJUC I'ERPOInKE

I'ackets Recelued: 21&t Aug I'ackets/Sec: 52.997&
Aug racket Size: 18.5 I1ax I'ackets/Sec: 53
Bandwidth Utll: 3 ;.: Effecti ue Load: 8 ;.:
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ReNIndel': 8
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The fields in this window are read only. They are:
Start Time indicates the time the statistics

were last cleared to 0 (zero) by
starting the LON BUILDERIDE or
by pressing the CLEAR button on
the Network Statistics window.

indicates the time the statistics
were last updated by pressing the
UPDATE button in the Network
Statistics window.



Effective load is calculated as
the number of protocol and data
bits per second detected on the
channel, divided by the bit rate of
the channel. Bandwidth
utilization is calculated as the
number of packets per second
detected on the channel, divided
by the total number of available
packet slots per second.

The Effective Load and
Bandwidth Utilization should
change correspondingly. An
increase in utilization without a
corresponding increase in load
may indicate collisions or noise.
An increase in load with no similar
change in utilization may indicate
that more packets are being
transmitted using priority slots.

Network
Performance
Statistics

These fields display the number of
Packets Received, the Average
Packet Size, the Average Number
of Packets per Second and, the
Maximum number of Packets per
Second since Start Time. The
Effective Load and Bandwidth
Utilization are instantaneous
values calculated at one-second
intervals. The last calculation is
displayed when the screen is
updated.
These fields display statistics by
packet type for protocol services
implemented in the session layer
of the LONTALKprotocol. The
fields show the number of Request,
Response, and Reminder
message packets propagated since
Start Time.
These fields display statistics by
packet type for protocol services
implemented in the transport
layer of the LONTALKprotocol.
The fields show the number of
ackd, Challenge, Reply, Unackd
Repeat, and ACK message packets
propagated since Start Time.
Various message counts which
might normally be thought of as
paired (ackd msg/ACK) may not
show the same count. This is
normal and could be due to retries,
multi-cast messages, or simply
the user clearing the statistics
while some message transactions
have not completed.



NETWORK These fields display statistics by
packet type for protocol services
implemented in the network layer
of the LONTALKprotocol. The
fields show the number of Unackd
and UNKNOWN messages
propagated since Start Time.

Error These fields display the number
Statistics ofCRC errors, time out errors,

and packets lost, as well as the
error rate since start time.
Packets lost reflect those packets
that the protocol analyzer missed
(did not buffer due to overflow of
internal buffers).
These errors are determined by
the protocol analyzer and may not
necessarily reflect the errors
detected by other nodes on the
channel.

A CRC error is a packet that fails
the cyclic redundancy check,
possibly due to a collision.
A lost packet is a packet for which
no buffer was available.
A timeout occurs when the bit sync
is detected, but no packet follows.
This is usually due to a noisy
channel, or incorrect bit rate.

2 Select buttons as follows:

updates the statistics to the current
time.
sets the statistics to 0 (zero).



Collecting and Viewing Message Packets
The LONBUILDER protocol analyzer allows you to:

• Create packet logs for collecting packets. The protocol
analyzer places the packet logs in a log directory that is
subordinate to the project directory. You use the protocol
analyzer to view all the packets in a log, as well as
examine each packet individually. You cannot print a
packet log.

• Define the packet log filter to filter packets collected in a
log by packet type, source node, destination node,
network variable, and message tag.

Creating Packet Logs
To create a packet log, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the Network
Management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Statistics.

3 Select the Packet Log button to display the existing
packet logs, their on/off status, and the number of
packets in them. All logs might be off; only one log can
be on.

4 Select the Create command button. A dialog box opens
prompting for the name of the log.

5 Enter the log name. (The protocol analyzer appends the
.LOGextension to the name you enter.)

6 Select buttons as follows:
saves the log name and returns to
the Navigator window, where the
log name is displayed with its
status off.
cancels the prompt and returns
you to the Navigator window.



Turning On a Packet Log

You can also turn the current
packet log on and off from the
Protocol Analyzer window. See
Viewing a Packet Log, later, for
details.

The protocol analyzer logs packets to only one log at a time.
When no log is turned on, no packets are logged.

To turn packet logs on and off, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the Network
Management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Statistics.

3 Select the Packet Log button to display the existing
packet logs, their on/of status, and the number of packets
in them. All logs might be off; only one log can be on.

4 Select a packet log from the displayed list.
5 Select the ON/ OFFcommand button to turn on the selected

log, if it is off, or to turn off the selected log, if it is on.

If the protocol analyzer detects a disk full condition while
you are logging packets, logging will no longer take place
and packets will be dropped from the logging buffer. There
will be no error message displayed. You may detect this
condition if you have the log turned on and there are packets
being received, but the logged counter is not incrementing.
Note that similar symptoms may occur if packet filtering is
on, depending on the filter and the nature of the packets
received. Use normal DOS commands to check if your disk
is full.



The packet log filter allows you to select the packets you want
to filter. The packets are collected in a log according to
specific packet types, source nodes, destination nodes,
network variables, and message tags.

You can define the packet log filter while using the Protocol
Analyzer window and the Statistics window. You can turn
the filter on and off as needed.

To define the packet log filter, follow these steps:

1 From the Protocol Analyzer or the Network Statistics
window, open the Options pull-down menu.

2 Select the Fil ter s option to open the Log Filter dialog box
(see figure 12-2). This dialog box has four subwindows:
Packet Types, Source Nodes, Destination Nodes, and
Variables and Tags. In addition, there are seven
command buttons: Add Node, Add NV,Add Tag, Delete,
Clear, OK,Cancel, and two toggle switches: Filter
ON/OFF, and AND/OR.

--------- Protocol Analyzer - TESC1.LOG --------~
Log Filter

--Pkt Types
Unackd
UnackdRpt
Ackd
Request
Response
Re!lIinder
ACI<
Challenge
Reply
Other

,fAll



The maximum number of nodes
which can be added to a node
window is 16.

3 Add nodes, network variables and message tags to the
packet log filter by selecting the command buttons as
follows:
Add Node to add nodes to the packet log

filter.
Add NV to add network variables to the

packet log filter. (Only
connected network variables are
available.)

Add Tag to add message tags to the packet
log filter. (Only connected
message tags are available.)

Delete to delete a node, network
variable or tag, select the item. A
check mark (v) will appear in
front of the selected item. Press
the Delete button.

4 Information will be displayed in the subwindows as
follows:
Packet Types lists the packet types supported by

the LONTALK protocol. (Only the
selected packet types will be
collected when the log is turned
on.)

Source Nodes lists the nodes, added as source
nodes to the filter by selecting the
Add Node command. If a node
is added to the source node
window, messages from this
node, which satisfy all other filter
conditions, will be collected.

Destination Nodes lists the nodes added as
destination nodes to the filter by
selecting the Add Node command.
If a node is added to the
destination node window, all
incoming messages to this node,
which satisfy all other filter
conditions, will be collected.



The maximum number of tags or
network variables which can be
added to the variable window is 32.

lists the network variables and
message tags added to the filter by
selecting the Add NVor Add Tag
commands.

If a node (source/destination) is selected and a network
variable (output/input) on that node is also selected, the
network variable is a redundant element. The filter
will collect for all network variables on that node.

To select an input NV to add to the filter, follow these steps:

• Select the Add NVbutton from the main filter window.
• Choose the input direction.
• Choose a node from the scrollable list.
• Choose a network variable from the Net Var list (only

those connected network variables of the selected
direction are displayed.)

• Select the Add button.

To add output network variables to the filter, choose the output
direction in step 2 above, and repeat the last three steps listed
above.

For input network variables added to the filter, all updates
and polls to that network variable, and responses to the polls,
will be collected. For output network variables, all updates
and polls from that node's network variable will be
collected.



To select a message tag to add to the filter, follow these steps:

• Select the Add NVbutton from the main filter window.
• Choose the desired direction. Unlike network variables

which have a direction, message tags (except Msg-In
tags) are directionless. In choosing a direction, you are
determining which messages will be filtered by the
protocol analyzer. When the direction is Msg-Out, all
messages from the specified node, for that tag, will be
collected. If the direction is Msg-In, messages from all
senders to the specified tag will be collected.
For tag connections less than 3, the protocol analyzer is
unable to uniquely identify the message. It will collect
for all messages (not network variables) using subnet
node addressing.

• Choose a node from the scrollable list.
• Choose a tag from the scrollable list.
• Select the Add button.

5 Select buttons as needed:
Filter Operation toggles the FILTER OPERATION

field between AND and OR.

AND means the filter collects a
message packet only if the
message satisfies two
conditions: it must be sent
from one of the selected
source nodes and it must
be sent to at least one of the
selected destination
nodes. (In both and/or
cases, the packet type must
satisfy the packet type
filter.)



OR means the filter collects a
message packet if the
message satisfies one of
two conditions: it must be
sent from one of the
selected source nodes or it
must be sent to at least one
of the selected destination
nodes. (In both and/or
cases, the packet type must
satisfy the packet type
filter.)

toggles the Fil ter field between
ONand OFF.
clears all selections from the
packet log filter window so you
can start over.
saves and commits the created
packet log filter.
returns you to the previous
window without saving any
changes to the existing packet log
filter.

Viewing a Packet Log
You can view the packets in a packet log that is on and
collecting packets or that is off and has collected packets in
the past. To view the packets in a packet log, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmt button to list the Network
Management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Packet Log button to display a list of existing
packet logs, their on/off status, and the number of
packets in them. All logs might be off; only one log can
be on.



If you open the Protocol Analyzer 5
window using the accelerator key
(F5), or the Window pull down
menu key, and you have not
previously selected a packet log,
the Protocol Analyzer will display
the default UNTITLED. LOG, and
will create this log if it does not
currently exist.

Select a log from the displayed list. The selected log can
be on or off.
Select the List button to open the Protocol Analyzer
window (see figure 12-3) with the logged packets, if any,
listed in the top window, and with the first logged packet
detailed in the bottom window. The name of the selected
log is displayed in the border title of the window. The
name of the current log file is displayed in the LOGFI LE
field at the bottom ofthe window. The current log file is
the log that is either currently on or that has been on
most recently.

From the Protocol Analyzer window, you can:

• Move to the beginning and end of the packet list with
the Home and End keys.

• Move a page at a time with the Page Up and Page
Down keys.

• Quickly locate a packet log by selecting the Go
To option from the Window command menu, and
entering the packet number you want to locate. If
you do not know the desired packet number, use
the + and - options to move forward and
backward through the list of available packets.

- (number) enter a minus sign ( - ) followed
by a number to back-up through
the list of available packets.

+ (number) enter a plus sign ( + ) followed by
a number to move forward
through the list of available
packets. Use the Home and End
keys to quickly move to the
beginning or the end of the log.

• Turn the current log file (the file displayed in the
LOGFILEfield at the bottom of the window) on or offby
selecting the LOGON/ OFFbutton.



• Turn the existing filter on or off by selecting the
FILTER ON/OFF button. (The filter only applies to
those packets logged to the active file.)

Protocol Analyzer - TEST_1.LOG
~Til'llC Type--Address-----------TX-,

181/92:12:57.54 Ackd sensor_l->laIlIp_l 81 •
281/92:12:57.54 ACK laIlIp_l->sensor_l 81 I

II 381/92:12:57.7& Ackd sensor_l->laIlIp_l 82
491/92:12:57.7& ACK laIlIp_l->sensor_l 92 i;U
5 91/92:12:57.98 Ackd sensor _l->Ia/llp_l 83 I~
£> 81/92:12:57.98 ACK laIlIp_l->sensor_l 93 Iii
7 91/92: 12:58.26 Ackd sensor_l->laIlIp_l 94 !~I'"B 91/92:12:58.26 ACK Ia/llp_l->sensor_l 94 !]
991/92:12:58.42 Ackd sen90r_l->laIIlp_l as •

eee3 TIME:91/92:12:57.7& UEH:9 PICTSIZE:12 DATASIZE:l CRC:c4d9 TX:92
TYPE:Ackd
ADDR:sensor _1- >1aJ'ilP_l DOMAIN:def au It_dOlllilin

DEST:Application I'tJ
DATA:OO .

In figure 12-3, the selected packet was sent from
sensor 1.nv sensor state (where sensor 1 is the node
and nvyens~r_stat;is the network variable) to
lamp_l.nv_lamp_state. To examine a different packet in
detail, select it. The bottom of the Protocol Analyzer window
displays the detailed information about the selected packet.

In the sample Protocol Analyzer window in figure 12-4, the
selected packet was sent from sensor_2.nv_sensor_state
to lamp 2.nv lamp state, lamp 3.nv lamp state, and
lamp_4~nv_l~mp_state. The binder a~tomaticany places
nodes in groups when there are multiple input network
variables or message tags in a connection.



Protocol Analyzer - TEST_1.LOG
~Tlr.e Type-----4\ddre-----------TXl

1.1 9 91/9Z:17:36.ZZ Ackd sensor...z->G=S1 95
1 91/9Z:17:36.ZZ ACIC laJlIp_~>sensor...z 95
Z 91/9Z:17:36.ZZ ACIC laJlIp...z->sensor...z 95
3 91/9Z:17:36.ZZ ACIC laJ'IIp_~>sensor...z 95 Ul
i 91/9Z:17:37.Z1 Ackd sensor...z->G=e1 El6 1\1
5 91/9Z:17:37.Z1 ACIC laJlIp_~>sensor...z ~ l.,·,:,,~,,!,

I) e1/9Z:17:37.Z1 ACIC Ia/llp...z->sensor...z QQ

7 e1/9z: 17:37.Z1 ACIC laJlIp_~>sensor...z El6 Illi
8 e1/9Z:17:38.Z8 Ackd sensor...z->G=e1 e7 •

eeea TIME:e1/9Z:17:3&.ZZ UE1HI PJ<TSIZE:11 DATASIZE:1 CRC:ac6aTX:95
TYPE:Ackd
ADDR:sensor...z->roolII_1 DOMAIN:default_dOllldln

DEST:Appllcatlon NU
DATA:G'i

The sample Protocol Analyzer window in figure 12-5 shows
a network management message. The message shown is a
service pin message broadcast to all nodes in response to a
user pressing the service pin on a node.



Protocol AnaI!:JZCr- SRUCJ'IN.LOG
--It.uII-T illlC Type-----Address TX

II ElEl1Al7:El6:S2.92Unackd SN=OO.IOO->Bcastto All SUbnets

eeee TIHE:El1Al7:El6:52.92 UER:El PKTSIZE:22 DATASIZE:14 CRC:9de6TX:
T'lPE:Unackd
ADDR:SN=OO.IOO->Bcastto All SUbnets DOHAIN:defaulCdOfllain

DEST:NetworkHana~nt
CODE.:7f DATA:oo98 Ele00 00 fd 54 45 4d sa Sf 4d 4f 4e

toggles the LOG field between ON
and OFF.

ON means the current log file
is collecting data.

OFF means the current log file
is not collecting data.

toggles the FILTER field between
ON and OFF.

ON means the filter is ON.

OFF means the filter is OFF.



when the current log file is
displayed, this field updates the
screen to display the latest logged
packets (whether the log file is ON
or OFF). The Log indicator in the
status line displays the current
number of logged packets.
clears the current log file.
provides an expanded display of
the selected packet. This field is
used for packets that cannot be
displayed completely in the
Protocol Analyzer window, for
network management
commands, and for packets with
CRC errors.

F5 is the accelerator key that opens the Protocol Analyzer
window. To open this window at any time and view the
current packet log, press F5. The Protocol Analyzer window
opens (see figure 12-3, earlier) with the contents of the
current packet log displayed. The current packet log is the
log that is either currently on or that has been on most
recently. If you open the Protocol Analyzer window using the
accelerator key (F5), or the Window pull down menu key,
and you have not previously selected a packet log, the
protocol analyzer will display the default UNTITLED. LOG,
and will create this log if it does not currently exist.

Network Management Message Interpretation
The protocol analyzer can interpret network management
and diagnostic commands and responses.

All packet data will be displayed in "raw" form in the full
packet display in the Protocol Analyzer window. However,
the Mo re command will be enabled in the following cases:

1 The protocol analyzer identifies the packet as a network
management command.



Refer to Appendix B in the
NEURON CHIP Advance
Information document, for
information on data structures
associated with network
management and diagnostic
commands.

2 The protocol analyzer identifies the packet as a network
diagnostic command.

3 The protocol analyzer identifies the packet as a
response. After activating the More button, you will be
given three options for viewing this packet: as a
response to an Application Message, a Network
Management Command,or a Diagnostic Command. You
can decide how to view the message by selecting one of
the three command buttons.

Protocol Analyzer - NET.JtGI'1T.LOG

9297 TIME:91/1b:i2:1S.9'3 UEH:9 PJ<TSIZ£:Zl DATASIZ£:& CRC:fbef TX:1Z
TYPE:Request
ADDR : network.Jllanager- >Sbc...,renotc_l DOMAIN: def au I t_dOM In

DEST :tletwork I1anagelllCnt
CODE:Update NU Conflg~~~~~:--------~

nu_dlrectlon: •



Refer to the netmgmt.h file, in
your LONBUILDER include
directory, for similar type
definitions for most network
management commands .

The network management message will be displayed in a
NEURON C-like structure format.

.----------- Protocol Analyzer - NETj1GMT.LOG--------

Elm TIME:El1/1.O:5El:ElO.'13 UER:El PI<TSIZE:25 DATASIZE:15 CRC:1ced TX:El9
T'lPE:Response
ADDR:terIIpJIIOnJ'ClllOte->networJcJllij.nager DOMAIN:defau It_dOllla in

DEST:Application t1essa.ge
CODE:31
.--------------fmlplication Data------------,
00 : 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 3'l El'l El3 00 00 '1 .





13
Testing Development
Networks

This chapter describes how the LONBuILDER Network Manager is
used to test routers and application nodes on a development
network.



LONBUILDER Network Manager Test Commands
The LONBUILDER Network Manager includes commands to

• Test target hardware over the network
• Take application nodes and routers on and off line
• Reset application nodes and routers
• Wink nodes
• Browse node memory
• Browse network variables

All of these commands are issued from the Target
Hardware window. Figure 13-1 shows a sample Target
Hardware window with emulator, SBC, and custom node
target hardware objects displayed in the object list.



In addition to its name, the object list also displays the
location (LOC)of the target hardware, its hardware status
(Status), and its to-do state (To Do).

Loc is either the string net or a development station
ID/slot number.

development station
ID/slot number

indicates that the node is
located remote from a
development station.
indicates the development station and
slot within it where the node is located.

Status is the hardware status of the node. The status of an
emulator, with an application whose origin is
source code, can be:
flush node is currently flushing

messages prior to sleep mode.
Refer to the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide for more
information on this mode.

hal ted node is halted.
no response node is not responding to network

management test commands.
not loaded node has not been loaded with its

application image.
app'less The node has been loaded, but is

currently in the applicationless
state. This may be caused by a
network management tool that
has put the node into the
application less state. It will also
occur if application EEPROM is
corrupted by the application. If
corruption is suspected, look in
the debugger error log to see if an
application checksum error has
been logged.



The node has been loaded, but is
currently in the unconfigured
state. This may be caused by a
network management tool that
has put the node into the
unconfigured state. It will also
occur if configuration EEPROM
is corrupted by the application. If
corruption is suspected, look in
the debugger error log to see if a
configuration checksum error
has been logged.
node is offiine.
node is online.
node is in pre-emption mode.
Refer to the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide for more
information on this mode.
node is halted due to a read or
write protect violation.
node is asleep.

The status of an SBC, a custom node, and an
emulator with an imported application image can
be:

node has not been loaded with its
application image.
node was offline as of the last
operation on the node. Because of
its remote location on the
network, the offline status may
not be current.
node was online as of the last
operation on the node. Because of
its remote location on the
network, the online status may
not be current.



app'less the node has been loaded, but is
currently in the applicationless
state. This may be caused by a
network management tool that
has put the node into the
applicationless state. It can also
occur if the application EEPROM
is corrupted by the application.

unconfig'd the node has been loaded, but is
currently in the un configured
state. This may be caused by a
network management tool that
has put the node into the
unconfigured state. It can also
occur if the application EEPROM
is corrupted by the application.

no response node does not respond to network
management test commands.

If an SBC or custom node has a node state of
applicationless or unconfigured, the LONBUILDER
system may not be aware of this and may display
*online* or *offline* in the Target Hardware
status display. If a Test command is issued to the
node, the status will then indicate the actual state.
In either case the To Do field will not necessarily
indicate that the node must be loaded.



Testing Application Nodes

Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

The test command reads and displays the error table
statistics of target hardware. To test target hardware, follow
these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-p roperties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HWbutton to display the existing target
hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed nodes.
5 Select the Test command button to send the query status

network management message and report the results in
the Hardware Test Results window (see figure 13-2).



The fields in the Hardware Test Results window are read-
only. They are:
ROM S/W version version number of the

node's NEURON CHIP
firmware.

Most recent
error

Most recent
reset

External or
Software

Watch-dog
Timer

most recent system or
application error logged by
the NEURON CHIP.
states how the node was last
reset. The reset can be:
last reset by an external
source such as the reset
button.
last reset by executing a
reset clause.
last reset by an external
source such as the reset
button, or executing a reset
clause.
last reset by being powered
up.
last reset by the watch dog
timer timing out.
number of CRC errors that
have occurred on the
network, detected during
packet reception. This could
result from a colliSion, a
noisy medium, signal
attenuation, etc.

number of messages
addressed to the node that
were thrown away because
there was no application
buffer available for the
messages. You can set the
number of application
buffers at compile time.



Transmission
timeouts

Rcv transaction
full

number of timeouts that have
occurred in attempting to carry
out acknowledged or
request/response transactions.
A timeout occurs when a node
fails to receive all the expected
acknowledgements or
responses after retrying the
configured number of times at
the configured interval.
number of messages that were
on the network but could not be
received because there was no
network buffer available for
the message. You can set the
number of network buffers at
compile time.
number of times an
incoming unack_rpt, ackd,
or request message was lost
because there was no more
room in the receive
transaction database. You
can set the size of this
database at compile time,
with the NEURONC
compiler directive
receive trans count.



Testing Routers
The test command can also be used to read and display the
error table statistics of routers. To test routers, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Router button to list the router object type
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing router
target hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed routers.
5 Select the Test command button.
6 The Hardware Test Results window will appear once for

each router side. The fields in these windows are read-
only. Refer to the field descriptions in this chapter under
Testing Application Nodes.



Taking Application Nodes On and Off Line

Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

The Online and amine commands send a set node mode
network management message to put the node online or
omine and to execute an online or omine clause, if there is
one, in the node's application program. Refer to the NEURON
C Programmer's Guide for details on programming an
online and omine clause.

To take application nodes online and offline, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing
target hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed nodes.
5 Select the Online or Offline command button.

The node will execute its when (online) clause
whenever it transitions from the omine state to the
online state. Similarly, it will execute its when
(offline) clause when it transitions to the omine
state.



Taking Routers On and Off Line

Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

To take routers online and offline, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see
Chapter 3, figure 3-1).

2 Select the Router button to list the router
object type selectors-Target HWand Node
Specs.

3 Select the Target HWbutton to display the
existing router target hardware objects in the
object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed routers.
5 Select the Online or Offline command button.

Resetting Nodes

Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

The reset command sends a set node mode network
management message to reset the target hardware and to
execute its application. To reset target hardware, either

Press the reset button on the node.

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HWbutton to display the existing
target hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one of the displayed nodes.
5 Select the Reset(not the Reset/Halt) command button.



Resetting Routers

Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

The reset command sends a set node mode network
management message to reset the router and to execute its
firmware. To reset routers, either

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Router button to list the router object type
selectors-Target HW and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing router
target hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed routers.
5 Select the Reset command button.

Winking Nodes
The wink command sends a wink network management
message to activate a wink clause, if there is one, in the
node's application program. Refer to the NEURON C
Programmer's Guide for details on programming a wink
clause.

To send a wink command, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectorS-Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing target
hardware objects in the object list.



Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

4 Select one of the displayed nodes.
5 Select the Wink command button.
The acknowledgement of the wink message is sent back to
the network manager when the message is delivered to the
application program, and not when the execution of the
wink clause is completed.

Browsing Node Memory
The network manager allows you to read and write, over the
network, the memory in any application node (unless the
node has been loaded with an application that is read and
write protected). The memory of processor boards installed
inside development stations may optionally be read over the
development station backplane. Using the detailed link
map for the node generated during a build (refer to the
section on Configuring LONBUILDER Project Parameters in
Chapter 4 and Appendix C.), you can browse node memory
and modify node parameters.

You can also use the memory browser to read from and write
to memory mapped I/O devices, provided this area is
configured in the node's hardware properties. Memory-
mapped accesses must always be done over the network.

The following is a sample from the SYMBOLS BY NAME
section of a detailed link map. It shows the memory
locations and the network variable names preceded by a
percent sign (%):

EFFF %flag_a
EFFE %flag_b
EFFD %flag_c
EFF8 %offset a
EFF6 %offset b
EFF4 %offset c
EFFC %count a
EFFB %count b
EFFA %count c
EFF2 %ula
EFFO %ulb
EFEE %ulc



Selecting the More button
displays additional command
buttons in the subwindow.

To browse node memory, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the App Node button to list the application node
object type selectors--Properties, Target HW, App
Image, and Node Specs.

3 Select the Target HW button to display the existing target
hardware objects in the object list.

4 Select one or more of the displayed nodes.
5 Select the Memory command button. The memory browser for the first

target hardware object selected displays in the Target Hardware
Memory window (see figure 13-3).
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6 Select the ADDRESSfield and enter a memory address.
7 Select the COUNTfield and enter a byte count, up to 256.
8 If the target hardware is installed in a development station (its

location is not 0/0), select the Peek Over Backplane field to
control whether reads are done over the backplane or over the
network. Writes are always done over the network.'

9 Select the PEEKbutton to read memory over the backplane (if
peek over backplane is yes), or to send a read memory
network management message (if peek over backplane is
no) and display the results.

10 Select the displayed contents and change it as desired.
11 Select the POKEbutton to send a write memory network

management message to write the changed contents to
the memory address. (Writing memory is always done
over the network.)

12 Select buttons as follows:
NEXT displays the memory browser for

the next node selected.
CANCEL returns you to the Navigator

window without further
modifying the node's memory.

Multi-Channel Network Management Commands
Network management commands are sent over the network
using the network manager node. The network manager may
require the services of one or more routers to communicate with a
given target node. All of the routers in the communication path
between the network manager and target node must have a
domain in common, unless a router installed as a repeater is
being used.

If the target node is configured, it must also be in a domain
common to all of the routers. The LON BUILDER network manager
confirms that the routers and target nodes share a domain. If this
is not the case, an error message is displayed prior to attempting to
send the message. However, the LONBUILDER network manager
does not verify that all of the appropriate routers are currently
loaded and online.



The Network Variable (NY) browser is a network
management tool which provides online access to network
variable information for any application node in a
development network. The NV browser function enables
you to create lists of selected network variables and monitor,
modify, or update these variables during operation:

VIEW displays both input and output
network variables from the browser
by polling specified network
variables.

MODIFY changes specified input network
variables by sending updates to the
input network variables from the
browser.
polls selected nodes and displays the
first field of the selected network
variable.

From the Navigator NV browser object display you can
Create or Delete a browser list, or select the list or lists you
wish to browse:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the network
management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Statistics.

3 Select the NV Browser button to display existing
browser lists.
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4 Select the command buttons as follows:
CREATE to create a new browser list. The

NV browser window opens with
an untitled browser list. Select
the ADD NV command button to
add network variables to the list
(see figure 13-4).

BROWSE to browse the network variables in
the browser list. Select one or
more lists you want to browse. A
check mark (,/) appears to the left
of the selected list.

DELETE to delete the specified browser list.
Select one or more lists you want
to delete. A check mark (,/)
appears to the left of the selected
list.



You will always be asked to save a new or modified browser
list before returning to the Navigator or invoking another
tool. If the current browser list is "UNTITLED",you will be
asked to specify a one to eight character DOS filename. The
browser appends the extension ".BRW· to each name and
stores the file in the BROWSEsubdirectory of the project
directory. You also have the option to save a new or modified
browser list by choosing the Save As command from the
File pull-down menu.

F7 is the accelerator key that opens the NV browser window.
The Select All (F8) and Unselect All (F9) commands
in the View pull-down menu may be used to select and
unselect all objects in a browser list.

Viewing Data in a Browser List
The NV browser allows you to view or poll the contents of
selected network variables during operation. If the network
variable is a SNVT, the type of information displayed in the
browser list will be obtained from the SNVT definition. If
the network variable is not a SNVT type, then the contents
will be displayed in the format provided by the abbreviated
type information for each network variable in the database.

To view the data in a browser list, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the network
management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Node Specs.

3 Select the NV Browser button to display existing
browser lists, and select the list or lists you want to
view. A check mark (./) appears to the left of the
selected list.

4 Select the BROWSEcommand button to open the NV
browser window.
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The NV browser obtains the value
of a network variable by polling
the remote node, and modifies
the value by sending an update.
The "Network Access" field in the
main window provides feedback
to the user when polling or
updating is in progress.

Figure 13·5. NV Browser Window and Display Variable
dialog box

5 Select the variable you want to view. A check mark
(.I) appears to the left of the selected variable.

6 Select the VIEW command button to open the Network
Variables display and view node, variable, direction,
and type information.

7 To view additional information regarding this
variable, click on the data fields in the Display
Variable window. This opens the Modify Variable
dialog box which contains type information and
alternate display types. (VIEW only allows you to look
at this information, not change it. To change this
information, refer to the next section on Modifying
Network Variables in a browser list.)

8 Select the CANCEL button to close the dialog box.



Modifying Network Variables in a Browser List
The MODIFYcommand updates selected network variables.
If the network variable is a SNYT, the type of information
displayed in the browser list will be based on the SNVT
definition. If the network variable is not a SNVT type, then
the contents will be displayed in the format provided by the
abbreviated type information for each network variable in
the database.

To modify network variables in a browser list, follow these
steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the Network
Management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Node Specs.

3 Select the NV Browser button to display existing
browser lists and select the list you want to modify. A
check mark (,,) appears to the left of the selected list.

4 Select the BROWSEcommand button to open the NY
browser window for the first selected list.

5 Select the variable you want to modify. A check mark
(,,) appears to the left of the selected variable.

6 Select the MODIFYcommand button to open the Network
Variable Modify window and access node, variable,
direction, and type information (see figure 13-6).
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Figure 13-6. NV Browser Window and Modify
Variable dialog box

7 To change the specified network variable, select the data
value or type into this field to open the Modify Variable
dialog box (see figure 13-6) The dialog box contains type
information and alternate display types, for example:
char, hex. (A SNVT enum type variable is displayed
with the appropriate enum identifier, if one exists.)

8 Enter the new value for the variable. Data entry follows
NEURON C syntax.

9 Select the OK button to accept the new value and exit the
dialog box. The network variable will not be changed
until the OK button is selected. SNVT data fields will be
converted to appropriate units at this time also. If the
data is out of the range of the SNVT type, then the data
field in the Display Variable dialog box will be indicated
in red. To cancel this operation and exit the dialog box,
select the CANCEL button.



10 You will always be asked to save a modified browser list
before returning to the Navigator or invoking another
tool. If the current browser list is "UNTITLED", you will
be asked to specify a one to eight character DOS
filename. The browser appends the extension ".BRW"
to each name and stores the file in the BROWSE
subdirectory of the project directory.

Adding and Deleting Variables in a Browser List
The Add NVcommand button is used to add network
variables to a browser list. The number of network
variables in a browser list cannot exceed 32.

to add a network variable to the
current list. Select the ADD NV
command button to open the Add
Network Variable window.
Select fields and enter new values
as needed. Select the START
button to accept these selections,
or the ADD NEXT button to accept
these selections and add the next
variable.
to delete a network variable from
the current list. Select one or
more network variables from the
current list. Check marks (./)
appear to indicate your selections.
Select the DELETE NV command
button.



The NV browser obtains the
value of a network variable by
polling the remote node via
subnet/node addressing. The
displayed data may appear to
be inconsistent due to the
serial polling of each node. For
example, suppose a list
contains one output and three
input network variables, and
they are all part of one
connection. When you select
all four for updating, they may
contain different values
depending on the exact time
they responded to the poll.

The UPDATEDATAcommand allows you to update selected
input network variables.

To update data in a browser list, follow these steps:

1 Press F2 to open the Navigator window (see Chapter 3,
figure 3-1).

2 Select the Network Mgmtbutton to list the Network
Management object type selectors-Target HW, NV
Browser, Packet Log, and Node Specs.

3 Select the NV Browser button to display existing
browser lists and select the list to update. A check
mark (,/) indicates the selection.

4 Select the BROWSEcommand button to open the NV
browser window for the first selected list.

5 Select the variable or set of variables you want to
update. A check mark (,/) appears to the left of the
selected variable.

6 Select the UPDATEDATAcommand button to update the
selected variables. The Network Access indicator
(IDLE), in the upper right corner of the NV Browser
window changes to indicate that the network is being
polled (POLLING)and that data is being updated
(UPDATING).

The first field of the Network Variable will be updated in the
data field on the main NV browser list. If the NV browser
was unsuccessful in polling or updating the data from the
specified node, the shorter data field will contain
"????????" .

Network management authentication must be enabled to use
the Network Variable Browser to update network variables
with authentication enabled. Network management
authentication is enabled on the Node Create or Node Modify
dialog box. Network variable authentication is enabled on
the Connection Parameters dialog box.
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A
Main Menu Bar

This appendix defines the commands in the pull-down menus on the
LONBUILDER main menu bar. How to use the cursor or arrow keys to
open and close a pull-down menu and to select a command from an
open menu is explained in Chapter 3, Introduction to the User
Interface.



There are ten pull-down menus on the main menu bar:
System, File, Edit, Search, View, Options, Project, Macro,
Window, and Help.
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As an alternative to opening and selecting a command from
pull-down menus with the mouse or with arrow keys, you can
use an accelerator key. This section lists the accelerator
keys that open the pull-down menus and invoke the
commands on the menus.

Menu Title
System

Accelerator Key
Alt-Space
Ctrl-Z
Alt-X
Alt-F
Ctr~
Ctrl-S

DOS Shell
Exit

Open ...
Save
Save as...
Print...
Insert...
Write Block ...

Ctr1-1
Ctrl-W
Alt-E
Ctr1-UUndelete Line

Restore Line
Begin Block
End Block
Hide
ill
Copy
Paste
Right Shift Block
Left Shift Block
Set Marker ...

Ctrl-B
Ctr1-E
Ctrl-H
Shift-Del. Ctrl-X
Ctrl-Ins.Ctrl-e
Shift-Ins. Ctrl-V
Shift-Right
Shift-Left
Alt-<O,,9>



Menu Title
Search

Find ...
Translate ...
Use Macro ...
Repeat

Select All
Unselect All
Line Number ...
Column Number ...
start of Block
End of Block
Top of Window
Bottom of Window
Top of File
Bottom of File
Marker ...
Previous Position

Accelerator Key
Alt-S
Ctr1-F
Ctrl-T

ctrt-R

Alt-V
F8
F9
ClT\-G

Ctrl-Home
ctrl-End
Ctrl-PgUp
Ctrl-PgDn
ctrI-J

Project.. ..
System ...
Filters .
Editor .

Undo limit
Marker Display
Autoindent
Insert Mode
Create Backups
Tabs ...

Set Tabs .
Edit Tabs .
Ruler Line
Table Tabs
Fixed Tabs
Fixed Tab Size...

ctrt-F4
ctrt-F5
Ins



Men41 Tiff_ .Command Accelerator Key
Files ...

Expand Tabs
Write Tabs

Match Delims
Word Deln
Move Cursor
43/50 Line
Zoom State
save Editor Options

Project Alt-P
Automatic Install
Automatic Build Ctrt-FIO
Automatic Load
Install All
Build All
Compile File

Macro Alt-M
Load ...
Save ...
Playback ... Ctrt-P
Record ... ctrl-M
Edit...

Window Alt-W
Close Ctrl-Mlnus
Navigator F2
Editor F3
Debugger F4
Protocol F5
statistics F6
NV Browser F7
Reslze Ctrt-Fl
Zoom On/Off Ctrt-F2
Next Ctrt-N
Previous

Help Alt-H. Fl
Keyboard ...
Editor...
Debugger ...
About ...



System Menu (Alt-Space)
The System pull-down menu is represented by three
horizontal bars. This menu contains commands for
performing system-level operations.

From the Editor window, selecting DOS Shell gives you
access to DOS services or to other programs.

DOS connand «Enter> for shell) ---------------~

At the prompt box, you can do one of the following:

• Enter one DOS command, just as you would at the DOS
prompt, or

• Press Enter to open a DOS shell, which allows you to
enter more than one DOS command.

When you open a DOS shell from the LONBUILD~R, IDE, the
DOS prompt looks like this:

Approxl.ate ~e~~~ available: 264!
Type EX IT to retllrn••.

"icrosoftCRl "S-DDSCRl Uersion 4.01
CClCopyright "icrosoft Corp 1981-1988

LB...C:'L~LAKPS>



The LONBUILDER software tries to set aside enough memory
to allow you to do something in DOS whenever you want.
However, if you've been editing several files at once or one
very large file, the amount of memory remaining may not
be sufficient for your other program, even if you have closed
all but a single text window.

When in a DOS shell, do not run any program that starts a
TSR (resident) program, as this may interfere with the
LONBUILDER software or cause the system to crash.

To return to the LONBUILDER software from the DOS shell,
type EXIT at the prompt. You'll be right back where you
started.

Selecting Exi t exits the LON BUILDER software, terminates
the LONBUILDER session, and returns you to the DOS
prompt.



The File pull-down menu contains commands to perfonn
operations on text files.

Open ...(Open a file in a new window)
From the Editor window, selecting Open prompts you for a
filename. You are shown the last filename you entered. You
can do one of the following:

• Accept it by pressing Enter,
• Edit it,
• Enter a new filename or a file mask (for example,

*.Ne) to display all the files matching the search
criteria, or

• Press Ese to cancel the prompt.

You can specify any legal filename, including a drive
and/or path identifier. (Don't add a .BAK extension to your
filenames, because that's the extension the editor appends to
backup files.) If you do not specify a filename, the editor text
window opens with an UNTITLED file. You can later save it
as a named file with the Save As command.

If four Editor windows are already open when you select
Open, you get an error message.

From the Debugger window, selecting Open prompts you for
a filename. You can specify any legal filename. Press Ese
to cancel the prompt.



From the editor window, selecting Save saves the file in the
active window.

If the Create Backups option (described under Options Menu,
later) is on, when existing files are edited and saved, the
editor automatically creates a backup copy of the file by
renaming the old file and saving the new one under the old
name. Backup files are given the .BAK extension.

From the NY Browser window, selecting Save saves the
current browser list.

From the editor window, selecting Save As prompts you for
a filename. You are shown the current filename of the text
in the active editor text window. You can do one of the
following:
• Accept it by pressing Enter,
• Edit it,
• Enter a new filename or a file mask (for example,

*.Ne) to display all the files matching the search
criteria, or

• Press Esc to cancel the prompt.

You can specify any legal filename, including a drive
and/or path identifier. (Don't add a .BAK extension to your
filenames, because that's the extension the editor appends to
backup files.) The editor saves the text in the active window
to the specified file. This becomes the new name for the file
in the window (and in any other windows that display the
same file). This command is particularly useful when
editing UNTITLED files.



From the NV Browser window, selecting Save As prompts
you for a file name. You are shown the current browser list
file name. You can do one of the following:

• Accept it by pressing Enter.

• Edit it

• Press ESe to cancel the prompt

Selecting Print displays a pop-up menu with the following
options:

• Print file now: Starts a print job.
• Name offile: Selects the file to be printed. If you enter a

file mask, you can use the selection bar to select the file
from a directory listing.

• First line: Starts printing from the specified line
number.

• Last line: Stops printing at the specified line number.
• Device: Selects a file or a printer for the output device.
• Manual paper feed: Is YES for manual paper feed on;

NO for off.
• Use form feed: Is YES to turn form feed on for the

printer; NO for off.
• Page length: Sets the number of text lines per page.

You can change these parameters in the print setup form. To
save them permanently on a system-wide basis, select
Options ...Editor from the main menu bar and click on the
Save Editor option.



Selecting Insert inserts a file into the text at the cursor's
current position exactly as if it were copied from another part
of the text. The inserted text is marked as a block.

Selecting Write Block writes the currently marked block to
a file. You are first prompted for a filename. If the file
already exists, you are asked if you want to overwrite it or
append to it. If the file does not exist, a new file is created.
The block is left unchanged, and the block markers remain
in place. If no block is marked, this command is ignored.

The Edi t pull-down menu contains commands for
modifying text in the Editor window. Most of the commands
on the Edit menu work on blocks of text. A block is any
arbitrarily defined, contiguous unit of text; a block can be as
small as a single character or as large as an entire file. You
mark a block using one of the following methods:

• Clicking and dragging the mouse, or
• Placing a begin-block marker at the first character in

the desired block, and an end-block marker just beyond
the last character. (See the Begin Block and End Block
command, later in this section.)

Once marked, the block can be cut, copied, or written to a file.

Although marked blocks are normally highlighted so you
can see what you've marked, the block may be hidden (or
made visible) with the Hide command, described later in
this section.



Selecting Undelete Line restores whole lines deleted with
the Delete Line command (Ctrl-D). To undo your most
recent changes to the current line, use the Restore Line
command, described below. The size of the undelete buffer
(where deleted lines are saved) is specified with the Undo
Limit command, described later under the Options Menu.

Selecting Restore Line undoes any changes made to a line
of text as long as you have not left the line. The line is
restored to its previous contents regardless of what changes
you have made.

Begin Block (Begin block)
Selecting Begin Block marks the beginning of a block.
The marker itself is not visible on the screen, and the block
becomes visible only when the end-block marker is set. You
can also use the begin block marker as an extra text marker
(see the Set Marker command, later in this section) and
jump directly to it with the Start of Block command,
described later under View Menu.



Selecting End Block marks the end of a block. Like the
begin-block marker, the end block marker is invisible, and
the block itself is not displayed unless both markers are set.
You can also use the end-block marker as an extra text
marker (see the Set Marker command, later in this section)
and jump directly to it with the End of Block command,
described later under View Menu.

Selecting Hide toggles on and off the visual marking of a
block. Many of the block manipulation commands work
only when the block is being displayed. The block-related
cursor movement commands (Start of Block and End of
Block, described later under View Menu) work whether the
block is hidden or displayed.

Selecting Cut copies the marked and displayed block to the
clipboard and deletes the original.

Selecting Copy copies the marked and displayed block to the
clipboard. The original block is left unchanged.



Selecting Paste inserts the clipboard at the current cursor
position. The clipboard is not changed.

Right Shift Block (Shift block right) (Shift-Right)
Selecting Right Shift Block shifts the marked block one
column right.

Selecting Left Shift Block shifts the marked block one
column left.

Selecting Set Marker sets one of the ten text markers at the
current position of the cursor. Alt-O sets marker 0, Alt-l sets
marker 1, and so on.

(Alt-S)
The Search pull-down menu contains commands for
finding and replacing character strings in the Editor
window.



Selecting Find searches for any string of up to 51 characters.
When you enter this command, you are asked for a search
string. The last search string entered, if any, or a
highlighted block on one line and less than 51 characters is
displayed. You can do one of the following:

• Select the displayed search string again by pressing
Enter

• Edit the displayed search string
• Enter a new search string. Ctrl-Shift-Ins can be used to

enter control characters (for example, to find a period at
the end of a line, you would search for Enter, where Enter
was entered with Ctrl-Shift-Ins and Enter; to find a /* at
the beginning of a line, you would search for Enter /*,

• Press Ese to cancel the prompt.

After the search string is entered, you specify your search
options. The options you used last, if any, are displayed. You
can do one of the following:

• Select the displayed options again by pressing Enter
• Edit the displayed options, or
• Enter new options (canceling the old ones).

The following options are available:

B Searches backwards from the current cursor position
toward the beginning of the file.

G Searches globally. The entire file is scanned for the
search string, regardless of the current position of the
cursor. The search starts at the beginning of the file if
searching forwards; at the end if searching backwards.

L Limits searches to the currently marked block.
n Finds the nth occurrence of the string (overridden by the

L option).



I Ignores case; treats all alphabetic characters as if they
were uppercase.

W Searches for whole words only; skips matching patterns
embedded in other words.

If the text contains a target string matching the search
string, the target string is highlighted and the cursor is
positioned just beyond it.

Translate... (Find and replace string)
Selecting Translate searches for any string of up to 51
characters and replaces the found string with any other
string of up to 51 characters. After entering the search
string, you are asked to enter the replacement string. The
last replacement string entered, if any, is displayed; you
may accept it, edit it, or enter a new string as described
under Find, above.

Finally, you are prompted for options. The options you used
last are displayed. You can accept them, edit them, or enter
new options (canceling the old ones) as described under
Find, above. The options available are the same as those for
the Find command.

Use Macro ... (Search and apply macro)
Selecting Use Macro searches for any string of up to 51
characters and then applies a macro to it; that is, it moves the
cursor to the target string, and executes the commands stored
in the macro.

The Use Maero command accepts search strings in the same
way as the Find command. After entering the search string,
you are asked to select a macro from the displayed list of all
the macros you've defined. Move the selection bar with the
Up and Down arrow keys, and select your macro by pressing
Enter. You can cancel the operation by pressing Ese.



Finally, you are prompted for options. The options you used
last are displayed. You can accept them, edit them, or enter
new options (canceling the old ones) as described under
Find, earlier. The options available are the same as those
for the Find command.

The screen is not updated while a Use Macro command is
operating.

Because the Use Macro command can be invoked inside a
macro, it is possible to create an almost unlimited array of
special commands. Several examples of such macros are
predefined in the LBE.MAC file in the \LB directory.
Studying these macros may give you ideas for your own
macros. To look at them, open the Mac ro pull-down menu,
select the Load command to load the LBE.MAC file, and
select the Edi t command from the Macro menu. Refer to the
Macro Menu, later, for details.

Selecting Repeat repeats the most recent search command.
If the most recent search is a Find, the same search string
and options are repeated; if the most recent search is a
Translate, the replacement string is reused as well.



(Alt-V)
The View pull-down menu contains extended cursor
movement commands in the Editor window and two object
selection commands in the Navigator window.

Select All (Select all objects in an object list) (F8)
Selecting Select All selects all objects in an object list on
the Navigator window.

Selecting Unselect All un selects any selected objects in
an object list on the Navigator window.

Selecting Line Numberprompts for a line number and
moves the cursor to the specified line. Any positive integer
value in the range 1 to 32,767 is valid. Ifthe value is preceded
by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign, the target line number is
calculated relative to the current line. Line numbers are
counted from the beginning of the file.



Selecting Column Number prompts for a column number
and moves the cursor to the specified column of the current
line. Any positive integer value in the range 1 to 999 is
valid. If the value is preceded by a plus (+) or minus (-) sign,
the target column number is calculated relative to the
current column.

Start of Block (Top of block)
Selecting Start of Block moves the cursor to the position
of the block-begin marker set with Ctrl-B. The command
works even if the block is hidden or the end-block marker is
not set.

Selecting End of Block moves the cursor to the position of
the block-end marker set with Ctrl-E. The command works
even if the block is hidden or the begin-block marker is not
set.

Selecting Top of Windowmoves the cursor to the first line
displayed in the active window. The cursor remains in the
same column.



Selecting Bottom of Windowmoves the cursor to the last
line displayed in the active window. The cursor remains in
the same column.

Top of File (Beginning of file) (Ctrl-PgUp)
Selecting Top of File moves the cursor to the first
character in the file.

(Ctrl-PgDn)
Selecting End of File moves the cursor just beyond the last
character in the file.

Selecting Marker moves the cursor to one of the ten text
markers created with the Set Marker command. A dialog
box is displayed, showing the marker number, the file it is
in, and the number of the line containing the marker. If a
given marker has not been set, Not Set is displayed
instead. You may select a marker either by pressing its
number or by moving the selection bar to it and pressing
Enter. To jump directly to a marker without viewing the
marker dialog box, use Shift-Alt-<O ..9>. Shift-Alt-O jumps
to marker 0, Shift-Alt-l jumps to marker 1, and so on. Ifthe
specified marker has not been set, the cursor is not moved.



Selecting Previous position moves to the last cursor
position. This command is useful to move back to the
previous position after a Find or Translate operation.

Options Menu
The Options pull-down menu contains commands that open
dialog boxes for setting options.

Selecting Project opens the project parameter
configuration window. This window is described under
Configuring LONBUILDER Project Parameters in Chapter 4.
This command is not available from the Editor window.

System ... (Set system parameters)
Selecting System opens the system parameter configuration
window. This window is described under Configuring
LONBUIWER System Parameters in Chapter 4. This
command is not available from the Editor window.

Filter... (Set protocol filters)
Selecting F il te r opens the protocol filters configuration
window. This window is described under Defining the
Packet Log Filter in Chapter 12. This command is available
from the Protocol Analyzer and Statistics windows only.



Selecting Editor opens a menu with commands for setting
the Undo Limit, Marker Display, Autoindent, Insert Mode,
Create Backups, Tabs, and Files editor options. These
commands are available from the Editor window only.

Selecting Undo Limit sets the size of the undelete buffer,
which stores lines deleted with the Delete Line (Ctrl-D)
command. The default value is 20 lines.

Marker Display (Toggle marker display)
(Ctrl-F4)

Selecting Marker Display hides or reveals all text
markers. Setting a new text marker automatically turns on
marker display if it was previously turned off.

Autoindent (Toggle autoindent) (Ctrl-F3)
Selecting Autoindent toggles the autoindent on and off.
When Autoindent is on, the Enter key moves the cursor to the
next row and to the same column as the first nonblank
character on the previous line.

Insert Mode (Toggle insert mode)
Selecting Insert Modetoggles the Insert or Replace mode.
In Insert mode, text to the right of the cursor is moved to the
right as new text is entered. In Replace mode, any text below
the cursor is overwritten when new text is entered. The
cursor's size is itself an indication of which mode you are
in: a tall cursor indicates Insert, while a thin cursor
indicates Replace.



Create Backups (Setsbackup file creation)

Selecting Create Backups sets the creation of a backup file
every time an existing file is saved. The backup file has a
.BAK suffix appended to it.

Selecting Tabs opens a menu with commands for setting
and changing tabs.

Selecting Set Tabs sets tab stops based on the positions ofthe
words on the current line. This is useful when entering
information in tables that must all look alike.

This command turns
on the ruler line, if
necessary, and
leaves it on.

Selecting Edit Tabs allows you to alter the locations of the tab stops.
Pressing the space bar inserts or removes tab stops at the position ofthe
cursor. Pressing Ese returns the tab stops to their previous settings. You
can also add new stops by pressing Ins and delete existing ones by
pressing Del. The Left and Right arrow keys move the cursor along the tab
line; Tab moves it to the next stop; Home moves it to the first stop; and End
moves it to the last one. When you are finished, you can return to the text
window by pressing Enter.

Ruler Line (Toggle ruler line)
Turning on the ruler line
automatically turns off
table tabs.

Selecting Ruler Line turns on the ruler line for the current window. The
ruler line shows you the position of all tab stops.



Table Tabs (Toggle table tabs)
Selecting Table Tabs changes the tabs with every line: The
first letter in each word on the previous line is treated as a
tab stop.

When table tabs are not in effect, the tab stops (normally)
start at column 5 and occur every 4 columns thereafter. By
default, table tabs are off.When table tabs are in use, the tab
stops are determined by the locations of the words on the
previous line; the first character in each word represents a
tab stop. To change the locations of the stops when not using
table tabs, use the Fixed Tab Size, Edit Tabs, or Set Tabs
commands all described in this section.

Selecting Fixed Tabs cancels any special tab settings
specified with the Set Tabs and Edit Tabs commands, and
restores evenly spaced tab stops based on the current fixed tab
size.

Selecting Fixed Tab Size sets the default fixed tab size to be
used when fixed tabs are on and table tabs are off. This value
is also used when expanding tab characters if the tab
expansion option is on. See the discussion of the Expand
Tabs command, below. The default tab size is 4.

Selecting Files opens a menu with commands for
modifying text files when they are opened and saved.



Expand Tabs (Toggle Tab Expansion)(Ctrl-F4)
Selecting Expand Tabs expands tab characters to spaces
when reading in files. The assumed size of the tabs is
specified with the Fixed Tab Size command, described
earlier. Spaces may be converted back to tabs when output is
written. (See the Write Tabs command, below.) The default
value is to expand tabs.

Write Tabs (Toggle Tab Compression)
Selecting Write Tabs toggles tab compression on and off.
When Write Tabs is on, the editor converts strings of blanks
to tabs when a file is written to disk. This saves disk space
for indented programs. The current fixed tab spacing is
used when converting blanks into tabs. The default for this
toggle is off (spaces are not converted to tabs).

Match Delims (Toggle Automatic
Delimiter Matching)
Selecting Match Delims toggles automatic matching of
delimiters on and off. When Match Delims is on, whenever
a closing delimiter "}", "r, or ")" is entered, the editor will
momentarily position to the corresponding opening
delimiter and then return to the current position. Entering
another character or command will cause the cursor to
return immediately.

Word Defn (Toggle Definition of Word for
Cursor Movement)
Selecting Word Defn toggles the definition of a "word" for
the editor move word left and word right commands.
Selecting Word causes word left and right commands to
move to the beginning of the next group of alpha-numeric
characters. Selecting LEX causes word left and word right
commands to move to the beginning of the next lexical group
of characters.



Move Cursor (Toggle Automatic
Cursor Movement)
Selecting Move Cursor toggles automatic cursor movement
on and off. When Move Cursor is ON, selecting a new
window using the mouse also causes the cursor to be moved to

e A-25 Addition the point where the mouse was clicked. When OFF, the
.ddthef01l0";neediu"option.(bef•••'Save Edito,Option,'); cursor remains at the same position as the last time the
3/50 Lint .., . window was active.

If OFF ill selected, the Icreen wdl display 25 lines by 80 column,_ If 0." Ui
selected, the screen will display .(3 bnea by 80 columm if you are U$lOg

an EGA diaplay, or 50 line6 by 80 columns if you are using a VGA
display. The default ill OFF.

oom Stato '" . ., . Save Editor Options (Save editor defaults)
U OFF is selected. when a file 1Sopened It W1U&hare the .Krten wtth any
other files that are currently open (up to the muimum number). If ONis
:::~T=d.f:.s:~:'oi,.~edit ";1Ioutom.ti<o1IysoomtofillthewholeSelectingSave Editor Options saves the current editor

configuration settings (specified by the Options Editor
commands) as the defaults.

Project Menu
The Project pull-down menu contains commands that
operate on the current project.

Selecting Automatic Install installs the target hardware
of all nodes defined in the object database that require it.



Selecting Automatic Build recompiles and relinks the
project's NEURONC and include files that require it. If the
Stop After Compile project parameter is off, the Automatic
Build command connects message tags and network
variables. If the Load After Build project parameter is on, the
Automatic Build command loads the application images
and configures the network images after compiling and
linking, as needed. If the Start After Load project
configuration parameter is on, the Automatic Build
command starts all newly loaded or configured nodes.

Selecting this command loads existing application images
to the project's nodes if the node's application image is out of
date. If you select this command, any necessary compiles,
links, or binds will be done prior to loading. This command
is identical to an Automatic Build with the Load After Build
option set.

Install All (Install all of the current project)
Selecting Install All installs the target hardware of all
nodes defined in the object database.



Build All (Build all of the current project)
Selecting Build All recompiles and relinks all program
files. If the Stop After Compile project parameter is off, the
Build All command connects message tags and network
variables. If the Load After Build project parameter is on, the
Build All command loads and configures all nodes after
connecting. If the Start after Load project configuration
parameter is on, the Automatic Build command starts all
newly loaded or configured nodes.

Selecting Compile from the Editor window compiles the
source file in the active text window.

The Macro pull-down menu contains commands to perform
operations on macros in the Editor window.

Macros simplify repetitive tasks by storing sequences of
commands and keystrokes. The editor allows you to record,
edit, save, and load up to ten macros, each containing up to
255 keystrokes. You can have as many macro files as your
disks can hold, but only one file of ten macros can be kept in
memory at a time. (Refer to the Use Macro command,
described earlier in the Search Menu section.)



Selecting Load loads a file of previously saved macros. If the
file you specify does not exist, an error message is
displayed.

Selecting Save saves the current macros to the file you
specify.

Playback ... (Play back macro)(Ctrl-P or Alt-Fl ...Alt-F10)
Selecting Play Back prompts you for a choice, then plays
back the macro you select. Macros can be executed without
prompting with Alt-Fl through Alt-FlO.

Record ... (Toggle macro record)
Selecting Record turns macro recording on or off. When
macro recording is on, you are asked to select a macro slot to
store the recording in. All subsequent keystrokes (up to the
255-keystroke limit) are saved until macro recording is
turned off again. (Keystrokes used to turn Record on and off
are not saved.)



Selecting Edi t allows you to edit previously saved macros.
The editor has a special editing module designed
specifically for working with macros. Special keys
(function keys, cursor keys, and so on) are represented by
highlighted, abbreviated forms of their names, for example,
Esc, Ctrl-N, and Enter. Regular keystrokes are shown as
normal characters without highlighting.

When you enter this command, you are asked to select a
macro to edit (and optionally a name for the macro). Then
you enter the macro editor itself. Several keys serve special
purposes here:

• Cursor keys behave as usual, moving the cursor so you
can select a particular keystroke to change

• Backspace deletes a single keystroke, just as it does in
the regular editor

• Ctrl-Backspace deletes an entire macro
• Esc restores the macro to its previous state and exits the

macro editor
• Enter takes you out of the macro editor
• Scroll Lock acts as a toggle, turning literal

interpretation of keystrokes on and off. For example, to
assign a macro to Enter or Backspace, which normally
serve a special function, you first press Scroll Lock.
Pressing it again restores all special keys to their
previous functions.



The Window pull-down menu contains commands that
operate on windows.

Selecting Close in the Editor window closes the current text
window. If the file has not been edited since the last time it
was saved, the window is closed immediately. If it has been
edited, you are asked whether you want to save the file or
close the window without saving.

Navigator (Change to Navigator window) (F2)

Editor (Change to Editorwindow)

Debugger (Change to Debugger window) (F4)

Protocol (Change to Protocol window)
Selecting Protocol changes to the Protocol Analyzer
window.



Statistics (Change to Network Statisticswindow) (F6)
Selecting Statistics changes to the Network Statistics
window.

Selecting NV Browser changes to the Network Variable
(NY) Browser window.

Selecting Go To in the Editor window displays a list of the
open text windows in a dialog box. You select the window to
which you want to go, and the cursor is moved to the
indicated window. If only one window is open, an error
message is displayed.

Selecting Go To in the Debugger window displays a list of
alternate emulators that may be debugged. Select the
emulator you want to go to. The program for the selected
emulator will be displayed in the Debugger window.

Selecting Resi ze in the Editor window changes the size of
the active text window. You can adjust the size by pressing
the Up and Down arrow keys. When you are finished,
pressing Enter or Ese returns you to the text window.



Zoom (Toggle zoom for current window)
Selecting Zoom in the Editor window toggles between zoomed
and unzoomed text windows. Zoomed windows fill the entire
screen with the active window, -hiding the other text
windows. Unzoomed windows appear on screen at the same
time. If you change windows while zooming, the window you
change to is zoomed as well.

Selecting Next in the Editor window makes the next text
window the active window.

Selecting Next in the Debugger window makes the next
evaluation window the active window.

Selecting Previous in the Editor window makes the
previous text window the active window.

• Page A-32 Addition

Add the following text to the end of "Previous (Previous Window)":

Selecting Previous in the Debugger window makes the previous evaluation
window the active window.



Help Menu (Alt-H or F1)
The Help pull-down menu contains command options that
offer help information.

The Editor help
command is only
available from the
Editor window.

From the Editor window, selecting Edi tor displays a menu
of help items pertinent to the editor.

Show Help (Help summary)
Selecting Show Help displays a brief description of the
editor help system and how it works.

Help and Status (Status help)
Selecting Help and Status provides help on the editor help
system itself and on the editor About command, described
earlier under System Menu.

CursorMovement (Cursorhelp)
Selecting Cursor Movement provides help on the basic
editor cursor commands.

Quick Movement (Quick movement help)
Selecting Quick Movement provides help on the quick editor
cursor movement commands.



Selecting Insert and Delete provides help on the editor
text insertion and deletion commands.

System (System help)
Selecting System provides help on the commands that give
access to system-level functions (those described under
System Menu, earlier).

Search and Replace (Find and translate
help)
Selecting Search and Replace provides help on the editor
Find, Translate, and Use Macro commands.

Options (Options help)
Selecting Option provides help on the editor commands that
change default settings or that toggle particular options on
and off.



Selecting Project provides help on the project commands
that can be accessed from the Editor.

Selecting Macros provides help on the editor macro
commands.

Function keys ( Function key help)
Selecting Function Keys provides a quick reference list,
showing all of the commands assigned to function keys.

Debugger



From the editor Help menu, selecting About displays editor,
current file, and system statistics, including the

• Editor version number
• Full name of the file being edited and if it has or has not

been modified
• Number of lines, bytes, and words in the file
• Current time and date
• Amount of memory remaining
• Version of DOS being used
• Amount of space remaining on the currently logged

drive

• Current drive and directory.

Because some of the file statistics (notably the word count)
can take a long time to compute, you may want to skip them
by pressing any key while they are being updated. This tells
the editor to stop what it is doing and jump ahead to the
system information section.

From any LONBUILDERwindow other than the Editor
window, selecting About displays the amount of memory
remaining, as well as copyright and version information
for the LONBUILDERsoftware.



B
Editor Keyboard Summary

This appendix summarizes the keystrokes that invoke
LONBuILDER Editor commands.



Keystroke

Backspace
Del

Down Arrow
End
Enter
Esc
Home
Insert
Left Arrow
PgUp

PgDn

Right Arrow
Tab
Up Arrow

Ctrl-Backspace
Ctrl-Del
Ctrl-Down
Ctrl-End
Ctrt-Enter
Ctrl-Home
Ctrl-Ins
Ctrl-Left
Ctrl-Minus
ctrl-PgDn
Ctrl-PgUp
Ctrl-Right
Ctrl-Up

Command
Delete Character Left
Delete Character Right or Block
Une Down
End of Line
Insert New Une
Cancel
Beginning of Line
Toggle Insert/Replace Mode
Character Left
Page Up
Page Down
Character Right
Tab Right
Line Up

Delete Word Left
Delete Word Right
SCrollWindow Down
Bottom of Window
Open New Line
Top of Window
Copy Block
Word Left
Close Window
Bottom of File
Top of File
Word Right
SCrollWindow Up



Keystroke

Shift-Del
Shift-Down
Shift-Ins
Shift-Left
Shift-Right
Shift-Tab
Shift-Up

Ctrl-Shift-Ins
Ctrl-Shift-Rlght

Ctrl-B
CtlH:
Ctr1-D

Ctrl-E
Ctrl-F
Ch1-G
CtrI-H
CtrI-I
CtrI-J

Ctrl-K
Ctrl-L
Ctrl-M
Ctr\-N
ctrI-O

Ctrl-P
Ctrl-R
Ctrl-S
Ctrl-T
Ctrl-U
Ctrl-V
Ctrl-W
Ctn-X
Ctrl-Z

Ctrl-}
Ctn-{

Command
Cut Block
Down to Equal Indent
Paste Block
Shift Block Left
Shift Block Right

Tab Left
Up to Equal Indent

Insert Control Character
Select Word

Begin Block
Copy Block
Delete Une
End Block
Find
Go To Line
Hide Block
Insert File
Jump to Marker
Delete to End of Une
Line Mark
Toggle Macro Record
Next Window
Open File
Playback Macro
Repeat Search
Save File
Translate
Undelete Une
Paste Block
Write Block
Cut Block
DOSShell

Show matching left delimiter
Show matching right delimiter



Keystroke
Alt-Space
Alt-E
AIt-F
Alt-H
Alt-M
AIt-O
Alt-P
Alt-S
Alt-V
Alt-W
Alt-X
Alt -<F1..F10>

Alt-<0 ..9>
Shift-Alt-<0 ..9>

F1
F2
F3
F4
FS
FO
F7
F8
F9
F10
Ctrl-F1
Ctrl-F2
Ctrl-F3
Ctrl-F4
Ctrl-FS
Ctrl-FO
Ctrl-F7
Ctrl-F8
CtrI-F9

ctrI-FlO

Command
System Menu
Edit Menu
File Menu
Help Menu
Macro Menu
Options Menu
Project Menu
Search Menu
View Menu
Window Menu
Exit

Playback Macro 1..10
set Marker 0..9
Jump to Marker 0..9

Help
Navigator Window
Editor Window
Debugger Window
Protocol Window
Statistics Window
NV Browser Window
select All
Unselect All
Menu Bar

Resize Window
Toggle Zoom
Toggle Ruler Line
Toggle Marker Display
Toggle Autoindent
Change Block to Lower Case
Change Block to Upper Case
Next Error or Warning
Next Error

Automatic Build



c
Sample Memory Map

This appendix shows a portion of a detailed memory map
generated when the Generate Link Map build option is on. See
Specifying Build Options, in chapter 4, for details on specifying
this option.



Sample NEURON 3150 CHIP Memory Map
This section shows pages 1 and 2 of a sample memory map
for a NEURON 3150 CHIP.

Page 7: NEURON 3750 CHIP Memory Map Sample

NEURON CHIP (R) Linker V2.1.002 copyright (c) 1989,1992 Echelon Corp
Page 1 Fri Jan 31 16:57:32 1992 PROD\OPTE7C3E.nxr

LIST OF MEMORY AREAS

* AREA * * ALLOCATED * * UNUSED *
From To Len From To Len

1 SYSTEM IMAGE ROM 0000 3FFF 4000 -RESERVED-

2 Offchip ROM 4000 47FF 0800 47AB 47FF 0055
Offchip ROM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - 4800 4FFF 0800

3 Offchip EEPROM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - 8000 89FF OAOO

4 Offchip RAM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - 9200 9DFF OCOO

5 OnChip RAM (Sys) E800 EA2F 0230 - NONE -
(cont'd) EA70 EC48 01D9 - NONE -

OnChip RAMFAR EA30 EA6F 0040 EA30 EA6F 0040
OnChip RAM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - EC09 EFED 03E5

6 OnChip RAMNEAR EFEE EFFF 0012 - NONE -

7 OnChip EECODE FOOO FOA6 00A7 - NONE -

8 OnChip EEPROM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - FOA7 flEA 0144
OnChip EEPROM (Map) FlEB FlF3 0009 - NONE -
OnChip EEPROM (Sys) F1F4 F1F4 0001 - NONE -

9 OnChip EENEAR FlF5 FlFE OOOA - NONE -

10 OnChip EEPROM (Sys) FlFF FlFF 0001 - NONE -

End of Memory Area List



This memory map lists the areas of memory that were
allocated and tells if the allocation was used. Off-chip
memory is allocated in 256-byte pages; on-chip memory is
allocated in bytes.

1 0000 to 3FFF off-chip ROM was reserved for system
firmware.

2 4000 to 47FF off-chip ROM was used for application code
and data; 47AB to 47FF of that allocated area was
unused; 4800 to 4FFF pool area was available to be
allocated and was not used.

3 8000 to 89FF off-chip EEPROM pool area was available to
be allocated and was not used.

4 9200 to 9DFF off-chip RAM pool area was available to be
allocated and was not used.

5 Two areas of on-chip RAM were allocated and used for
system data: E800 to E82F and, EA70 to EC48. The area
from EA30 to EA6F is available for RAMFAR, but was
not used. EC09 to EFED pool area was available to be
allocated and was not used.

6 EFEE to EFFF on-chip RAMNEAR was allocated for
system application tables and code and was all used.

7 E600 to E6A6 on-chip EECODE was allocated for
application variables and was all used.

8 E6A7 to E7EA pool area was available to be allocated and
was not used; E7EB to E7F3 was allocated for the map
and was all used; E7F4 to E7F4 was allocated for system
variables and was all used.

9 E7F5 to E7FE was allocated for application variables and
was all used.

10 E7FF to E7FF was allocated for system variables and
was all used.



Page 2: NEURON 3750 CHIP Memory Map Sample

NEURON CHIP (R) Linker V2.1.002 copyright (c) 1989,1992 Echelon Corp
Page 2 Fri Jan 31 16:57:32 1992 PROD\OPTE7C3E.nxr

The Link Memory Usage
Statistics are also placed in
the BUILD.LOG file, if the
Output Link Summary build
option is on. See Specifying
Build Options, in chapter 4,
for details.

ROM Usage:
Application Code & Constant Data
Library Code and Constant Data
Self-Identification Data

EEPROM Usage (not necessarily in order of
System Data & Parameters
Domain & Address Tables
Network Variable Con fig Tables
Application EEPROM Variables
Library EEPROM Variables
Application Code & Constant Data
Library Code & Constant Data

RAM Usage(not necessarily in order of
System Data & Parameters
Transaction Control Blocks
Appl Timers & I/O Change Events
Network & Application Buffers
Application RAM Variables
Library RAM Variables

1881 bytes
o bytes
82 bytes

physical layout) :
73 bytes

105 bytes
o bytes

10 bytes
o bytes
o bytes
o bytes

physical layout):
567 bytes
24 bytes

o bytes
424 bytes
18 byte's

o bytes

Linked for 3150:
Memory Map (9 bytes of System EEPROM) is 3150 specific.
Some system RAM (109 bytes) is 3150 specific.
End of Link Statistics



Sample NEURON 3120 CHIP Memory Map
This section shows pages 1 and 2 of a sample memory map
for a NEURON 3120 CHIP.

Page 7: NEURON 3720 CHIP Memory Map Sample

NEURON CHIP (R) Linker V2.1.002 copyright (c) 1989,1992 Echelon Corp
Page 1 Fri Jan 31 16:57:32 1992 PROD\OPTE7C3E.nxr

* AREA * * ALLOCATED * * UNUSED *
From To Len From To Len

SYSTEM IMAGE ROM 0000 27FF 2800 -RESERVED-

OnChip RAM (Sys) ECOO EF41 0342 - NONE -
OnChip RAM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - EF46 EFF9 00B4
OnChip RAMFAR EF42 EF45 0004 - NONE -
OnChip RAMNEAR EFF8 EFEF 0008 - NONE -

OnChip EECODE FOOO FODF OOEO - NONE -
OnChip EEPROM (Pool) - AVAILABLE - FOEO FlFD OllE
OnChip EEPROM (Sys) FlF8 FlF8 0001 - NONE -
OnChip EENEAR FlF9 FlFE 0006 - NONE -
OnChip EEPROM (Sys) FlFF FlFF 0001 - NONE -

End of Memory Area List



Page 2: NEURON 3720 CHIP Memory Map Sample

NEURON CHIP (R) Linker V2.1.002 copyright (c) 1989,1992 Echelon Corp
Page 2 Fri Jan 31 16:57:32 1992 PROD\OPTE7C3E.nxr

EEPROM Usage(not necessarily in order of physical layout):
System Data & Parameters
Domain & Address Tables
Network Variable Con fig Tables
Application EEPROM Variables
Library EEPROM Variables
Application Code & Constant Data
Library Code & Constant Data
Self-Identification Data

64 bytes
105 bytes

3 bytes
6 bytes
0 bytes

41 bytes
5 bytes
8 bytes

232 bytes

454 bytes
62 bytes
18 bytes

300 bytes
12 bytes
0 bytes

846 bytes

RAM Usage(not necessarily in order of physical layout):
System Data & Parameters
Transaction Control Blocks
Appl Timers & I/O Change Events
Network & Application Buffers
Application RAM Variables
Library RAM Variables



D
Utilities

This appendix describes the various utility programs included with
the LONBuILDER software.



Convert hex data files between Intel Hex and Motorola S-
record formats.

HEXCNVRT <switches> <in file> <out file> where
<switches> are optional and may be one or more of:

-a append to existing file
-ic ignore existing checksums
-nt do not generate a terminator record
-nc do not convert the record format

HEXCNVRT takes as arguments an input file and an output
file, with optional switches. In all cases, all the data records
from the input file are copied to the output file. If no switches
are used, the checksums are validated and the record format
of the output file will be the reverse of the input file: Intel Hex
is converted to Motorola S-record, and Motorola S-record is
converted to Intel Hex. If the output file already exist, it will
be overwritten. A terminator record will be written at the end
of the file. The switches may be used to modify the default
behavior. For example, if you wish to concatenate several
(N) files and place a single terminator record at the end, use
the -nt switch when converting files 1 through N-l, and use
the -a switch when converting files 2 through N. If you do not
want the format converted, use the -nc switch for each file.

Another use for HEXCNVRT is to regenerate the record
checksums if you need to edit the hex data. Using both the
- ic and the -nc switches will ignore the old (incorrect)
checksums, calculate new checksums, and write the records
out in the same format. A brief help message is printed if
this command is entered with no arguments.



Check the available memory in your PC.

Usage: LBCHECK

LBCHECK will display the available conventional,
extended, and expanded memory that it detects in your PC.
Chapter 4 explains how to specify overlay memory use for
LONBUILDER.Chapter 3 of the LONBUILDER Startup and
Hardware Guide discusses setting up the memory in your
PC.

LBDBCHK takes as arguments the full pathnames,
including drives, of the project and system directories that
require a database check. The internal consistency of the
database is checked. The output is somewhat verbose, but
only the last line is of real interest. It shows the number of
errors encountered in scanning the database. If this
number is not zero, you have a database problem and should
try running LBDBFIX. The consistency checking only
validates record and key relationships, not record contents.
If no errors are reported, this does not guarantee that there
are no errors in the actual data contained in database.

A brief help message is printed if this command is entered
with less than two arguments.



LBDBFIX takes as arguments the full pathnames, including
.drives, of the project and system directories that require a
database key rebuild. If LBDBCHK reports errors, you
should try running LBDBFIX. This will rebuild all of the
database key files, which will fix inconsistent key
references. However, there are other types of errors reported
by LBDBCHK that cannot be repaired by LBDBFIX. In
addition, it cannot fix errors in the data contained in the
database.

LBDBCHK may also be used to compress key files after a
large number of records have been created and deleted.

A brief help message is printed if this command is entered
with less than two arguments.

Test the LONBUILDERdevelopment station hardware.

Usage: LBTEST

LBTEST is an interactive program that performs various
tests on the LONBUILDERdevelopment station hardware. It
is fully documented in Chapter 6 of the LONBUILDERStartup
and Hardware Guide.

XIF3T02
Convert a LONBUILDERexternal interface file (.XIF) from version 3 format to
version 2 format.
Usage:XIF3T02 <input XIF file> <output XIF file>
Th in ut file must be version 3 format (the default exported by.LONBUILDER
2 2) a~d the output file will be version 2 format. This conve':ililD 's nde~~ to d
~e 'external interface files exported from LONBUILDER2.2 W1 a pro u ase
on the LONMANAGERAPI for DOS release 2.11 or the LONMANAGERAPI for
Windows release 2.11.



Index





Index

.ElF file 7-12,7-15,7-22,7-23

.HC 6-20,7-14

.NC file 6-20,7-4

.NEI file 7-12,7-32,7-35

.NO file 6-20,7-12,7-15,7-22,7-23

.NRI file 7-12,7-13,7-32,7-33,7-34

.NXE file 7-12,7-14,7-15,7-16,7-17

.XIF file 6-20,6-34,6-39,7-1,7-12,7-14,7-15,7-16,7-21

accelerator keys 3-4, 3-5, Appendix A
about - show system info A-36
autoindent A-21
automatic build A-26
automatic install A-25
automatic load A-26
begin block A-ll
bottom of block A-18
bottom offile A-19
bottom of window A-19
build all A-27



accelerator keys (continued)
change to editor window A-30
close A-30
column number A-18
compile file A-27
copy block A-12
create back-ups A-22
cut block A-12
cursor movement A-33
debugger A-30, A-35
DOS shell A-5
edit help A-34
edit macro definition A-29
edit menu A-2, A-l0
edit tabs A-22
editor A-21, A-33
end block A-12
exit A-6
expand tabs A-24
file help A-34
file menu A-2, A-7
files A-23
filter A-20
find string A-14
fixed tabs A-23
fixed tab size A-23
function keys help A-35
go to A-31
help and status A-33
help menu A-4, A-33
hide block A-12
insert and delete A-34
insert file A-l0
insert mode A-21
install all A-26
keyboard A-33
left shift block A-13
line number A-17
load A-28
open window A-7
options menu A-3, A-20



accelerator keys (continued)
protocol A-30
macro menu A-4, A-27
macros help A-35
marker A-19
marker display A-21
match delims A-24
move cursor A-25
navigator A-30
next window A-32
nv browser A-31
options help A-34
paste block A-13
playback A-28
previous position A-20
previous window A-32
print A-9
project help A-35
project menu A-4, A-25
project parameters A-20
quick movement A-33
record A-28
repeat, find next A-16
resize A-31
restore line A-ll
right shift block A-13
ruler line A-22
save as A-8
save editor options A-25
save file A-8
save macros A-28
search and replace A-34
search menu A-2, A-13
select all A-17
set marker A-13
set tabs A-22
show help A-33
start of block A-18
statistics A-31
system help A-34
system menu A-3, A-5



accelerator keys (continued)
protocol A-30
macro menu A-4, A-27
system parameters A-20
tab help A-34
table tabs A-23
tabs A-22
top of file A-19
top of window A-18
translate A-15
undelete line A-ll
undo limit A-21
unselect all A-17
use macro A-15
view help A-34
view menu A-3, A-17
word defn A-24
window menu A-4, A-30
windows help A-35
write block A-lO
write tabs A-24
zoom A-32

application definition 2-8

application development cycle 2-2, 2-3, 2-4

application directories 4-4

application image create window 6-21
app image name field 6-21
app image origin field 6-22

application interface board 1-10

application 6-2 see also node (s)
application image 2-2, 2-3, 6-2, 6-20, 7-2
application image create window 6-21
application node selector window 6-3



application (continued)
building application nodes 7-2

automatic build command 7-3
automatic load command 7-3
build all command 7-3
compiles remaining 7-4
links remaining 7-4
loads remaining 7-4
project manager window 7-4

channel parameters 6-4
default_channel 6-4

creating node specifications 6-2, 6-3
firmware see firmware
hardware properties 6-3 see also hardware properties
image 6-4, 6-20 see also image
installing target hardware 6-26
network image 6-2
node specifications 6-4, 6-23
node specification create window 6-24
off-line 13-10
on-line 13-10
object database 6-4, 6-5
objects 6-30

deleting 6-31
modifying 6-30

target hardware 6-3 see also target hardware

application node selector window 6-3

application programs 2-6, 3-2
creating 2-6
testing 2-7

application programming tools 1-11
see also integrated development environment
compiler 1-11, 1-12
debugger 1-11
editor 1-11
project manager 1-11, 1-12
source level debugger 1-11



application source code 1-8

application windows 3-8
debugger 3-8
editor 3-8
navigator 3-8
NV browser 3-8
protocol 3-8
statistics 3-8

array 8-20

arrow keys 3-5 see also keys

authentication 6-37,9-24, 10-6

automatic build 7-3, 7-6

automatic load 7-3, 7-6

backplane transceiver 1-7,1-8

backplane
defining channels 10-18
development network integration 9-2
loading system 6-2
loading application node's memory 6-2
loading network image 6-2

binder 11-3

.bit rate 10-20

boot ID 7-33,7-34



browser list 13-18, 13-20, 13-21
see also network variables
adding variables 13-22
deleting variables 13-22
modifying 13-20, 13-21, 13-22
updating 13-23

buffer size
protocol analyzer 4-7

BUILD.LOGfile 4-12,7-5
commands 5-24, 5-25
using with the editor 5-23, 5-24
window 5-24

call stack 1-13,8-2

channel 9-8, 10-16, 10-17

channel bit rate 9-20



channel create window 10-17
avg packet size field 10-20
backplane field 10-18
bit rate field 10-20
channel name field 10-17
collision detection field 10-20
differential field 10-19
minimum clock rate field 10-19
num priorities field 10-18
osc accuracy field 10-20
powerline field 10-19
radio frequency field 10-19
single-ended field 10-19
special purpose field 10-19
transceiver type field 10-18
twisted pair field 10-19

channel parameters 6-4
defaulCchannel 6-4

collision detection 10-20, 10-22

color scheme 4-7, 4-10

commands
BUILD.LOG commands

edit 5-25
next 5-25
previous 5-25
next error 5-25
view 5-24

editing commands 5-14
change to lowercase 5-15
change to uppercase 5-15
copy 5-15
copy append 5-16
cut 5-16
cut append 5-16
delete character left 5-16
delete character right 5-17
delete line 5-18
delete word left 5-18



commands (continued)
delete word right 5-18
delete to end ofline 5-18
insert control character 5-18
insert new line 5-19
open new line 5-19
paste 5-19
select block 5-14
select block left 5-19
select block right 5-19
select column 5-14
select line 5-16, 5-19
select word 5-16, 5-20

editor commands Appendix B
movement commands 5-9

beginning ofline 5-10
character left 5-10
character right 5-11
end ofline 5-11
eual indent down 5-11
equal indent up 5-11
line down 5-12
line up 5-12
match delimiter 5-12
move cursor in window 5-10
move text, editor window 5-5
page down 5-13
page up 5-13
scroll window 5-10
scroll window down 5-13
scroll window up 5-13
tab left 5-13
tab right 5-14
word left 5-14
word right 5-14

prompt editor commands 5-21
accept entry 5-21
beginning ofline 5-21
cancel 5-21
character left 5-21
character right 5-21



commands (continued)
delete character left 5-21
delete character right 5-21
delete line 5-21
delete to end of line 5-21
end of line 5-21
help 5-21
insert control character 5-21
paste 5-21
restore line 5-21
toggle insert mode 5-21
word left 5-21
word right 5-21

compiler (compiling) 1-11, 1-12
application images 7-2, 7-3, 7-5
application programs 1-12
NEURONC programs 1-13,7-2,7-6

from the editor window 7-7
from the navigator window 7-7

warning errors 7-5

configuration reports 11-18
creating 11-20
viewing 11-21

configured router see routers

connection information file see .BIF or files

connections 11-2
message tag 11-5,11-6,11-7,11-8,11-10,11-11
message tag connection parameter window 11-11
nv connection create window 11-5
nv connection modify window 11-5
nv connection parameter window 11-10
creating 11-5
deleting 11-9
modifying 11-7
parameters 11-10
status 11-7



debugger 1-6, 1-13, 8-2
accelerator keys 8-6
breakpoints 8-9

removing 8-10
setting 8-9
statement boundaries

call sequence 8-12,8-13
changing current context 8-14,8-15
commands 8-6
debugger window 8-2, 8-3

see also debugger window
debugging programs 8-7

debugging code 8-8
emulator status 8-4
evaluating variables 8-16
file markers 8-7
halting running nodes 8-9
modifying variables 8-16,8-20
modifying raw memory 8-23, 8-24
modify variable dialog box 8-20
network variables 8-26
node status 8-4
pointer variables 8-26, 8-27
program error log 8-29
raw data dialog box 8-24



debugger (continued)
read and write protect 8-5
running programs 8-7
select data dialog box 8-17
single-stepping 8-11
source-level debugger 1-11,8-2
static variables 8-28
timers 8-26
trace-stepping 8-12
variable display dialog boxes 8-18, 8-19

debugger window 8-2, 8-3, 8-8
command button subwindow 8-2
source subwindow 8-2
status line 8-3, 8-4

debugger application window 3-8
see also application windows

debugging nodes 2-6

default domain 10-3

deleting program files 5-4

detailed build info 4-12

developer's kit 1-12, 1-13
microprocessor interface developer's kit 1-14

developer's workbench 2-2

development cycle, LONWORKSapplications 2-2



development network 3-2, 9-2
application nodes 9-2
binder constraints 11-4
communications channels 9-2
connections 11-2

message tag 11-5, 11-6, 11-7, 11-8, 11-10, 11-11
message tag connection parameter window 11-11
nv connection create window 11-5
nv connection modify window 11-5
nv connection parameter window 11-10
creating 11-5
deleting 11-9
modifying 11-7
parameters 11-10
status 11-7

copying/modifying objects 10-29, 10-30
channel create window 10-17
channels 10-16
custom transceiver types 10-21
default domain 10-3
deleting objects 10-31
domain create window 10-12
domain name field 10-15
domains 10-12
emulators 9-2
linking nodes 11-2
multi-channel 10-8
navigator network selectors 10-9
network definition objects 10-10
network image 11-15, 11-16

automatic build 11-17
build all 11-17

network manager node 9-2
network objects 10-8
node modify window 10-4
node specifications 10-4, 10-5
node/variable name members 11-4
object definition 10-10, 10-11



development network (continued)
objects

copying 10-29
deleting 10-31
modifying 10-30

protocol analyzer node 9-2
SBCs 9-2
single channel 10-3
subnet 10-3, 10-14
subnet create window 10-15
transceivers, custom 10-21

see also transceivers

development station 6-26
installing target hardware 6-26,9-18,9-19

dialog boxes 3-6 see also menus

differential custom transceiver 10-21
see also transceivers

directory
application 4-4
create 4-2
home 4-2, 4-3, 4-4
project 4-2,4-4
root 4-5
search path 4-3
structure 4-2

directory display, editor window 5-22

domain 7-11, 10-3
defining 10-12
domain create window 10-12
domain name 10-15
ID 10-13
size 10-13

domain create window 10-12
domain ID/size fields 10-13



DOS
/disk command
/exp command 4-7
/ext command 4-7
creating a program file from DOS 5-2
modifying program files 5-3
program error log 8-29
shell 4-15

/exp command 4-7

/ext command 4-7

editor 1-11, 1-12
build log 5-23, 5-24

editor accelerator key
creating a program file 5-2
modifying a program file 5-3, 5-4

editor application window 3-8
see also application windows



editor window 5-3,5-5
autoindent mode 5-7
commands

editing 5-14
movement 5-9
prompt editor 5-21

compiling NEURONe programs 7-7
copy 5-5
directory display 5-22
filename 5-7
filename extension 5-7
insert mode 5-7
macro system 5-5, 5-7
move 5-5
multiple views 5-5, 5-6
read-only 5-7
resize 5-5
toggle ruler line command 5-8
zoom 5-5, 5-8

EEBLANK image 6-28,7-13,7-34,7-36

EEPROM 2-3,6-10,6-28,6-29,7-14,7-32

emulators 1-5, 1-6
application loading 1-6
debugging

code 8-8
read and write protect 8-5
status 8-4

development network 9-2, 9-3
installing 6-26, 7-8
memory read/write protection 1-6
resetistartJstop 1-6
NEURON emulators 1-13
source-level breakpoints 1-6
single-stepping 1-6
test commands 13-2

ending a LONBUILDERsession 4-15

ESe key 3-5 see also keys

evaluation boards 1-5, 1-10



expansion boards 1-3, 1-5, 1-6, 1-10
see also I/O, transceiver

exporting files 7-12, 7-16, 7-17
application image files 7-22
application image export window 7-23
components ofan exported node 7-15
connection information file 7-22
building the node 7-17
creating application image 7-17
defining the node 7-17
NEURON object file 7-22
node export window 7-18

extender card 1-10

FlO key 3-5

fields 3-9, 3-13

firmware
state 7-13,7-29,7-33
modifying firmware settings 7-38, 7-39
multiple firmware versions 7-38,7-39,7-40



generate assembly listings 4-12

generate link map 4-12

gizmo 2 multi-function I/O module 1-10

halt command - debugger 8-9

hardware, LON BUILDER 1-3

hardware properties 6-3, 6-6
creating a node definition 6-6
default_hw_props 6-3,6-6,6-19
hardware properties copy window 6-7

firmware version field 6-9
HW property name field 6-7
input clock rate field 6-8
NEURON CHIP field 6-8
NEURON CHIP firmware field 6-8

hardware properties copy window 6-7

hardware test results window 13-6, 13-7
error fields 13-7
lost messages field 13-7
missed messages field 13-8
rcv transaction full field 13-8
ROM s/w version field 13-7
transmission timeouts field 13-8

help 3-19,3-20

HEXCNVRT.EXE file 7-34, D-2

home directory 4-2, 4-3, 4-4

host C definition file 6-20
see also .HC file



IDE see integrated development environment

image 6-4,6-20, 11-15 see also application,
node, development network

images directory 7-39

importing files 7-12
application image create window 6-21
application image files 7-25

app image name 7-21,7-25
app image origin 7-21, 7-25

external interface files 7-21

include file 4-14
deleting 5-4
modifying 5-3

installing custom nodes see nodes

integrated development environment 1-11, 1-12
editor 1-12
navigator 1-12
object database 1-12
project manager 1-12
tools 1-12

I/O 1-5
hardware 1-6
off-chip memory 6-10

I/O interface 1-5
prototypes 1-10

I/O port start address 4-7, 4-10



keys see also menu
accelerator 3-5, Appendix A
arrow keys 3-5
ESC key 3-5, 3-6

LBCHECK D-3

LBDBCHK D-3

LBDBFIX D-4

LBTEST D-4

link maps 4-12

linking nodes 11-2



LONBUILDER
application interface board 1-10
application programming tools 1-11

see also application programming tools
configuring project parameters 4-11

see also project parameters
development station 1-3,7-28
developer's workbench 1-2, 1-3
editor 7-40
ending a session 4-15
expansion boards 1-3
extender card 1-10
IDE 7-38, 7-39, 7-40
interface adapter 1-3, 1-4
I/O evaluation boards 1-5
microprocessor interface developer's kit 1-14
multi-function I/O kit 1-10
network management tools 1-11,7-28

see also network manager
network manager 1-14 see also network manager
NEURONemulator 1-6 see also emulator
processor boards 1-3
protocol analyzer 1-14 see also protocol analyzer
RF transceiver 1-9 see also transceiver
router 1-7 see also router
single board computer (SBe) 1-6

see also single board computer
starting a session 4-6
start-up screen 3-2 see also start-up screen
software tools 1-11 see also software tools
system directory 4-13
TP-RS485 transceiver 1-9 see also transceiver



LONMANAGERAPI 7-14

LONPROJ 4-5
AUTOEXEC.BAT 4-5
environment variables 4-5
starting a LONBUILDER session

LONTALK
packets 4-9
protocol 1-2, 1-14

interoperability 6-32
SNVTs 6-32

serial adaptor 1-14

LONTALKAPI 7-14

LONWORKS
application development cycle 2-2

see also application development cycle
application prototyping 1-10
development cycle 2-2
network 1-14
TPIXF-78 1-8
TPIXF-1250 1-8

macro system, editor window 5-5

main menu bar 3-3

memory map 1-6, Appendix C
NEURON 3150 CHIP memory map sample C-2, C-3
NEURON 3120 CHIP memory map sample C-5, C-6



memory properties 6-10
3120 chip memory allocation 6-11
3150 chip memory allocation 6-10,6-12,6-13
configuring off-chip memory 6-10,6-12
memory properties window 6-12

memory properties window 6-12
EEPROM end field 6-14
EEPROM size field 6-13
EEPROM start field 6-14
EEPROM write time field 6-13
I/O end field 6-15
I/O size field 6-15
I/O start field 6-15
RAM end field 6-14
RAM size field 6-14
RAM start field 6-14
ROM size field 6-13
ROM start field 6-13
ROM end field 6-13

menu (s) see also windows
accelerator keys see accelerator keys
bar 3-3, A-2
commands Appendix A
dialog boxes 3-6, 3-7, 3-9
invoking commands 3-5
pull-down 3-4, 3-5, 3-6, 3-8
opening 3-4
pointer 3-4
submenus 3-6
windows 3-8, 3-9

buttons 3-9,3-13
fields 3-9,3-13
object lists 3-9,3-10
scroll bars 3-9,3-13

message tags 11-5, 11-6, 11-7, 11-8, 11-10, 11-11



message tag connection parameter window 11-11
auto field 11-12
domain 11-14
manual field 11-12
priority field 11-14
receive timer field 11-13
repeat timer field 11-13
retries field 11-13
service type field 11-14
transaction timer field 11-12
transport layer messaging parameters 11-11

microprocessor interface developer's kit 1-14

microprocessor interface program 1-14,2-6

modifying raw memory 8-23

modify variable dialog box 8-20



navigator 1-12,3-17,3-18

navigator application window 3-8
see also application windows

navigator window
compiling NEURONC programs 7-7
creating a program file 5-2, 5-3
modifying a program file 5-3, 5-4

navigator home window 3-2, 3-3

network
addressing 1-15 see also network image
channels 9-8
connections 1-15, 11-2 see also development networks
design 2-8
development 9-2

see also development network
image 2-2,2-3, 11-15 see also development networks
loading over 6-2
multi-channel topologies 9-8

topology errors 9-9
objects 10-10, 10-29
performance 1-15
production 9-2
routers 9-8 see also routers

target hardware 9-10,9-11
subnet 7-11, 9-11
traffic 1-15
variables 2-5 see also network variables

network configuration, building 1-12

network image 1-15,2-3, 7-2

network management tools 1-11, 1-14
network manager 1-14
protocol analyzer 1-14



network manager 1-11, 1-14, 1-15,7-28,7-29
commands 13-15
loading application image 2-7
loading nodes and routers 7-8
network installation 9-2
NEURON ID 7-36
installing nodes 2-8
test commands 13-2 see also test commands
testing custom nodes 2-7
wink messages 13-12

networks see twisted pair, radio frequency

network statistics window 12-3
error statistics field 12-5
network field 12-5
performance statistics field 12-4
session field 12-4
start time field 12-3
transport field 12-4
update time field 12-3

network variable connection modify window 11-8

network variable connection parameters window 11-10



network variables 2-5, 6-32
browser list 13-18, 13-20, 13-21

adding variables 13-22
deleting variables 13-22
modifying 13-20, 13-21, 13-22
updating 13-23

browsing 13-16
connections 11-4, 11-5, 11-6, 11-7, 11-9
creating 13-17
deleting 13-17
debugger 8-25
display variable dialog box 13-19
editing 6-35
evaluating 8-16

select data dialog box 8-17
importing definitions 6-34
importing SNVT information 6-39,7-14
inputs 11-2
message tag connection parameter window 11-11
modifying 8-16,8-20,8-21,8-22
name members 11-3
nv browser window 13-19
nv connection create window 11-5
nv connection modify window 11-8
nv connection parameters window 11-10
node query window 6-32
outputs 11-2
query command 7-14
querying information 6-33
self-documentation 6-32
self-identification 6-32
target network 7-29
viewing parameters 6-36

NEURON 3120 CHIP 1-6,1-13
building custom-based nodes 7-13, 7-26

guidelines 7-27
configuring project parameters 4-12
memory allocation 6-10
memory map C-5, C-6
programming 3120 chip memory 7-35
system image 6-2



NEURON 3150 CHIP 1-6,1-13
configuring project parameters 4-12
building custom-based nodes 7-13, 7-26

guidelines 7-27
exporting .NRI files 7-13
loading 7-37
memory allocation 6-10
memory map C-3, C-4
recovering with EEBLANK image 6-28
system image 6-2

NEURON C file
deleting 5-4
modifying 5-3

NEURON C compiler see compiler

NEURON C debugger 1-6,8-2
see also debugger

NEURON C debugger window
see debugger window

NEURON C developer's kit 1-12, 1-13

NEURON C programs
compiling 7-6

NEURON C source file 4-12,6-20 see also .NC file

NEURON CHIP 1-2
EEPROM 2-3 see also EEPROM
firmware 2-2 see also firmware state
input clock 7-36

NEURON EEPROM image file see .NEI or files

NEURON ID 7-36

NEURON object file see .NO or files

NEURON ROM image file see .NRI or files



node (s)
addressing 1-15
binder constraints 11-4
browsing memory 13-13, 13-14
browsing network variables 13-16

browse 13-17
create 13-17
delete 13-17

configuration reports 11-18
creating 11-20
viewing 11-21

connections 11-2 see also development networks
custom 2-8,7-26,7-27

firmware state 7-29,7-33
installing 7-36
loading 7-37
network types 7-29
programming 7-31,7-32
programming 3120 chip memory 7-35

define external interface 2-5
define image 6-20
domain/illegal domain 7-11
exporting 7-12, 7-15 see also exporting files
firmware 7-38 see also firmware
function assignment 2-5
hardware properties 6-12
identification 2-5
image 6-4, 6-20
importing 7-12 see also importing files
installing 2-8, 6-26
linking 11-2
loading 7-8

automatically 7-9
manually 7-9
through routers 7-10

name members 11-3
network management 9-5

changing node definition 9-5
commands 13-15
installing on target hardware 9-6



node (continued)
node export window 7-18
node modify window 10-4
node query window 6-33, 6-34
objects, 6-30

deleting 6-31
modifying 6-30

off-line 1-15, 13-10
on-line 1-15, 13-10
protocol analyzer 9-5

changing node definition 9-5
reset 13-11
specifications 6-2,6-4,6-23,9-12,9-22, 10-4, 10-5
target hardware 6-26
target hardware memory window 13-14

node configuration reports 11-18
creating 11-20
viewing 11-21

node definitions 3-2

node export window 7-18
applicationless option 7-19
base file name field 7-18
configured option 7-20
file format options 7-19
file types field 7-19
firmware state options 7-19
node export dialog box 7-18
unconfigured option 7-20

node memory
application image 2-2
network image 2-2
system image 2-2



node modify window 10-4
app image name 10-5
authentication fields 10-6
hw name field 10-7
location field 10-7
max free buffer wait field 10-6
node name field 6-25
subnet name fields 10-5
subnetlnode number fields 10-5

node query window 6-33, 6-34, 6-35
array size field 6-38
authentication field 6-37
avg message rate 6-38
change only if offiine field 6-36
config class field 6-37
config/no config field 6-37
direction field 6-37
max message rate 6-38
network variable name field 6-38
polled field 6-36
priority field 6-37
sd string for netvar field 6-38
service type field 6-37
synchronous field 6-36

node specification create window 6-24
app image name field 6-25
node name field 6-25
target HW field 6-25

num priorities
defining channels 10-18

NV browser application window 3-8
see also application windows



object
copying 10-29,
definitions 9-12, 10-10
deleting 10-31
modifying 10-31

object code files 6-20
see also .BIF file, .NO file

object database 1-12,3-2,4-4,6-4,6-5
application node objects 6-30

building 7-2
deleting 6-31
modifying 6-30

node specification 6-23
target hardware objects 6-16

object lists 3-9,3-10, 13-2 see also windows

off-chip memory
EEPROM 6-10,6-12, 6-13
I/O 6-10, 6-12
RAM 6-10, 6-12
ROM 6-10,6-12

options menu 4-7

oscillator accuracy 10-20

overlay memory 4-7,4-8
/disk command 4-7
/exp command 4-7
/ext command 4-7



packet buffers 9-17

packet size 10-20

powerline transceiver 10-19, 10-21
see also transceivers

power supply, external 106

processor boards 1-3, 1-5, 1-10
LON BUILDER NEURON emulators 1-5

see also emulators
LONBUILDER routers 1-5, 1-7

see also routers
LON BUILDER single board computers (SBe) 1-5

see also single board computers

program error log 8-29

program files, creating 5-2
DOS 5-2
editor accelerator key 5-2
lbe 5-2
navigator window 5-3

powerline 10-19

program files, deleting 5-4

program files, modifying 5-3

programming custom nodes see nodes

project configuration window 4-13

project directory 4-3, 4-4

project manager 1-11, 1-12,7-2
application directories 4-4
errors 7-5
warnings 7-5
window 7-4

project manager window 7-4, 7-7
invoke editor command 7-5



project parameters 4-11
application directories field 4-14
automatic build 4-13
build all 4-13
build options 4-12
build.log file 4-12
compile 4-11
detailed build info 4-12
generate assembly listings 4-12
generate link map 4-12
include directories field 4-13
invoke editor on build stop 4-13
load after build 4-13
load 4-11
link 4-11
modify defaults 4-14
output link summary 4-12
stop build 4-13

don't stop 4-13
errors 4-13
stop after compile 4-13
warnings 4-13

stop after load 4-13

prom programmer 7-12,7-13

prompt editor 5-21



protocol analyzer 1-14, 1-15
collecting message packets 12-6
disk full condition 12-7
log filter dialog box 12-8
message interpretation 12-17
more window for requests 12-18
more window for responses 12-19
network traffic statistics 12-2
packet logs 12-6, 12-7, 12-8

adding message tags 12-9
adding network variables 12-9
adding nodes 12-9
creating 12-6
destination nodes 12-9
filter/filtering 12-8, 12-10, 12-11, 12-12, 12-14
packet types 12-9
protocol analyzer window 12-14, 12-15, 12-16
source nodes 12-9
turning on 12-7
variables/tags 12-10
viewing 12-12

protocol analyzer window 12-14, 12-15, 12-16
statistics window 12-3
viewing message packets 12-6

protocol analyzer buffer size 4-7, 4-9
storing LONTALKpackets 4-9

protocol application window 3-8
see also application windows



radio frequency networks 1-5, 1-7,9-8

RAM, off-chip memory 6-10

raw data dialog box 8-24, 8-25

raw memory
evaluating 8-23
modifying 8-23

read and write protect map 8-5

resize, editor window 5-5

RF networks see radio frequency networks

ROM, off-chip memory 6-10

root directory 4-5

router hardware create window 9-14
channel name field 9-16
clock rate field 9-17
location field 9-15
memory field 9-16
NEURON id field 9-17
node specs field 9-15
packet buffers field 9-17
priority field 9-16
router hw name field 9-14
router hw type field 9-15
size field 9-17



routers 1-5, 1-7,9-4
authentication 9-24
channel definition 9-13
defining node specifications 9-22, 9-23
domain/illegal domain 7-11, 10-11
installation 9-19,9-20,9-21
loading 7-8

automatically 7-9
manually 7-10

location 9-25
multi-channel topologies 9-8
network management authentication 9-25
node specifications 9-13
object definitions 9-12, 10-11
off-line 13-11
on-line 13-11
project manager 9-21
reset 13-12
router hardware create window 9-14,9-22
routing messages 9-8
side A 9-13
side B 9-13
subnet 7-11,9-11,9-23,9-24
target hardware 9-10,9-11,9-12,9-13

installing in a development station 9-18,9-19
installing on a remote network 9-19
name 9-24

testing 13-9
types

bridge 1-7,9-8
configured 1-7,9-8
learning 1-7,9-8
repeater 1-7,9-8,9-15,9-19



SBC
see single board computers

select data dialog box 8-17, 8-23

self-documentation 6-32

self-identification 6-32

serial LONTALKadapter 1-14

scroll bars 3-9, 3-13,3-14

single board computers (SBC) 1-5, 1-6, 1-7
based network 7-28
development networks 9-3
installing 6-26
installing on a remote network 6-27
test commands 13-2
testing application code 2-7

single-ended custom transceiver 10-21
see also transceivers

single-stepping 1-13, 8-11

SNVT see standard network variable types

software tools 1-11

source level debugger 1-11

special purpose custom transceiver 10-21
see also transceivers

standard network variable types 6-32, 6-39
see also network variables
installing 7-8
query command 7-14

starting a LONBUILDERsession 4-6
lb command 4-6

start-up screen 3-2
status line 3-3



statistics application window 3-8
see also application windows

static variables 8-28

subnet 7-11,9-11, 10-3, 10-14
subnet create window 10-15

subnet create window 10-15
domain name field 10-15
subnet number field 10-15

system command 4-7

system image 2-2,2-3

system parameters 4-7
color scheme 4-7, 4-10
I/O port start address 4-7, 4-10
options menu 4-8
overlay memory 4-7, 4-8
protocol analyzer buffer size 4-7, 4-9
system command 4-8
system parameters window 4-8

system parameters window 4-8



target hardware 6-4,6-16
creating objects 6-16

create command 6-16
copy command 6-16

EEPROM memory 6-29
installing 6-23

custom node 6-27
emulator 6-23
network management nodes 9-1,9-6,9-7
remote network 6-27
SBe 6-23

objects 6-16
emulator_1 6-16
emulator_2 6-16

reset 13-11
target hardware window 13-2
target hw copy window 6-17
testing

node hardware status 13-3, 13-14
target hardware location 13-3
target hardware status 13-3
target hardware window 13-2

target hw copy window 6-17
app hw name field 6-17
channel field 6-18
collision detect field 6-19
HW prop name field 6-19
HW type field 6-18
location field 6-18
NEURON ID field 6-19
node specs field 6-19
priority field 6-19
object list 13-2

target hardware memory window 13-14



test commands 13-2
application image status 13-4, 13-5
emulator status 13-4
hardware status 13-3, 13-4, 13-5
location 13-3
node hardware status 13-3
SBC status 13-4, 13-5
status window 13-2

testing nodes 2-6, 2-7, 13-6 see also debugging nodes
application nodes 13-6
hardware test results window 13-6, 13-7
test commands 13-2

application image status 13-4, 13-5
emulator status 13-4
hardware status 13-3, 13-4, 13-5
location 13-3
node hardware status 13-3
SBC status 13-4, 13-5
status window 13-2

testing routers 13-9

test results window 13-6, 13-7
see also hardware test results window

topology errors 9-9, 9-10

trace-stepping 8-12



transceiver 1-2, 1-5, 9-20
see also individual transceiver types
custom transceivers 1-5, 10-21

alternate rate 10-25
bit rate 10-22
bit sync threshold 10-23
collision detection 10-22
differential 10-21
filter 10-23
general purpose data 10-25
hysteresis 10-23
indeterminate time 10-27
interface rate 10-24
minimum interpacket 10-27
preamble length 10-26
raw data 10-28
receive start/end delay 10-27
single-ended 10-21
special purpose 10-21
wakeup pin dir 10-26
xcvr controls preamble 10-24

defining channels 10-18
differential 10-19

filter 10-23
hysteresis 10-23

powerline 10-19
radio frequency 10-19
single-ended 10-19
special purpose 10-19

alternate rate 10-25
general purpose data 10-25
interface rate 10-24
wakeup pin dir 10-26
xcvr controls preamble 10-24

twisted pair 10-19
type 10-18

expansion boards 1-7



LONBUILDER RF transceiver 1-9
LONBUILDER TP-RS485 1-9
time factors window 10-26

TSR 4-15

twisted-pair 1-5, 1-7, 1-8, 10-21
see also transceivers
LONWORKS TP-RS485 1-9
performance 1-8, 1-9

utilities Appendix D
HEXCNVRT D-2
LBCHECK D-3
LBDBCHK D-3
LBDBFIX D-4
LBTEST D-4



windows 3-9 see also menus
buttons 3-9
fields 3-9
object lists 3-9,3-10,3-23
scroll bars 3-9


